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ABSTRACT

The rifetimes of the 5s5p, is6p, 5s?p antL ls8p lp, revels of neut,ral

strontium, and 5p 
2P3/z anrt )p 'rr/r level-s of the strontium ion have

been determinecl. using the Hanle effect. The related. oscillator strengths

of transitions from these levels have been caleuÌateC from the measured.

lifetines. The-Cepolarization cross section between the collisions of

normal strontium atoms with atoms in the excitec 5s5p 
1e, level-, and.

betr¡een the exeited 5p'rn,n strontium ions r¡ith atoms in the excited.Jt¿
'l

5s5p -P' level- anc. l¡ith atoms in the ground. level have also beenI

determined.. The results are

r(5s5p t"., ¡ = \.68 t O.1o ns

r(5s6p ltr, = 3.d+ 1 6.14 ns

r(5s7p ltr_) = l+.9¡ t o.S5 ns

r(5sBp tP., ) = 5.h6 t o.t] ns

lßp zPtl-rl = ,.6s t o.rr ns

,$p nt/z) = 6.?L t O.ao ns

r( l+60T )
r(T169)

r(z%z)
r(5331)

r(zjTo)
f (l+?55 )

r( el+e8 )
f( hoTT )
f ( l+215 )

= 1.91+ t
= L.22 !
=(6.60 t
= o.l+85t

=(t.38 t
= 0.31+ t
= (I+.10 r
= 0.83 t
= 0.37 t

0.06
0.05

0.22 )10
0. 0)+

o.oh)r0
0.02

0. 13 )10
0. 03
0.02

-3

-2

-¿

o;(rso-5"5p 1pr) = [ (>.2)::o-T /i] " 
2

o (5p %=,n'"", 5=Ip fpr) = g\oo i2
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CHAPTER T TNTRODUCTION

Since the pioneerÍng work of Ba1mer (fggt) on the

spectrum of hyd.rogen, and the d.emonstration of the exj_stenee of

series of lines in many speetra by Rydberg (1889)rthere has been

a consid.erabre developrnent in our knowled.ge of atomic spectra and

the associated. theory. Measurements of the wavelengths of the

spectral lines of many atoms and ions have 1ed. to the compiration

of energy tevel tables by Moore (tgSZ). Bohr (f9ff) using quantum

theory provid.ed. the first acceptable d.escriptÍon of the hyd.rogen

atom. Difficul-ties wíth the Bohr theory, particurarly with atoms

t¡ith more than one electron, have Led to the rapid d.evelopment of

quantum mechanics. Among the many books on quantr:m mechanics the

one by Cond.on and Shortley (f9S6) is stitt outstanding.

The first observation of the effect of a magnetÍc
:. -. .

.,,,.';,,.,,fie1d. on the ratLiation emitted by an atom was reported. by Zeeman i.,,,.,,,,,
:.:,- -,:.i:'-

(f497¡. In 1905 llood. shol¡ed that the D lÍnes 6f sod.ium could. excite . ,'.¡,,:',,

D line fl-uorescence in sod.ir¡m vapour. Rayleigfr (f9Za) showed. that

the resonance fluorescence of the 2r3T i ríne in mercury vapour lras 
,

polarizetì., while trfood. and. Ellet (lgZg) showed. that a snal] magnetic ,,.,,, ,., :i:.: :.::::ì

fierd. would remove the polarization. rn 1921+ gai:te explained thÍs

d.epolarization of the resonance rad.iation in terrns of the Zeernan .

;effect and we nov call this phenomenon the Hanre effect. Nowadays,

a
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the Hanle effect has beeome one of the most important nethods for

the measurement of thel-ifetinesof the excited. atomic energlf leveIs.

Before ve go Ínto more d.etail, a short revier¡ of lifetime and. the

related. oscillator strength measurements will be heJ-pful.

I

:

In the past few decad.es analyses of atomic spectra

have succeeded in describing energy Ievels, fine structr¡re and hy¡ler-

fÍne structure and. isotope shift of many atoms and ions. 0n the other

hand., lifetimes of atomic leveIs and. their related. oscillator strengths

remain of great interest to experimental and. theoretical atomic phys-

icists, beeause there are many unknor¡ns and large discrepancies between

the measured. and caleulated. values. Oscillator strengths are widely

used in the astrophysics for the study of stelLar structure, and. for

the determination of ion densities and. temperatures in plasma physics.

More experimental cLata with greater aceuracy is needed.

By d.efinition, the lifetime of an excited atomic state

is the average tì.ecay tine of that state, All possible rad.Íation

transitions to lower energ"y states must be taken into consÍderation.

If No represents the nu¡rber of atoms in the exci.ted state m at time

t=0, then the nunber renainÍng at time t Ís gíven by

I

(r) N, = Noerp(-tlr*)

where t is the mean lifetine of
m

gation. The mean lifetimer tr,

the exeited state m under investi-

is the recÍprocal of the sum of the
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Einstein A coefficients (mitctrett and Zemansky I93\), so that,

(e) ,^ = tl (å orr,)

= | s**""3 / (srr8n2u2ul* t,* I

Here the summation is taken over all possible transitÍons to the lower

state ri I,o and. g' are the statistical weights of the upper and. lover

levels respectively; fn* is the absorption oscillator strength reLated.

to the correspoRd.ing transition; vo, is the transition frequency; m.

and. e are the rest mass and. eharge of the eleetron and c Ís the speed.

of Iight. Classically fn, is equivalent to the number of classical

oscillators in one atom in state n. The detaited. explanation is given

in Chapter II.

The lifetine of an exeitetl. Ievel can be calculated from

the measured values of the oscillator strength of transitions to lower

leveIs, or can be measured. directly. VarÍous experÍmental method.s

have been ci.eveloped. and. can be classífiecl. as rrelative methodsf or

rabsolute method.s' d.epend.ing upon whether or not the absolute d.ensÍty

of atoms need.s to be known.

Relative measurement

There are three principal relatíve methods, the enrÍssion

nethod., the absorption method and the hook nethod.. Results of these

method.s are proportional to the product of the absolute number of the

l : :ì-t:.::,
t;.::::

I

,i

t
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atoms per unit volume and. the oscillator strength. Unless the d.ensity

is knolrn accuratery, onry the rel-ative oscillator strengths can be

cl.et elzrined. r¡ith precision.

In the emission method the line intensities in the arc

are measurecL by precise photographic techniques, and a temperature T

is assumed. for the arc core so that the excited. state populations can

be CeterrnÍned by Bol-tzmannrs equation. The relative oscillator strengths

of many lines in d.ifferent spectra have been determined. by this nethod..

E"berhagen (tg¡¡) extend.ed this method. to the absol-ute measurement of

oscillator strength by calculating the aton d.ensity in the arc from

the Saha equation.

In the absorptÍon method the equÍvalent wiclths of the

absorption lines are measured. Continuous rad.iation is passed. through

an atomic vapour and. the number of atoné in the ground leve1 is ca.lcu-

lated. from the measured. temperature and vapour pressure d.ata. King

(fghO) has successfullyused. this method. for relative oseillator strength

measurements of many atoms.

The hook method, which vas d.evised. by Rozhdestvenskii

and- d.eveloped. by Penkin, has been used to d.etermine many reratíve

osciLlator strengths. A Jarnin-Mach t¡pe interferometer, with a King

furnace containing the vapour und.er investigation in one arm, and. an

accessory tube with a plane-paraIlel plate inserted. in front of the

| ::::
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other arm, is used.. The change of light path by the plate and. by

the gas leads to the formation of 'hooks' on either sid.e of the

spectrun lines. By d.etermining the distance betveen the turning

points of the hooks on either sid.e of the spectral line and the

length of the column of atoms, the product of the oscillator strength ;

and the atomic concentration is obtained.. I :.: :

r L:: 
i:_.:::..,1::'

The rnethods described above have the advantage that the

relative oscillator strength of a great number of Lines can be obtained

at the same time. Hor,¡ever, the methods of estimating the atomÍc d.ensity

may contain a serious error, whieh affects the absolute oscillator

strengths calculated from these data.

Absol-ute measurement

The absorute methods are the ones vhich do not require 
i.,,,,,,,,,.,,,

the knowled6çe of the absolute number of atoms. They are the d.irect ::r':r:'.ì:;':':

measurement method., the phase shift method, the optical double resonance

method. and. the leveL crossing method..

5-

f

ll

The d.ireet neasurement method invol-ves the observation

of the intensity change along the path of the atomic beam beyond. some 
;

point vhere excÍtation has occurred.. The atons can be excited electri- 
I

catly or optically, or by using the bea:n-foil technique. From equation b

(t), tne population of the excited leveIs decays exponentially vith the
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tine after excitation. Therefore, the enitteC lieht intensity

d.ecreases ex-oonentÍally with d.istanee from the excitation region.

This rnethod. is not aceurate for lifetÍnes in the nano-seeontL region , ., ,,.,,;

because these excited. atoms ean travel only a short Cistance

d.uring their lifetine.

.:-t..::::_-:_

,t-',tr.,:.,:,-,:,

Thephaseshiftteehniqueusesmodu]ated.highfrequency
, :,:..: I ::..:,

resonance raCiation as an exciting pulse. The period. of the exciting ,'-.,,,.,,:-:,.,.

pulse Ís mueh greater than the l-ifetime to be measured.. The fluorescent

rad.Íation has the same pulse shape as the exeitínq pulse, but lags :

lin phase by an angle <lue to the finite lifetime of the excitecì. level 
I

;

By measuring the phase shift angle, the lifetirne of the exeÍted. level i

can be determinecì..
l

i

i

The d.ouble resonance method involves exciting an atom 
,

wÍth polarizetì. resonanee radÍation. If the experÍment has been arranged. ' '''.:
': l

so that only one,Zeeman state of the excited. leve1 is excited, an ::.::'; .ij-:
..' , ..1

:',t ,t', 
t

external rf oscill-ating magnetÍc fielcì. with the Larmor .precessÍon ..:.::,: ::;

-:::-.::-.t._:;l

frequeney viLl transfer the atom to another magnetie state. This

modifies the polarization and. direetÍon of the fluoreseent radiation.

The lifetÍme can be calculated. from the half vid.th of the double 
:,,,,,,.,,,,,,,

.,;-::.; rt:: :::

resonance signal . In d.ouble resonanee experiments the Doppler l¡iri.th :

of the rf signal. Ís much smaller than the natural line vidth anC. ean

be neglected. But if the rf magnetie field is strong enoupqh to intLuee

many transitions between Zeeman states d.uring the lifetime, pover
i :_..:

:::-l'1. .r'
. ì.::_t:.-:.: i:
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broad.ening occurs and. must be el-iminateC.. This can be d.one b;r

measuring the half wídth at several pover levels of the rf oseillating

field and. ertrapolating to zero fieÌC. Hoveverr' for those excited

states with Lifetime shorter than 1O-8 secontì., an rf magnetic field. of

magnitud.e about 100 gauss is required to saturate the resonance. The

d.ifficulty of the construction and. stabilization of such high power rf

sources Limits the applicátion of the d.ouble resonanee rnethod. to meas-

urements of relatively long lifetimes

The level crossing methocl. uses somewhat the same techni-

que as the d.ouble resonanie methocl , but the need. of rf po!¡er is elimi-

nated.. 'When tr¡o levels of the exciteC- state are tuned to d.egeneracy

by an external magnetic fÍe1d, interference effects change the spatial

distribution of the scattered. rad.iation. By analysing the scattered.

light signal d.urÍng a level crossing, the lifetime of an excited. state

can be obtained accurately.

The most eorrnonly useQ example of this method. is the so

ca1led rHanle effectr or flevel crossing at zero magnetic fieldt. The

Hanle effect is one of the most powerful methods for precise lifetime

measureme¡¿s. The reasons for this are multifold.. First, only very

sinple equipment is reguired and. no rf broad.ening, cascade problems and.

Doppler broadening have to be considered.. Second., unlike the relative

method., it does not require a dÍrect knowledge of the atom density.

Thirtì., it is particularly suitable for lifetines in the tO-8 to tO-9

i. :.. It.

I

!

r
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second. range where other nethods, also independ.ent of absolute atom

Censity, begin to lose their accuracy. Finally, if the exeited. 1evel

has more than one branch, cl.eteetÍng any one of the branehes by the

Han1e effect gives the lifetime of the excited. 1eve1, so that conve-

nient experimental choices can be made.

The history of the Hanle effect goes back to 1921 when

Hanle worked a classieal theory explaining the influence of a magnetic

field. on the polarization of resonantly seattered. light. The observa-

tions were d.ifficult before the photomultiplier tube was invented., and

this techníq.ue was forgotten until the 1960's. fn l-959 Col-6çrove et aI.

accid.ently found out that the level erossing effeet can be explainetL

by the Breit for:mu1a which was d.eveloped in the 1930's. and, with this came

a rediscovery of the Hanle effect, which is a special ease of fevel

crossing vhen the 1evels cross at zero magnetic fÍeld.. In reeent years,

many aecurate lifetÍmes for the excited levels of the group I and. group

If atoms, using the Hanl-e effectrhave been reported. The same technique

has al-so been applied. sueeesfully to the group III el-ements and some

diatomic rnolecules. Experiments for Hanle effect of exclted ionic levels

have been perforrneC as well . Revíer¡ articles d.iscussing the use of the

Hanle effect have been rrritten by Bud.ick (fq6f), zu Putl ¡tz (l)6r),

Itapper(1p68) ancL series (tg6g).
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The strontíum atom

,, :::-,

Atomic strontium has a 5"2 lso ground. Ievel . The ":r'.-':

singlet metastable level -5sl+d tn, i" about 2,5 eY above the ground

level. Like eadmium and barium, strontírrm also has doubly excited

configurations of mdnp lP, 1"v.1s that are elose in energy eompareô .l'.I.'''
'1

to the lsnp 'P, leve1s. The mixing of levels of the same parity may
-I

produce interesting results in the lifetimes of the Ie, tevets and. "i': '

the related oscillator strengths. Prior to this work, Eberhagen (fg¡:)
'tl :

stud.ied. the oseillator strengths for the *P1**D2 transitions by the

emission method. Ostrovskii and. Penkin (fg:8, 1961b) determined the 
;

relative and absolute oseitlator strengths for lsnp trr-*tro transitl-ons 
l

by hook method. Their absolute values cLo not agree with the recent

Hanle effeet or phase shift experiments, but the hook methotl relative 
.

values should be reIiable. These results show that the oseillator

strengths for the principal series of strontium are not monotonic, and 
,,,,.,

that a minimum value oceurs at the =eeorr,l 
lP, Ievel. Except for the '
-I - .,.;

'r l l r- .t"'
SsSp 

tpt*tso tr"nsition, all the 5snp 'tr_*'to transitions have absorp-

tíon oscillator strengths cl-ose to the forbid.d.en transitions.

De Zafra et al . (tg6z), Lurio et al. (rqeL) and Hulpke ,,,.'

et al. (fgd+) have determined. the lifetine of the 5=5p 
1Pt leve1. Low

atomic densities were employed in their experinents, but coherenee

narrowingrwhich is elirninated. by ertrapolation to zero atomic density

to obtain true lifetimesrwas not studied.. Also, the lifetines of IP, ,...,
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levels higher than 5s5p l¡ere not determined.. pronpted. by this raek of

information, the vork d.escríbed. here has been und.ertaken to obtain
¡t,,,..,..,,'.

further information about the lífetimes of ttre 1e, levels of the sttontium ': ' ::

atom and the rel-ated. oseitlator strenEçths. First of allo the true life-

time of the first lP, leve1 is obtained from coherence narrowing studies.
...:-:: :

l- --"---c 
::::_rr..::This gives an accurate absolute oscÍllirtor strength for the first t"r-*tro 
i,,,i.,,,.,

transition of wavelength h6o? i. By coupling this with the aceurate 
ii,:.r:i::,::

relative ratios given by Penkin (:lg6:-) fron the hook method., the absolute 
i¡;:':;:-':':

:

oscillator strengths of the other t"r_*tao transitions are caleulated.. l

-1't'tfhe lifetÍmes of ttre 5s6p 
fPr, 

5"?p 
fpt and 5sSp 

rp, revels are determined
l

i

vith the same technique, and. using equation (z) trre upper Ii¡nit of l,

oscillator strengths of the 1P.,*IDo transitions are determined.. As wel1 )-L¿'

theco11isionbroad'eningcrosS-SeetionbetweenSr(5lPr)and.sr(1so)

atoms is studied using the h60? i. transition.

The levels which are involveC in these experiments are ',, , ,,,,
itt:tt::' 

tttt t't'

shovn in Figure 1. ì::,,::.,;.r:
i .r :.::: ,i: :'
:,t::'-:,¡ ¡:,

The strontÍum ion

The singly ionízed strontium atom has ^ 5" 2Sa¡2 ground. :,.,.,:,,.,.

level-. The energy levels Ínvolved in the present work are shorm in

Figure 2. The doublet separation betnreen 5p 'r.,./, and 5p %rr, is large- Ll¿ - 5l¿

enough to be resolved easily with our apparatus. Due to the large sepa-

ration of the 2P I.vel" one may expect that the tifetimes of these tvo ;:,"',,'.',;.- a' :::-:4.
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leveIs will d.iffer by a few percent. The exeitation energ'y of the
)

5p -P!Z is 3.04. eV above the grouncl level. This energy is elose to

the ionization energy of the neutral strontium atom in the 5s5p 
tP-
-1

exeited. state, vhieh is knovn to be 3.00 eV. This accidental resonanee

may eause interesting results in the collisions between strontium ions

and. strontium atoms. The Hanle effect is applied. to study these two

problems.

Yu. I. Ostrovskii and. N. P. Penkin (t96ta)have measured
I

the absolute oseillator strengths for the Coublet resonance lÍnes of the
i

strontium ion using the hook method.. Gaì-lagher (f96]a)fias measured 
it,.

the lifetimes of the 5p % t.vets of the strontÍu-m ion and the eollision 
,

i

cross seetion between ions in these levels and argon atoms. However,
l

severa1extrapo1atÍonsveremad'eintheana1ysisofthedata,and.
i

collísions between strontium ions and. strontium atoms were not eonsidereC. 
.

The present r,¡ork was undertaken to check the Iífetimes and to obtain the "' 
" 

'''j::-;:: ::r.i

infonnation for eoll-isions betr,¡een strontium ions anà strontium atoms ." :" .

', ,t', 
''' 

,

utilizing a sÍmpler approach.

i :-:i:._:
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Figure 1.

Energy level d.Íagram for the singlet levels of neutrar strontÍum.
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Figure 2.

Partial- energy level diagram for the strontium Íon.
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CHATIIER II T}ÍEORY

The theory of the Hanle effeet based on the classical

d.epolarization eoncept has been diseussed in the book by Mitchell

andZemansky(fg¡fr)'Quantummeehanícally'theHanleeffeetcan

be explaineC. by interferenee effeets ' and' the theory has been

givenin,aformusefulforatomiespectroscopvbYFranken(rg6r)

and Lurio et al. (rg6l+)'

Hanle effect in the iC'eal case

The essentials of the classieal approach to the Hanle

effectareshowninFigure3.Iftheineid.entexcitingraciation

is polarized' with its electrie vector along the y axis' and if a

sartple atom locateð at the origin is aeting as a elassicaf oscill

ating d.ipoler'after excitation lt will vibrate paratlel to the

direction of polarÍzation of the exciting light. At zero magnetic

fielc. this oscillating <lipo1e gradually damps down due to rad'iation

losses, but, the oscillation axis alvays points in the initial

direction. Dipoles C.o not radiate along the axis of their oscillation'

sothatnothingvillbeobservedifonelooksalongtheoscillation

axisforfluorescentlight.However,ifthereisamagneticfield.

,along the z axis, the d'ipole exclteC' by the raC'iation will precess

about the field- direction at the Larmor precession frequeney'
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ï'igure 3.

Geometry of the Hanle erperiment.
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q. = yH = glvoE/Á, where y Ís the gJromagnetie ratio, Uo is the BohrLJ .J

magneton and g, is the Land6 g factor for the l-evel. The raciation
.J

pattern in the x-y plane is CetermineC. by sin2e, where 0 is the

angle betveen the observation direetíon and. the y axis. rf the

observer stays fixed, 0 can be replaced by trrrt, where t is the tine

elapsed. sinee excitation started. To obtain the observed intensity

for a collection of atoms, a damping term exp(-t/t) must be includ.ed.

where r is the mean lifetime of the tevel involved.. For continuous

exeitation and observatÍon, the intensÍty of the scattered. radiation

observed along y axis Ís given b¡r :

r(¡) r = cJi u*p(-tlt)sin2ort.c1t

-Tr1 It
-foir--t

1 + ( Zyrï)¿

which is the inverted Lorentzian d.istribution. ro represents the

maxÍmum observed. intensÍty of the scattered. rad.iation whÍeh d.epend.s

on the incident tight intensity, the bean d.ensíty, the oscillator

strength of the transition invol_ved. and also the geometry of the

scattering cha:nber. hrhen H takes the value sueh that 2yrH = l,

T = Io/2. ff we tì.enote this H b, Ht/2, we have

-1r/r = sJuo^H/ã(l+) sec

where ùH=ZHrr, and is the fulI vidth at hatf maximum of the Loren-

tzían curve. Therefore, in an experinent, one ean determÍne the
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lifetime of the exeited level from equation (l+) by neasuring aH

from the Hanle sígnaI. rn many simple atomie spectra the e, varues

of exeited. levels are either velÌ knor,rn from theoretical eonsid.er-

ation or have been measured by the zeeman effect or optical d.ouble

resonanee erperiments.

A,uantr:m meehanieally, the Hanle effect can be des-

cribeC by the Breit-Franken forrnu]-a (Franken 1961)

(¡) Rn, I
mr¡.t r¡J 

r ,ml

ffrlG- Un^mU lhU rmrhml 
U

I + Ítt¡(uruf )

fn the above equation R is the rate at r¡hich photons of polarization

1 "r" absorbed. and. photons of polarization f are emitte<1 in the

resonance fluoreseence. The subscripts u and. pt represent the

magnetic states of the excited lever which can be excited. from the

state with magnetic quantum number m of the initial rever, and

¡rhich can subsequently deeay to the final state with nagnetic quantun

number mr. rf mt does not belong to the same initial 1evel as m,

equation (:) is stitl valic provic.ed. that the surmation over m is

taken onry over the magnetic states of the initial revelo and. the

mf sum¡ration is over the magnetie states of the final level. The

transition frequency o(u,H') = (S- - E ,)/A is between the statesu u"
u and. ur. The fts and. grs are the matrix elements for the absorp-

tion and. re-emission proeess in electrfc dÍpo1e transitions; for
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example, fu* = .ul1.i lrn> ant1 Bu,m, - <u,lê.1' lr't

:' _ .:.'
Let us eonsid.er the sÍrnpIe J=O>J=l+J=O transitions ::,:,,;:1::

und.er the geometrical setting in FÍgure 3. Here, the final state

is the saJne as the initial state and can be denotec by a. There

areon1ytvostatescorrespond.ingtom,=+1r¡hicheanbepopu1ated.
.: .'

and. r,¡e will d.enote them as b and. c. Then, ¡nr=¡=¿ ancL the sum over 
,,,:.,,r,,,,,.:

u and. ur is taken by eonsidering the two Zeeman states b and. c. ;':.'r'l

when the applied. field is large enough to completery resolve the

nagnetÍc states of the excited revel ve have ¿¡(uru').r>>l and. equation l

t,

(5) recì.uces to I

I

Rr. = Ro rlr"oeo"l2 * lr""s""l2

The rate is Just the sum of the indivÍd.ual rates and no interference

term is present. hrhen the applied. fierd. is near the cross-over point,

the exeited magnetic states are close to one another and. cannot be

resolved.. Now, o(lrur ).'tr< 1 and equation (5) neeones

fb.f""B""8"b f f.e- ED ^.Þ Å_ ^ caaD"oa-'ae
- t + Íto(b,c) 1 + irr,r(c,b)

1+iro(b,c) t-iro(b,e)

l¡here A = fb"f""Bcaßab antì. A* = f""f"bgbu.g"". The interference effect
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occurs Ín the tenns containing A and. A*. Tn the ease where the

matrix proCuct A is real-, A*=A and. we have

Rc*Ro +----Æ-_
- t + t'o'(bre)

vhich is the rrell knownLorentzian distribution. rn the ease where

the matrix prod.uct A is inaginary, A*=-A, and- we have

i:: 
l.

Ro * Ro - 
2AÍür(b ?c )

- l_ + t't¡-(bre)
l

which is a dispersion shaped. distribution. rn the case vhere the 
f

matrix proCuct is a complex nr:mber,.a mixeC Lorentzian anC dispersion 
l

dístribution witl be obtainecl. A is real, imaginary or complex :

ld.epend.ing upon the cirection and. the polarization of the íncoming 
l

and outgoÍng light, and. all three eases ean be realized. experirnental-Iy. 
i

If any of the matrix elementj in A or A* vanish, there

vill- be no interferenee and. Rr=Rr. This means that b and. e must be

populatecl coherently in an absorption process and. also emÍt eoherently

for interferenee to take plaee in the cross over region. rn other

vord-s, if the states are made d.egenerate by the magnetic field, a

single photon ean excite both states coherently and a finite phase

relation exists between the wave functionSrepresenting the excited.

states. This Ís analogous to the el-assicar phenomenon of a d.oubl-e

slÍt interferenee pattern r¡here the same photon can be shared by
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both sl-its. A1so, it should. be noted that the total absorption

cross section for the resonanee radiation is índepend.ent of l¡hether or not 
..: :..:the levels are crossed. The only effect of the crosginR is to ,',,.',',

nod.if! the angular distribution of the re-emittecl racliation. Fur-

thernore, the Hanle effect is a crossing at zero fiel-d so that for

this specÍaI ease the matrix elements are all- field independ.ent. ,,,_,,,,,;

Lurio et aI. have consíd.ered. the external statie

magnetic field to be along the z axis and. have d.efined. a set of

complex unit vectors ê with components

e, = e-_ tie = (cosO.cosq ti.sind)exp(tió)+xy
ê" = -SiD0'eosa'

to allol¡ for arbitrary incident and. observing d.ireetions. The incid.ent

1Íght enters along a d.irection defined by (0,ô) and with the eleetric

vector ê naking an angle c with respect to î The scattered light

is observed along (0',ôi ) with its electrie vector êt making an angle

af with respect to'àt as shor¡n in Figure \. The general erpression

for the rate of seattering of resonance radiation can be written as

F.G(6) R¡, r. 
-uur-uru

u'll' 1+ iro(u,u')

r¡here Fuu, = å furfru, and' Gr,u = fit 8ur*r8rr, are the exeitatlon

and. re-radiation matriees respeetively. Lurio et ar. (r96h) na'tru
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It''lgure 4.

Coord.inate and polarization system used. in the

calculation of the Hanle effect

''''': :

.-- :_:i

f'_:-- .
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(r)

caleulateu tuu, for the resonance seattering vith J=G>J=I+J-O, and

finC,

e*e_/z -e_er/ õ -"2 /z

e e-/ /ã

-"ltz e*er/{2 e*e_/z

vhere c represents the red.uced rad.ial matrix erements which can be

absorbed. into the constant term ro in equation (3). For this case

the re-emitted. matrix G..,.. is identical to equation (?) except thatu'u
all quantities are primed. The natrix products ean be colleeted. into

three groups aeeording to Ay=Q,1,2 which leafls to

R = R(Au=O) + R([¡¡=]) + n(¡u=e.)

Ïr='uu r -e*er/{z "1
of,

rvhere

(8) R(A¡1=sl * å(e*e-efel7 * ul{z

(g) R(¡,'r)n. +L )(e*e'- e_ei)(e_ef + e*

)

0)

1)(e+e'_ -u_"i(e_ef + e*

:
t

:
I
t

I

(

0

(

ã

(

ito
--¿TO

irul

l
+

+

l
I

:)e

1 *.2r2q0,-1)

(ul";2 * .f"'2) + ir{,r(-I,r)(efe'2 -u2";2)
R(ap=2) ¡, +"(ro)

I +.2r2qt,-t1



These equations Ciffer slightly from equation 10, 11 and 12 in

Luriors (fgel+) Daper d.ue to the correction of the sign in the 
,. :::::

Cenominator of the equation (6) pointed. out by Stroke et al (fg68). ;r;:';;';;:,

A:nong these components, R(Â¡¡=6) is magnetic fieÌd independent whÍle

the other two are field tì.ependent
:

. ., . -.

tttt''.-:_

For resonance scattering r¡ith J=!-rJ-f+J=2 transitions, 
o,;,,.,,,,,.,,.,,

we caleul-ate that ¡'':: ì:;;r':

(rr) F.=
uu'

å u*"_ * 3": (/z-[8/z)eze_ -, .:

(/l-ffitz).r"* \u2 * 3e*e- ( ffilz-lz)ere_ .c

12_-ê2-+ (ffi/z-/2)"ru* å.*"- * 3u1"

and. Gu,u i" the same "= Fuu, except that all ouantities are primed..

A direct calculation shovs that R(Àu=t) and R(Âu=2) are ídentical to

the equation (9) and (tO) except for a eonstant, R(ÀU=O) is different

from equation (B) an¿ is equal to

R(au=o) n, 33(e+e-efe, + e+e-e;2 + e;e,ef * .2ru;2) "''1""'

+|e*e_eiul* 
"?.L'

,,, .,.:-",¡.,..

For resonanee scattering with J=G>J=I+J=! transitions, ':"""

the expression tot Fuu, isthe same as ecluation (?) an¿ the expression for

Guru is the s¿me as eq,uation (1l) except that all quantities are primed..
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Direct ealculation again shows that expressions for R(¡¡.¡=1) and.

R(au=2) are simirar to equation (9) ana (ro), but, R(¡u=o) ís equal

to

R(¡u=o) n, 3(e*e_efe, * "*u-",2 + e;e'ef * 
"2.;2)

*t.*"_"i"1 *.Í.;'

To check these results, let us assume 0=0r=ór=90
o

and. ç=6 . ÏIhen substÍtuting into equatione (B), (9) ana (fO), we obtain

R ru sin2a.sin2o' + 2"o"2o.con2d,

. heosc.cosct .sincr.sinct -Trrl+
I + r2o2(1,0)

.2 2.s1n üos]-n cl'
f\4

1 * hr'r'(rro)

If we furtherassumethat o=90o 
"nd integrate over aIl values of c,,

we have

Rî, 1-
r * \r2^2(r,o)

r¡here 2lr(r,0) l= ltu(r,-r) l. This expression is ictentical to the ctass-

ical result expresse<ì. by equation (3).

Ïf t¡e earry out the calculation for J=G{=I+J=2 and

J=t+J=f+J=2, the effeet of the additional term from R(Au=O) is simply
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the ad.dition of a constant baekgrouncl to the inverse Lorentzian

sÍgnal. This shows that the classieal result given in equation (3)

is true for the normalized. Lorentzian signal obtained from J=ea"|=l-¡J=e,

J=O-r..T=l-lr1=2 and. J=2-xJ=1+1}=2 resonance scattering.

For the ease of J=L/Z-^J=I/Z*=I/2, the Breit-Franken

equation gÍves

0

ee ++-

Íì̂uut

.rI
f 
.*"- * "'tuu' =l 

o

Ls

we

and G

and. G

u'u

ptu

same as

obtain

exeept all quantities are primed.. F"o* Fuu,

R n, (e.e * 
"2)(elet 

+ e,2)+- z' +- z

vhich is independent of the apÞlied magnetíe field. This shor¡s that

excitation vith linearly polarized. right eannot lead. to any magnetic

fielcl d.epend.ence of the intensity or polarization of the scattered.

lieht. Since no off-Ciagonal elements occur in Fuu' anc Gu'p to

Hanle signal can be obtaine<l .

Gallaeher anC Lurio (lg6Z) have shown that if the

excitation Ís by circularry polarizecl light and. if the scattered

light is analyzed. for circular polarization, the Hanre effect can be
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observed. for a J-L/?+J=r/?>¡=t/2 resonance scattering. Referring to

Figure l+, and using the faet that circular polarization is the sum

of tvo linear nolarizatÍonswith a phase d.ifferenee of 9oo, the natrix
f-..., etc. can be obtained by,
uu

f ,=f ,(a=Oo)ti.f .(a=9o)uu uu uu'
Again from the Breit-Franken eguation ure have

lt * "o",(rz¡ F =luu I 
l. "t*. erp(io )

tsÍn6. exp(-iq )

1 ¡ eosO

t= Fuu, excent all teims ale primed..and

The

the expression of G . is the sameu'u
scatterfng rate is equal to

(r¡ ) R n, R(¡¡1=0) + n(A¡r=1¡

^, 1 + (t)(t)tcose.eosOI

C l tt l'=ire. =t"e '.
12o^2

(t ) (t )'sine. sino '.¿¡sin(ó '-ó )
D.)l- + u¡-

where the prined terms refer to the seatteretL light and. the unprimecì.

terms to the incident light, antl. l=r/r. Equation (t3) is ttle sane as

equation 6 of Gallagher and Lurio (1962) exeept the last term has an

optosite sign d.ue to the correction of the sign in the denominator

of the Breit-Franken eguation. ïf 0=0,=90o and 6-q'=90 , eguation (r¡)

red.uces to
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R¡, 1- ='
f2*12

whÍch is a d.ispersive shapeC clistribution.

For a J=L/2+J=3/Z*¡=\/Z resonanee scattering, dÍreet

ealeul-ation shor¡s that both línearly polarized light and cir:cularly
I

polarízed. light 1ead. to oecurrenee of an observable Hanle effeet. The 
i

formulas are similar to those already discussed above. i

fn sunmary, the J=Q+J=f+J=O, J=G>J-1-ltr=2, J=p-¡J=f¡J=!

anð' J=L/2+rl=3/2+J=I/2 Hante effeet ean be excited. with l-inearly polarizecl 
l

light and analysis can be effected without polarization. The rnagnetic l

states of the exciteC level which enter the experiment and. vhieh eross

over at the zero fíeld. are those states for l¡hieh Au=2. On the other

hand, exeitation vith círcularÌy polarized Ìight and. eÍrcuÌar analysis l

must be enployetì. for the J'L/2->J=L/z-+J=t/z ease. The magnetie state" 
,,

of the exeited. leve1 l¡hich cross over at zero field. are n,=t t/2 ancl
.J,

Au=l . :,,

Departure from the id"eal case

The theory of the Han1e effect d.escribed. in the

previous sectÍon is for Írlear eases. rn aetual experiments there

are a number of difficulties which can cause consid.erable systernatie
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error. These cifficulties arise from the width of the incid.ent

resonance radiation, hyperfíne strueture, departures from strict
o

90 geonetry, and. the important eoherence narrowing and collision
broadening effects. Not all these diffícultíes ean be avoicled., but

once they are .recognÍzetl it is not hard. to make the necessary

eorreetÍons.

The Hanle erperiment requires that the wid.th of the

excÍting resonance ratìíation be larger than the largest Zeeman splitt-
ing of the excited levels of the atom being illurninated. This rneans

that the incident radiation must have a uniform intensity over a fre-
quency range sufficiently large to excite all the Zeeman states in

the range of the rnagnetic fielcs used in the experiment. rf this is

not so' distortíon l¡111 oeeur and. the seattered signal will no longer

have a standard. rorentzian distr:ibution. ThÍs requirement can be

Justified by the followíng argument. The Zeeman splitting in a fiel_d.

H is given to the first order by ÀE-=gnuoH. on the other hand, theû¿
natural l¡ir].th of the resonanee line Ís given by AEn= 1l/r. The theory

of the Hanle effect shows that the Lorentzian shape reaches hal-f-maximum

at a field Ht/z r¡hieh is rel-atect to the rifetime t by r 4l(2eruottrrr).
This inplies that at the field. strensth H- ,^. Atrtrength Hl/2, LEr= LEn/2. Thus, in
Hanle effect experiments the Zeeman splitting, aEr, is of the same

ord.er of magnitud.e as the natural wid.th ÂErr. Doppler broad.ening in

the souree of the incid.ent resonanee lÍght generarly yierd.s a Ìine
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r¡idth EDtt E.,, anc we can safery assume that the zeeman splitting
of the atons in the scattering regÍon is located. within a constant

intensíty regíon of the line profile of the incid.ent rad.iation from

a hol-l-ow cathoCe la¡np.

A second source of d.ifficulty arises from the presenee

of isotopes having non-zero nuclear spin. The effect of this can be

two-fold'. (i) ffte nuclear angular momentum f alters the total angular

momentr:m of the scattering atoms, and hence affeets the angular d.is-

tribution of the seattered. resonanee rad.iation, leacíng to a level
crossing signal of different vicLth ancl d.epth from that for the r=o

ease. (ii) The presenee of the hyperfine structure spJ-itting may lead

to non-Zero magnetic field level crossing at field.s smalr enough to

cause a d'istortion of the normal zero field level crossing 1Íne shape.

rn the present experiment, natural strontium whieh

contains 82.56/, or s"8B and 9. 86/" ot s"86, toti, of vhieh have zero

nuclear spin¡ is usec. The odc isotope s"B? h"" a nuerear soin r=9/2

but only a 7.02% abundanee and. the effect of the hyperfine structu¡e

of thfs l¡iIl be insignificant on the Hanle rine width. rt can be

shown from the Breit-Franken fornula that the effect of the odtì. isotope

on the measured Hanle wicth in sr and. sr+ is l-ess than r% even vith
the assumption of eoual lamp intensity exciting alr isotopes. so we

vill neglect the effect of the presenee of the oc.rl. isotop., sr87, and
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treat the resurts as zero nuclear spin in the anarysis proeess. A

sirrilar resurt was Justifiecl by Dickie (tgrt) truring experiments

employing natural isotopic barium whieh also has od.d. isotopes.

Geometrieal d.epartures from the id,eat case can arise
from the non-zero solid angle subtenced. by the d.etecting system. rf
we assume c=crr=gOo, equatfon (g) , (Ð an¿ (ro) give us

D
(f l+) R n, (2_sin2e, ¡ * sin'e'.cgs(O'-ô )

7 * lrt2^2(o,r)

+ 2ro(.0,t )sin2o' . sinz(ô,-o )

l- * l*t2'2(o'1)

= n(r) + R(2) + R(3)

where 0', ó and. þr are the angles sholrn in FÍgure l+ ancL n(f ), n(a)
and. R(3) represent the first, second. and. the third. term in the above

equatlon. rf the inconing and. outgoing light spreads over a non-zero

so1id. angle , qrmmetric vith respeet to the x axis anrl y axis, say:
.oo600t'r90 t6, S+Q !t, Ot+90 tB, 0+p0 ty, and. if ve d.efine de=sinorsin0d0d0,dçd6,

then the average R ean be obtained, fo[owing Fry and wirria¡ns (1969)

R'=,rRd.o / Ian

Dlrect caleulations show that:

.lt1f¿ = 166ßsiny.sín6

/R(r)¿o = l6qgsiny.sinð.(r + | "ir,2o)
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,rR(2)¿n =
-1

1+ht

/R(S)ac¿ = o

hsiny. sin6. sín2[. sin2ß( 1-2r2( o,t )
| "ir,2o )

Aclding these together l¡e have

T\ro eonclusions can be drawn from the above results. First, if t, ß

and ô approaeh zero, R retl.uces to a standarC inverse Lorentzian t1.is-

tributíon. If all quantities are non-zero, a bigger solid. angle

subtend.ed symnetrically vith respect to the ¡¡ axis wirt reduce the

sipçnar to background. ratio for the detecting system, sinee it creates

a constant background. Second., R is Índependent of the incitLent angle

0 so that a broad light source ean be used. provided. that the source

is symmetric about the x axis.

synmetric about

t/2 - óf to nl2

If

+

0 t and. S I are spread. into angles vhieh are not

axis, say, 0 t from Tr/2 - g, to r/2 + 02, þ' from

01, then direct ealculations l_ead. to

(rr ) ñ-'
sin{tr - (r/¡)(sin%r- sinorsino, * "in%r)l

!€(0i + qÐ

l+E (öi * ôå)tr * |f "in2or- sinorsinor* 
"in2or)l

sin2E . [r -
( sin2ói+sinzgi )

- sinorsino r+ sin20 r) I

2ro(0,1 ) (cos2ôi- cos2Oi ,l
1* hr2r2(o,r)

f{ "tr,tr.

1 * l*.2r2(o,r)
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This can be rewrÍtten as

R'tA-
L + I+r2u2(O,r)

. ctto( o.r )'m
vhere A, B and. c are the constants tì.eÞendent on the experimental

sÍtuation. rt is clear that not only is the signar to baekground

ratio d.eereasec, but a d.ispersive component vhieh depend.s on ór

only is introd.uee<1. rn the experlrnents, if the d.etecting slit is
used. wíth its long axis pararrel to the z axis, gr corresponds to

the vitLth of the slit. ff vider srits are used. it is oossibre that

ôj ana ö) are not equal to eaeh other and. in such case, the Hanle

signat must be analvzed with equation (15) where a dispersion com-

ponent vhich must be taken into aceount is present.

ïf circular porarization is usec in both the incicent

and seattered. Iight and. if one assumes that the angles ale spread. as

follows: 0 from rf 2 a. ¡q n/2 +s" ô from oo-ß to oo+ß, 0 r from

n/2 ay to n/2 +v, and ô' from r /z-orto n/2 +ôrr eouation (13) yietds

(16) R^, 1 + 
t

_(t ) (t ) rf sinß (o + 
"i.rr. cosa )

(ôf * ôr)(sirvt + sirryr)

- [ (t ) (t ) 'r "ins 
(c + sina. cosq )- l-;

t Lgsina(r2 * ,2)
(Vr\ 

r+sÍnylcosyI+sinyrcosy, ) ( sinô,+sin6, )
.

l+ßsi¡s (r2 * r2)
(vr+ y r+sirvrcow I+sinr 2cosy, ) ( cosô ,-cosô, )
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The last term is the main clispersive d.istribution while the

second tenn is the Lorentzían C.istribution. The resul-ts again shovs
I: that if the angle subtendeC at the d.etecting system, 6, is not equal

to ô-. then there is always a Lorentzian shapec component added to. r'
the rnain d.ispersion shape distrÍbution. The ratio of their magnÍtuCe

. is approximately equal to (5/Z) (cos6^ - cos6. )/(sinô, a sin61), vhich¿!
o

, 
is usually less than I0% provided. that 6, ancl ô, d.o not exceed 10

rO
and' their dÍfference is smaller than 5 . This also shows that the

, peak position of the d.ispersive shape d.istribution vill not be altered
'

i ty the occìlrrenee of the small Lorentzian eomponent, although the shape
:

I may Cepart from the ideal ease.

i:...;r'¡,: ¡.1,.,¡., :, ..:.¡._i-f -.:i.t:: J-r.1.i.'.,'. .

so far no consicerat.ion hac been gÍven for the effeet

of atonie d.ensity on the Hanle signal. However, in the experiments

l¡e c.o not measure the lifetine of a single atorn, but an ensembre

average relaxation time. There is alvays some col-lision depolarization ,:.:

,' ' .t,of the excited atoms and. traprÍng of the fluoreseent lip:ht. rf the 
.

measured width for the Hanre sÍgnal is plotted. against the density of '' ":'

the sample atoms, at low d.ensities, the vÍti.th is inversely proportional

to the d.ensit;r. rn the interrnecÍate d.ensity range, the virlth remains

nearly constant l¡hile at high ti.ensities the wid.th increases rapidl_y l¡ith '.r',:,' 
,.

the <ì.ensity. These clensity ranges are usuarly calred the coherence

narrowing region, the saturatecl. regÍon and the col-lision broad.ening

reg]-on.
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In the 1ov tì.ensity reeion, rad.iation trapping

is the main effect and. results in a narrowing of the }Ianre signal

l¡idth. The narrowÍng inereases with aton d.ensity and can approaeh

3/10 the natural vidth. This ean be understood. from the following

arguments. rf the excited atom is preeessing about the applfed.

magnetic field., and. emits a photon after rotatfng through a eertain

angle the emítted. light wirt be depolarized. Then, if this d.epora-

rized. enitted light is reabsorbec by a neíghbouring atom, the secontL

excited atom r¡i11 refleet the orientation of the first exciteC atom

and will also precess in the magnetie fielc. As a result, a smalì-er

nagnetie fÍeld. is required to depoÌarize the net rad.iatÍon pattern

and- the resultant Hanle effect line width Ís narrovec.

fn the present experiment, we will study the ease

where lÍnearly polarized incident light is employed and the J=O-xJ=l->

J=o transition is involved. consequently, we will pay rnore attention

to this speeial ease. sinee the J=o ground lever is nondegenerate,

we wÍ1l elcpress the J=l excited atom as a set of three rnutually

perpendieular one-cimensional dipoles. only the one l¡hose axis is
paraller to the polarization direction of the incident light can be

excited'. I{hen such aligned. exeited atoms d.ecay, the resultant radiation

field. ean be analysed. Ín terms of the linear porarization of the

electric vector parallel to and perpend.ieu-Iar to the alignrnent axis.

D'Yakonov and, Perel (t965a) have shovn that the relevant fraetions of
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the radiated. energies are 8/tO for the parallel polarization an¿

t/lo tor each of the perpend.ieular polarizations. Thus, in a

'II recapture process, the newly excÍtetL aton wil-l have a probability

of 8/fO of being aligned. parallel to the original aligrunent d.irection

and 1/10 of being along either of the perpendicular directions.

, This result can be rd-expressed. as a probabilÍty of 3/10 for an:-
isotropic d.istribution of alignment and. ?/10 for exeess a1Ígnment

I along the original d.irection. Roughly speaking, if we d.efine N.

as the number of excited. atoms, N as the m¡nber of atoms in the
'G Þ

i 
*round. level, A as the Einstein spontaneous e¡rission coefficient,

i 
x as the probabilÍty of recapture, then the rate equation for

I alignrnent atoms is approximately

i dlï^/¿t = -AN^ + a¡t-o¡ço( 7/ro), e' e -g --

= -¡.(1 - fo.x )n"

This leatls to

N (t ) = tr"(o).erp[-a(r. - o. ?x)t ]

r¡here le=A=l/1o is the .naturaÌ r¡id.th at zero beam d.ensity. The above

' erpression gives the l¡id.th at non-zero beam density as I = fo(t-0..|x).
This wid.th varies from lo to 0.316 as x varies from zero to unity.

A more complete semi-classical treatment has been

given by Deech and Baytis (fgtf). Transítíons which occur among the
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d'ipoles d.ue to emissÍon and. reabsorption of photons can be descrÍbed.

bv the rate equation

dn./dt = - lvÍr. i,J=x,y, z

r¿here n. represents the d.ensity of the dipoles along the Í axis and.

1

Vi are elements of a real symmetric matrix y and are given by

'í = toto{ -' {l
H"ru ,i is the &verage probability that a photon ernitted. by a J d.ipole]--'-
is absorbeci. by an Í Cipo1e. fn an isotropic ned.ium

,l = f9'9* 1r i=J'i - \o.tx Íf i/J

vhere x Ís the average reabsorption probability of a photon. According

to this definition, the off-tì.iagonal el-ernents of y are not zero and

the matrix can be diagonalizecl to give three real eÍgenvalues, whieh

are the charaeteristic decay constants for the system. The correspond.ing

eigenveetors yield. the l-inear combination of the n., eaeh of r¡hÍch

cecays vith a síngle decay constant. Their result shovs that

Y=lo
I-x 0 0

O 1-0.7x 0

o 0 r-O.?x

with eigenvectors no=(n*+n"+nr)/3, (r*-n") and. (n.r-n6). llhen substituted

into the rate equation, ve have

no(t )= no (o)exp[-ro(t-x)t]

n*(t )=n" (t )= (nx( I )-n2 ( o ) ) exp[ -ro ( 1-0. ?x )t ]

n"(t )-no(t )= (rr( o)-no(o) )expt-ro (t-o.tx)tl
----...::_..
t-:'::a'a.a'
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rn our experiment, at tine t=0, alu .ipole cr.ensities

are n*(o)=nz(o¡=o and nr(o)=3no(o). The detector r¿hich is fíxed. in
y directÍon can only record. signals proportional to the racì.iation

emitteti. by n*(t)*nr(t), vhich fro¡n the above result is

n*(t)+n"(t)= rro(o)[ee-xo(r-x)t - eu-ro(1-o'7x)t,
The aIÍgrurent lifetime r¡hieh is the inverse of the r¡íti.th I=ro(1_0.?x)
l¡iIl be deteeted. in Hanle effect expeliments and. coriespond.s to the
coherence narroving effeet. The so ealled foveraLlr deea¡r constant

given by fo(f-x) Ín the first term eannot be d.etected. in the Hanle effect
experÍment antl. Just eontributes to a constant baekground.

i

Dryakonov and. perel(rg6:a) have treatec this problem 
l

quantummechaniea11yusingacensitymatrixforma]-ism.Bytransforming

the d.ensity natrix p(t) into the Líouville'space, one has the expansÍon
:

coefficients

f (r,Þ,t)= + " ¡u3ñ uik,ir(F,1,t) ,.,.,.,,,i(en)J '.','"

where f(Frl,t) is the matrix elements of p(t) Ín LiouvÍlle space an<ì. ,,,,'.,,,

f(r,F,t) is analogous to the elassical- distribution funetion of the

atoms. rf f^(?,Þ,t) is ttre proJeetÍon of f(1,õ,t) on the excited.g . ---- r- -u I v,r vtl urtË SJLL:I ug(.i

state and' if the atom traverses a short distance while fe(?,Frt) remains 
,,1:.:,:,;,,

,,',t.,,,,unchanged. d.uring the tÍme of the emission, then orovi.ced that no

external fielC is ¡resent, the rate of fe(?,-p,t) can be exnresseC as

the following

i..::
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#t",t,Þ,t )=- rfu (i,Þ,a )* LÂ3F,/a3", r {t-t,,Þ,Þ, ) fe (F, ip,,r )

rn this eq.uation the kerner r(Í-i',F,Í') cescribes the excitation of
a system at (?,Þ) ¿ue to the decay of another system at (i',Þr).

DrYakonov and. Perel-$g6>a) further assume that the excited, atoms

have a Ma:o¡ellian momentum d.istribution and. obtaín the rate equatfon

for the excited atom Censity as

ft- "(l ,t)= -rn(;,t) +r[,[dt¡,,frt¡,Ft¡ n(1,,t)

.K( F--r',Þ,F, ) ( zrrm¡cr )-3l2.*p ( -#*r,

To sol-ve the above equation, it is convenient to expand

the densÍty matrix in terms of irred.ucible tensor operators as

,, =ã; r;Mr{t-rlI{. The expansion coefficients represent the mur-ti-

pole rnoments of the systern and. satisfy

-aaÐ"1=-.r4
where l1,=ro(r - crx), x is the trapping probabirity for photon and. c,
is an angular factor. Eaeh murtioore component ,,f eu""v exponentially

and is ind.epend.ent of other components. I{hen L=0, roo= t/tf=O is

ca1led the overal-Ì relaxation tine vhich characterizes the cLecay of

the exeited state. lfhen L=1, rr= l/tl=r_ is called the orientation

relaxation time which is the cì.eca¡¡ time of the magnetie moment. ïrrhen

L=2, tr= 1/f*, is callect the aligrunent relaxation tÍne vhich is the
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d'ecay time of the nlane polarization. All these three relaxation tÍrnes

approach the natural lifetirs ro= 1/lo at zero atomic densit-rr. To

cì'etect or excite the L=I eomponent, cireular polarizecl light is reguired.
The L=0 and. L=2 eomþonents are excited. by any light bearn.

fn our experiment, the atoms are excited by llane pola-
a

rized' resonanee light, so that only L=O antl. L=2 com¡onents are present.

I Moreover, since the nolarization axis is perpend.icular to the magnetic
i

field', only M=0 and M=2 components are excited.. Tf ve assume that the

, =ystem has spherical synmetry and. the CeteeteC 1íght is not analyzed

i for polarization, only the (L,¡,f)=(O,O),(e,O) ,(A,Z) comnonents of oY.)\_>_.r\_)ÉrL

ì can be observed.. These are given by

:

; 
lloo tu no=(n**n.,r+nr)/3

I ,20*ru

n22! n2-_2 r D*_tlo' ["_no
-t .-

The first one d.ecays with eonstants loo=fo(l-xso) while the rest
l

, d.eeay víth 12= ro(t-xcr). For J=1-xr=0, c,ris eeuar to T/to and ao is
equal to 1. These results are eonsistent vith the semi-elassical results.

llhen there is branchÍng fron the exciterl Level, Saloman

and. Happer (1966) rrave extend,ec the theory by separatine p(t) into
the sum o(t)(t). They obtain r=ro(1- I*ioißr) tor every com'onent

of L. x. anc cr. have the same meaning as before except n is changed.

to n. and $-=¡'/¡ is the branching ratio of the ith branch. ïn special
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cases, when most of the branches are veakly trapnecr., but one

trapped., the above expression e&n be emplo¡red. to Ceternine the

ratio of that strongly trapped. branch.

is strongly

branching

Colllsion bnoad.ening is eaused. either by eollÍsions with
foreign atoms or by collisions l¡ith atoms of the sane kÍnd. rn the

former ease, the colliding aton may give or lose some kinetic energy

to the excited. atorn. This nay lead to a red.istribution of the popu-

l-ation of the zeeman stat'es, whieh Ín turn ehanges the polarizatÍon

of the scattereC ì-ight. Tf the excited aton is in a eoherent mixture

of states, the eoherenee can be partiarly cestroyec. The effective
cross seetion is large compared. to the gas kinetie cross section.

ÏIhen the eol-lision is between the sa¡re kind of atoms, besid.e the

phenomena d'escribed above, another important proeess fresonance tran-
sfer of the excitationr oecurs. By exehanging the exeitation energr

betveen the collidÍng atoms vithout raciation, the natural vid.th of
the original exciteC state is broacened. The effective eross section

for sueh collisions can be extremely large and. can exceed. the eross

section for foreign atoms by several ord.ers.

For our experirnental situatÍono only eollisions betr¡een
the same kincl of atoms are possibJ-e. classÍcally, this broatLening

has the typical Holtzmark forrn r¡hich takes place vhen the pressure

of the absorbÍng gas is increased. (¡aitc¡ett and Zemansky r93l+).
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assoeÍateC with Holtznark broadening

speed of the atoms.
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U"fuf ,rtr/vr)r/2 ,

is the effeetive

and ( t+rtg/u)rlz

where N is the

cross section

is the average

Q,uantum meehanically, aceording to Dryakonov anc perel

Oge*) it r--, represents the clensity matrix of the exeited. atom Anm'

before col-lision, the change of density matrix of the excíted aton in
one eoll-ision is

Âfn*r=fn*,-th, -"il,
Â

where f-frr ís the proJeetion of the d.ensity matrix of aton A

excited' state.after cor-lÍsion, ana rB , is the co*espondingnm'

for the collid.ing ground state atom B. The subseripts m, and.

the Zeeman states of the exeited. lever. The increment of the

matrix per unit time refer-red to one excited atom is

on the

quantity

mr number

tLensity

-??æ fn'm, - -n,t^frr, ç.d.çv-dvo(v)¿o

r¡here d.fl = sinOdOdþd.x', n is the eoneentration of normal atoms, g and

s are the porar angles of the relative veloeity v, o(v) is the d.is-

tríbution function of the reÌative verocity, ant1 ¡ Ís the azimuthal-

angre of the impaet parameter t in a prane pernendieurar to v. By

assumÍng a Maxl¡el1ian momentum distribution for the excited atoms and

by expanding the clensity operator into the irrecl.ucible tensor as done

in the eoherenee narrowing case, one has
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+r 4 = -tr"l
vhere y, is the self-broadening assoeiated. vith d.ifferent ord.ers of
L which has the same meaning as in the narroving ease. rf the inter-
action betl¡een the normal and excitetl atoms is assumed" to be the

rì.ipo1e-d.ipole interaetÍon

1(r) = '-5[s(âo-;)(âr*;¡- rÇÇn2r
¡¡here do and' \ are the operators of the d.ipore moments of A and. B

ana È E* it is the rad.ius veetor d.rawn from one atom to the other.

Then V, can be l¡-rítten as

vr= nn(2À',)trJî* tr(o)
q

where o=(ã*)=ro/(ç2v) and. the function tr(c) depends on a and the

angu]-ar momentum of the ground. and excited states. Df yakonov antì.

Perel-Gg6x) have carried out the solution or,r-[¿a/(o2)]rr(o) for
the J=I-¡J=O transition. Their result shovs

YL=o = o

YL=1 = o'o3Jnljro

rL=z = o'028nÀ3ro

Among these, onry T2 can be observed. under our experinental

fn the literature, y is usually expressed. as y =¡6{¡, vhere 6

effective collision cross seetion. comparing with the above

l¡e have

set up.

is the

equation,

o. oeSl 3to
6z=

for the J=]+J=Q transítion. Various authors give various exÞressionS
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lot o", differing because of the various collision theory approxima-

tions anplÍed..

The ínelusion of coherenee narrowíng and cortision
broad'ening formuJ-as for branching, results in a generar expressÍon,

l

(17) f=lo-[x.d.ß.r.+:- 1r-r1- J*¡ßJoJr
:

where i and' J are summed 
,over all possible decay channels. Theore-

' tically, vhen an experiment has coverec the narrowing, saturated. and

broad'enÍng regions' one shoulC be able to obtain the values of lo, g,

, x and' o. fn practise, lo anC o can be d.etermineC easÍty from the

i slope of the narrowing and. broacening region of the overalr experimental

' curve. But, B and x are usuall¡¡ very hard. to estirnate because the

saturated' region is not always well tì.efinec and. because the erperimental

cel1 is not alvays sphericalì-y symnetric

Note on oscillator strength

The coneept of osciüator strength has its origÍn in
el-assieal electromagnetÍc disrrersion theory. rn the theory, the

optical behavÍour of Nn atoms per unit vorume are consid.ered. to be

equival-ent to N^ classical- oseirl-ators. Mitchel-t anc Zemansky (rgsl+)e-
have given the classical absorption crôss seetion for each oseillator

as r*e=Te2/(muc), where m. and. e are the rest mass and charge of the
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electron. The classical atomÍe absorption coefficient for N oscillator
e

is

d.fodÍ2 
=_ _S2r nIedfl m c "e

r¡here f is the ÍnciCent light intensity.

The corresponcì.ing quantum atomíe absorption eoefficient
ean be expressed. by the Einstein B coefficíent. using n to d.escribe

the lower state and m the upner state, Foster (rgel) n"" given thÍs as

e++g=_*e Nhvr_c.t¿ 4fi nm n nm

Equating these two eouations, l¡e have

N mctr,*=f =ljets.,rhuoo,
n 4Íe

fn this equatíon, fr* is cl.efineC as the ratio of N^/N_ which canen
be regartì.ecl' as the number of classical- oscillators equival-ent to one

atorn in state n and is named as the tabsorptÍon oseillator strengthl

and usually Just ealled. roscill_ator strength'.

ït is well- knorrn (Condon and. Shortley 1936) ttrat

eB =cB'-'n nm ''m mn

a
A ,2hvrmn = (--;3 B¿mn

e



t¡here B is the ind.uced emission coefficient and A is the Einsteinmn nn
spontaneous emission eoeffieient and. g anc g are the statistÍcal_

'...- ._ :ìi:_.-
*n .'m 

.....,. ,.,.weights of the lol¡er and. upper state respectively. we then have

3

'.. ;.;. :...j
(rB) fr,, = #Lor" ;: ).:.

ö¡ e-v- P :::"-: 
':::i::r':: '

on .:: :: . r... .... :.
' - :-_:,,.?.

=1.¡99¡&¡ .,.,,..,
8n mn '"tt"t''l"t'.'''

Equation (rB) is the bas'ic equation whieh we emp]-oy to ealeulate

the oscillator strength from experimental data in this l¡ork. I
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The calculation of oscirlator strengths is eq.uivarent

to the caleuration of the dipole matrix element <ysIJ lp ly'sL'J'>
where P=f,r. is the el-ectric c.Ípole moment operator. This can be1 1 ---- ---r-

reCueed. to (Snore and. tlenzel 1968)

<ySIJ lf ly'Sf,'J'> n, L(SU,SL'J' )R(Vf,y,L, )<nf I lr I ln'1,>
Here L(srJ,sL'J') is the line factor which gives the relative
strength of the lines l¡ithin a multiplet and R(VL,y,L,) is the

muÌtipret factor. Both the l-ine factor and. the rnultiplet factor
are read.ily evaluated for sinple cases anc are given in the book

by Shore anC Menzef (f968). The reduced matrix element .illlrlln'1'>
which d.epend.s on the quantum numbers of the Jumping erectron and.

the rad.ial wave function is given by
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r(nt,n't') =<n1 | fr I fn'r'>

-/(-r)1-1rÃrr-.,-(r)rrr,1, (")r.ti,r if r-'=r.+1=1 nI' ' n'Ir\-'- r -rr¿
\ 6 if 1 | tlJI ,'; ,,'

where 1, is the 
'arger 

value of l anC 1r, anC, prrt(r) an¿ prr,1,(r)

are the rad.íal- r¡ave functions of the Jumping eleetron. once r(nlrntl-r )

is knolrn, f ean be ealculated. The caleulation of I involves the :,:,.,:.,
.:t'...

tl'eterminatÍon of the r'ravefunetions anc the evaruation of the radiar 
Ir,,:,,,,,,integrels. The wavefunctions ean be obtaÍned. b¡r the Hartree-Fock ,.,--:--,

method. or from various of semi-empirical rnethotì.s.

The evaluation of the raCial inteeral ean be approaehed.

in three tì.ifferent forms, which are: (a) t¡e dipole-J_en*th forrn, (t)
the dipole-velocity forrn, and. (c) tfre tì.ipole_acceleration form. For

one electron atoms, the three exnressions yieltl itìentical results
because the exact vave function ean be obtaÍne<i.. For atoms vhich

eontaín more than one erectron, various apDroximate metho<ì.s are

ernployed to obtain the aoproxÍmate r,¡ave functions, and the three

expressions above give different results. This is tlue to the fact
that Cifferent ranges of the value of r give the principal contribution
to the radiaÌ integrar- in cifferent forms. rn the dipole-length form,

the eontribution to the racial- integral from region of large r is
important, whereas in the acceleration forrn, the regíon near the nucl-eus

is important. The veloeity form lies between these tvo cases. \^Ihich

of the forrns is the appropriate one depends on the type of the aporoximate
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l¡ave funetion vhich is used. The theoretically precietec f varues

for srr and srrr from various method.s are compared. vith the experi-
mental values obtained in the present vork ancì. are col_lectec in
Chapter four.
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CHAPTER frf EXPERT¡,ENTAL DETAITS

The basie com'onents of the Hanle effect experímental

equipment discussetl. in this thesÍs are: (r) a souree of resonance

ratLiation, (Z) an atomic beamr (f) a magnetÍc field, (t+) 
" scatterÍng

:
ehamber and. (5) tf¡e CetectÍng system. The outlÍne of the apparatus

is shown in Figure !.

The light emitted from the ho'ow eathode ramp is
reflected Ínto the optical entry tube by a plane mirror. Because

nonpoJ-arizec. light can always be eonsidered as the superposition of
two perpend.ieular Ìinear polarÍzec components, a porarizer is not
necessary for those states that ean be excÍted. by linear polarizetL

Iight. However, to inerease the signal to baekground ratio for the
Hanle effect, a Polaioid. l¡¡138 (or H{3?) polarizer is plaeecl at the
f¡ont.of the entry tube. These polarizers have a total luminous

transmittance of about 38/", anð, the axÍs of polarization can be

carefully adJusteC to be perpendÍeular to the applied field. d.irection.
The linearly porarized light is then focussed. by a quartz rens at
the geometrical centre of the seattering chamber, vhere the resonanee

ra<ì.iation meets the atomic beam and. the Hanle effect takes prace.

Light seattered

to both the incident l_ieht and

oat an average angle of 9O with respeet

rnagnetic fielcl direetion ís observed.
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Figure ,

Schenatie d.iagram of the experimental apparatus;

observation is oerpendicular to the plane of the

the tìirection of

diagram.
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The exit tube su*oundÍng the opticar axÍs eontains two quartz lenses.
The first is fixed. r^¡ith íts first focal point at the eentre of the
scattering chanrber while the second one is moveable so that the scattereci. ,,, ,

light for a selected' wavelength ean be exaetry foeussed. on the entrance

slit of lþs monoehromator.

A sÍngle photon counting system is used. to analyse the
fluorescent lieht selected. by the rnonochromator. To avoitì. a further
decrease in tight intensity, no polarizer is used. in the exit arrn,

except when circular anarysis is necessary. The inner walls of the
entÍre scattering chamber and. the entry and exit tubes are brackened

to prevent unwantec reflection of light at the varrs of the system.

More details of the intr.ivi<lual eomponents are given in the folJ-owing

sections.

The hollov cathod.e lamo

A good. Hanle effect light source is one that provid.es

stabre intense spectral lines vhich are free of ser-f-reversal. An

id'ea1 souree requires a minimum arnount of sarnple material and. afford.s

an easy control 0f the output intensity of the resonanee lines. rt
is well- knor¡n that hollow cathode sourees are espeeialry suitabr_e

for the above cond.itions.
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rn the hollov cathotr.e 1amp, the d.ischarge is maintained

in a rare p¡as such as He, Ne, Ar or Kr. The materiar- und.er investigation
is Ímbedd.ed. in the walls of the cathode or forms the holrow cathod.e

itself' Rare gas ions, forrned Ín a d.e dÍseharge betveen the anode and

the eathod'e, are accererated. by the electric field., strike the cathotLe

and' sputter atoms out of the cathode into the gas. onee in the vapour

phase, the atoms und.er investigation are excited by collisions and.

subsequentry radÍate speetral lines. The çicLth of the lines is deter-
nine<ì' by the Doppler broacening and some serf-absorption.

The rarnp usec in this vork, vhÍch has been cescribed.

by Dickie (rgtr) in his thesis, is shown in Figure 6. The ramp is
mace from tr¡o stancard conÍeal glass Joints. The anoce is a thin sheet

of aluninium rollec into a hollorv cylind.er and. insertecì. into the

vertical glass tube. A quartz lens whieh has a focal length equar to
the length of the vertieal glass tube forrns the exit wÍnd.ow of the light
source. The cathod.e is a cylÍnd.riear copper broek tapered. at the top
to mateh a standard conícal glass Joint and ís hollowec at the other

end'. Copper is chosen for good. heat eond.uction. The sa^mp1e material

is placed. in the copper block in the form of a closely fittine cylinCer.
Then, a hole is clrilÌed. into the sample to form the hollow of the hol-lov

cathod.e. Both the copper brock and. the quartz lens are seal_ec to the

conicaÌ glass envelope wÍth laboratory black r¡ax.
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Hollow cathode larnp used in this work.
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The gas hanCling svstem of the lanp is shown schema-

tically in Figure l. The r-amp is Joined. to the gas hantì.ling systen

and pumped. eontinuousl¡¡ for several tl.ays. After outgassing, Dure

neon gas at a pressure of a few nm Hg is introcLuced. into the systen

through the stopcoeks. fhe pressure of the gas is monitored. by

measuring the length of the d.ark space in a diseharge tube. During

operation a d.c por¿er sunpry provices 200 to l+oo v across a series

conbination of the lamp and. a variable ballast resistanee. The current

in the la¡rp is controlled. by ad.Justing the supply voltage. For strong

l-ines the eurrent shourd. not exeeecl ?5 nA to prevent self-reversaL.

For weak lines vhere self-reversal Ís not important, the current emp-

loyed may be greater than 1OO mA. The ternperature of the gas and.

thus the Dorrnler broad.ening of spectral lines is controlled þy eooling

the eathode with an ice l¡ater bath. Since the separation of the anode

and. the cathode is less.than the J-ength of the dark space, the positive

eolumn of the tì.ischarge is suppressed. At a suitabre pressure, the

d'ischarge eonsists of a negative dark space close to the inner l¡aII of
the eathod.e and. a very bright negative glow which fills the holrov

eathoCe- Hol¡ever, it is founrl that the snuttered. naterial d.eposits on

the glass envelope, and if the distanee between the anoêe and. the

cathod'e is too sma1J-, areing oecurs and the l-ife of the lamp is shorteneC.

The presence of smarl- quantities of impuritíes vith lov ionization
potentials quenches the resonanee rines and. must be avoiced. A l-iquid

nitrogen-eooleC chareoal trap is usetL to remove sueh impurities from
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Figure T

Gas handling system for the hoIlol¡ eathod.e lanp.
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the s¡rstem. After the cathod.e temÞerature and the É(as pressure

have stabilized., the lamp output remains steady for an hour or
more ancì. the lamp current serves as an indicator of the spectral
line intensity. rn this work, the first and. second speetra of
strontíum are proti.ueec by the same lamp with a high intensity.

ScatterÍng chamber anC atonie beam

The tlesign'of the vaeuum chamber is sholrn in FÍgure B.

The central seattering region is made víth four aluminium plates

sealec r¡ith O-rings on the frame. The top prate hord.s a brass tube

wíth an air inlet valve and an ionization vacuum gau€:e. The bottom

plate, mat1e from brass, supports the furnace. conper tubing Ís solcered

to the furnace chamber, anC tan vater is cireulated. through the tubing

to cool this section. Aluminiurn, brass and eopner are chosen because

they are non-magnetic. The whole ehamber is evaeuated by a l+ inch oil
d.iffusion purnp backec by a trro stage rotarv pump. The operating pre-

ssures are less than l0-5 mm He.

The furnace is made from a r inch d.iameter steel rorì.

with a 7/B incrr hole borecl in Ít. A thin layer of boron nítrice is
placed on the outsid.e anc. a spiral of niehrome wire is wound on it.
Magnetic fiel-d.s, vhích are prod.ucecl by this hig:h furnace current,

anc vhich vould interfere with our observations are avoideti. bv using
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a bifÍlar vinding. This provices tvo eguar víntì.Íngs but vith opposite
eurrents so that the magnet,ic fietd is smar_r_ enough to be negrected.
The encLs of the wind.ings are secured by wrapping them around. serer¿s

insuratec with ceramic beads. A coating of boron nitride about 3 ¡¡¡¡
thick is then appliec. to insulate the windÍngs. MetalLie strontiun
in the form of a rod. with a d.ianeter of 3/\ inch'is usec to firr-
the furnace. The whole unit is held in plaee by means of an insulatetì.
stand' mounted. on the bottom prate of the vacuum cha¡nber. The power

for the furnace is eontroll_etL from a dc suppl¡r. T.ypieal operating
voltage across the furnace range from 20 to 35 votts with current from

7.5 to 12 arnperes. The f,urnace temperature ean be varied by changing

the voltageo but about ttro hours are need.ed to reach a stable con_

d.ition. Beyond. this stabilization period the furnace yields beams which
are ad'equately steaCy over periods vhich are long compared. to the tirne
required for individuar measurements. The furnaee used. in this vork
has a useful_ lífe of about 120 hours

The vel-ocity d.istribution of the strontium atoms inside
the furnaee is Maxrsel-lian and. given by (Saplakoglu ] ITZ)

.DDD

cv /i.o3

where c=(eff/u)L/2 i, the nost probable atom vel-ocity.

of the atom from the furnace mouth is proportional to
beam intensity becornes

Since the flow

the velocity, the
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2rov3exo( -v2 / a.2)r(v) = l+-
d

The ¡nelting point of strontium Ís tol+o 
olç 

and. the vapour
pressure inereases to l- rnn of Hg at l17O K. h¡e fintì. that a typÍcaì-
operating temperature is near looo K, so that the nost probable velocity
of the strontiun atoms is betveen tOh to lO5 cm/s. At these ternperatures

i nearry all atoms are in the grounc state, beeause the thermal energies

of the atoms are mueh small-er than the energy of the first exeited.

level' Even if some strontium atoms are excited. b¡¡ a ciseharge at the
furnaee mouth to the 5"rrp 

lPl levels, none of these excited -atoms canI 
_ . __- 

' 
¡¡vr¡q vl urtesg e

) reaeh the seattering region as they traver only a very short cistance
¿uring their IÍfetirne. Hor.¡ever, the metastable 5sli¿ 

lD- 
"n.1. 

5=5p 3p

2rolevels cannot decay by eleetrÍe dipole rad.iation and. atoms in these

levels nay get to the seattering ehamber

The firrnace mouth and. the cylinclricat tube BC, as shown ¡..,,,1,:1,.,-..,:,

.,..:._::.i:._Lin Figure B, forrn a beam collinating system. The aperture at the top ;,,.;,,:.,¡'.;,
:: : . 

...of the colrirnating system can be ehangec. by repr-aeing the tube Bc r¡ith
clifferent sized. central hores vhen necessary. The circurar eross sec_

tion of the beam is less than 2 cr2 *t the scattering reqÍon. After 
¡.:,,i,:,,.,.:.'.:': -::.::-.:_passing the seatterÍng region the beam is eondensed on the top plate

of the upper tube r,¡hich is at room temperature. A Liouicì. nitrogen
trap has been used. to lol¡er the temperature of the top plate but not
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SeatterÍng chanber and. furnace.
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much inprovement is observed..

The temperature of the furnace courrì. be reriably
measured by several means. Hovever, the rate of evaporation depend.s

on surfaee contaminatfon so that an estimate of bea¡r d.ensity from

temperature anc vapour pressure l¡ould. not be relÍable. Fortunately,

¡¡hen ve are interested. only in the lifetime measurements, the absolute

atomÍc density is not required. A relative density can be obtainetì.

from eomparisons of the output Hanle signal intensity. \fhen absolute

d'ensity ís neeC'ed, a simple nethod coupleC with the collision broadening

theory. is employed. and. has red to reasonabre results. This vill be

discussed in the next ehapter.

The magnetie field.

The vertical homogeneous rnagnetie field. at the scattering
ehamber is generated by tvo pairs of Helnholtz coils, both fixed. horí- 

l:'.,,;,r..t
,:-. .ìzontally. the outer one, \O cm in d.iameter, Ís in series with a 0.1 O i,,,,i,,, ,

:,:;.:.:'l

stand'ard resistor and is supplied by a regulated d.e source. The stand.ard

resistor is monitored by a d.igitar voltmeter aecurate to o.0l%, an<l
'i

gives the current fr-owing in the outer coils. changing the cirection 
,,,r,,,,;,

of the eu;îrent reverses the field. d.irection. , The eurrent-fieIc relation ': ':

is measured' vith a Ran¡son-Lush rotating coil gaussmeter vith an aceuracy

of better than 0.01-%. Table l shor¡s one set of ealibration data. The
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TABLE 1

Helmholtz coils

Volts across 0.1 0

+ 0.8006

0.7006

0. 6003

o.5oo1

o. hoo6

0. 3009

0.2002

- 0.2022

- o.3oo?

- 0.1+OO5

- 0.5005

- 0.600l+

- 0.7001+

Magnetic fiel_d. in gauss

+ zt+g.roz

2r7.\39

186.tz6

rr5.232

12h. 311+

93. 361

6z:rtl

- 6¿-t>l

93. 3l+9

- 121+.306

- r5r.3rg

_ r_86. \36

- 2l-7.1+l+6

gives:Least squares fit to a straight line
Slope equal- to 30.78 r 0.01 G/A
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result is linear from 0 to about

to cover the saturation magnetie

experiment in the present r¡ork.

fieId. is spreati. over a eube with

t¡ith a constant current¡ and

to d.if ferent posÍtions.

200 gauss, whích is more than enough

field. range for the Hanle effeet

AÌso, it is found that the unifor:n

sid.es up to 3 cn. This is d.etermined.

by noving the nrobe of the qaussmeter

The Hanle signal can be observed as the scattered. líght
intensity is measured vhil'e the magnetic fieId. is changed. in a sequence

of steps from a maximum in the positive z direction to a maximum in the

negative z CÍrection. This has been a conmon technique for Hanle effect

experiments. However, the parameters of an experimental sÍtuation vary

wíth tirne, and. it is better to obtain the information for the whore

magnetic fielti. range vithin a short perÍod., so arr data noints of the

Hanle Lorentzian distribution are taken under the same conCitions. The

inner paÍr of Helmhol-tz eoils is introd.uced for this purpose. These

coils have a 30 en d.iameter and. are in series vith a 0.6O stantLard

resistor anc are supplied. by a ramp generator with a syrnmetrie sav-

tooth output voltage. The period of the ramp can be selecte<j. from a

range of 0.5 to 10 second.s. The output voltage is adJusted so that

the maxÍmum potential tì.rop across the 0.6r¿ standard resístor is not

greater than -l+ vo to match the multi-ehannel anaryzer recruirement.

A potentiometer which eontrols the baseline is available on the power

supply. Another potentiometer is orovided. to acJust the wave forrn
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until an exaet s¡rrnmetrÍc trÍangular ramp wave rrith constant slope on
both sices is obtainecl. The sweep fiel. prod.ueed by the inner eoils
varies from o to about -200 gauss. This together with the steady
field of the outer eoils results in a net range of -too to +166 6

Ín the scattering region, varying with the period of the rarnp. This
net variable field sweeps the zeeman states of the level uncer invest-
igation through the zero fieltl. eross over point.

Ihe seatter,eC light intensity ís reeorded. by a |jtz
channer analy2s.. Each channer has a counting tÍme intervar appro-
ximately equal to r/(2"512¡, vhere T is the period of the ramp. ThÍs
time interval, about 3cr-0-3 s, is much larger than the lifetime, about

-o10 ' s, of the leve1 und.er Ínvestigation. Arso, the shift in energy

of the Zeeman states due to the variation of magnetic fie1c1 in each

counting time interval is mueh smaller than the natural wÍdth of the
level. Thus, the varíabre net fielc we are using in the vork has the
ad'vantage that it ean scan the l¡hore Hanre spectrum in .Just a few

seeont1s and. provice enough time for storing the counts in the appro_

priate channel. During every switching period, the condítions of the
system remain constant so that the Hanle signal, taken in this vay,
is more aceurate than the ones obtaineC bv changinq the fiel_d in a

sequence of d.iscrete steps d.uri.ng which parameters of the system may

ehange.
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The earthrs fieki. is about 0.5 G. The vertiear compo_

nent is ad.cl.ec to the apolied. fielc and. merely shifts the zero of the
Hanle signal. This coes not influence the results as ve determine

the vidth of the Hanle signal. The horizontal component of the earth's
field means that the totar- applied fieId is not quite at 9oo to
the optical axis. DickÍe (rgZr) used. another Hel-mhol-tz coÍl- to balance

out the horizontal field but found that the experimental results remained

unchangetl. as the horizontal component is under 0.1 G.

Data taking and analysis

The single photon counting teehnique is usecì. to
the distribution of the scattered. right intensity.as a function
magnetic fiel-d. Figure 9 is a bloek d.iagran of the erectronic

enployeC.

obtain

of the

system

The seatterec right is selected by a o.z5 meter Ebert
monochromator and is focuseC on the photo¡nultiplier (pMf). In the early
experiments, an m4r 62658 p},lr was used.. This tube has a rel_ativery
high dark current when operated at room temperature, anc prevents u5

from detecting the low intensity seattered. light vhen very l_ov atomic

beam d'ensities are used- or l¡hen the cecays are frorn higher excÍted. levels.
The EWf tube r¡as later replaced by anRCA C3IO3I+ pUf with a eooling system

to overcome the above cifficulties. Tap water is ci-rcuratec through
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Figure p

Bl-ock d'iagra-ur of the eleetronie system emproyed in thÍs vork.
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the cooling system and. the temperature of the pl4T is maintained. at
about 15 degrees belorr the vater temperature. ThÍs reduees the therrnal
noise antL improves the signal to noÍse ratio.

Single photon pulses from the pMl are fed ínto the 
..,:.:,;.:.:preamplifÍer anc the l-inear amplifíer, and passed to the single ehannel ,.,:,:

analyzer. Low energy noise or high energJr puÌses which are not d.ue to 
:::::::::single photon int,eractions are 'discrimÍnatedr by the scA. The output 
':'':':":

from the sCA Ís fec into a counter ancì. also into the eoÍncidenee input
of the multiehannel analyzer. The voltage across a standard. resistor
in series with the ramp eoirs is anplied. to the direet input of the
multichannel analyzer. The ehannel number of the analo¡.,,ue to d.igital
eonverter on the multichannel analyzer is controlled. by the height of
the direct input voltage. A single photon puÌse arriving at the eoin_

eidence input will eause the analyzer to sanpre the voltage on the
d.irect input and. store the eount in the aporopriate channel . 

,, .,,.,.,¡.,,

As described. in the previous section, the rarnp is used.

to sweep the magnetic field. Thus, each ehannel Ín the muLtiehannel_

analyzer eorresponds to some fixec magnetic fierd strength at the
seattering region. The nultiehannel analyzer stores the spectrum of
the líght intensity in counts versus ehannel numbers. The period of
rarnp is a few second,s but the counts ean be aeeumuratec. .over a few

minutes to a few hours- The finar spectrum can be plotted. on a
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Hewlett-Packard. x-y reeord.er or printed out.

All data, except the !p %rr" level of the strontium

ion, are taken using the following proced.ures. FÍrst of ar-l , the

excitation resonance rad.iation is identified fron the spectrr:m of the
hollov eathode la:np. This can be done by setting a mirror in the
scattering regÍon to reflect the incidçnt light Ínto the detecting

system. The refrected pulses are arnplifíeti. by a d.e anplifier and.

fecl into the x-y recor<ì.er. The intensity is plotted. as a funetion
of time on the reeorder rrhile the grating in the monochromator is rotated.

synehronously vith the drive time of the recorder. one of the cal-i_

bratec spectra is shown in FÍgure lo. The light scatteretì. frorn the

bean is reeord.ed in the sane manner as the spectrum from the hollow

cathocl'e 1¿mPr but wÍth a fÍxed magnetic fielcL in the saturation region

and. l¡ithout the reflecting mirror. Al_though the scattered signars

are veak, the lines of the seattered speetrum can be iC.entified an¿

assigned to the appropriate transitÍons in the strontium spectra.

Once the Hanle signal for a certain transition is confirmecì. in this
way, the wid.est possible slit is chosen for the monochromator such that
no overlap vith signal-s from other transitions is present, and. the

maximum possible intensity of the scatterecL J-ight is obtained.. After
Íd-entification of the transition, the pressure of the neon in
cathode, the grating monochromator and. the polarizer axis are

unchanged. throughout the experiment for the same transition.

the hollor¡

kept
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Figure 10

Spectrum of the hollov eathode lamp.
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The magnetic fielC strength that is neec1ecl to saturate

the Hanle effeet for the transition is obtaineC bv changing the stead.y

fielcl in d.iserete steps while the counts âre reeorcec. This makes

eertain that the net switching fielcl is sufficiently large for the

Hanre signal under investigation. Also, before starting the runs, the

output wave form of the ranp generator Ís protted on the x-y record.er

and. is adJusted until there is a s¡rmmetrie sal¡-tooth vave with a con-

stant slope on both sÍces. Beeause the count rate of Hanle signal at

the cross over point Ís much less than that at the saturateti fÍeld,
the count rate for strong lines, such as 460? i or srr, is kept rov to
ensure that the CeaC-time of the multichannel anal¡rzer ís not important.

Since the information stored in the multichannel anal¡¡zer

is a count number against a channel number, a eonversion factor vhieh

changes channel number to magnetic fiefd strength is requireC. ft is
known that the peak of the Hanl-e spectra corresponds to a net zero

appJ-ied fietd. This in turn is deoendent on the magnitud.e of the steaCy

field'. A ehange in the steady field. vill also change the peak position

of the spectrum stored. in the nultichannel analyzer. If several runs

with different steàdy field. current are taken, and the peak r,ositions in
channel- numbers are plotted. against field. strengths in amperes,

r¡e can get a factor Cr=(fielC current)/(channel number) from the slope.

Table 2 gives one sueh resurt usÍng the l+60? i trr,.. The points in the

table are fitted. to a straight line using the least squares methorì..
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TABLE 2

Calibration of multichannel analyzer

Volts across the O.ln resistor

in series r,¡ith the main eoil_s

0.1800

0.1900

0. 2000

0.2100

0.2200

0. 2000

0. t 700

0.u00

o.2200

0.1800

Least squares fit to a straight Line gives:

Slope equal to O.OO825 A/Channel I o,OOOOl

Channel number of

of Han1e resonance

line of Srf

2l+l+

25t

262

277

289

263

228

228

288

2l+3

center

tor b6o?
o
A
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Table 1 alreaCy gives us the faetor Cr=(Aauss/fieta current). B;g multi_
plyÍng Ct by C, ve get the required conversÍon factor C=(gauss/channels).
when this factor Ís knovn, the runs are kept at a eonstant steady fierc1
sueh that the peak of the Hanr-e eurve Ís near channel nurnber 256.

ueor i, T:169 i,, 533r .Ê. an¿ ulss "t of srr an¿ Lo?T i or
srrr have been studiecl in this wa¡¡. The output data is fitted to the
rorentzian distribution given by equation (r5) ty a computer progran
run on the University of Mänitoba fBM system 360. The program gives
the fulI vidth at half Íntensity ancì. other parameters for the best fit,

ror l+et5 i or srrr, circular polarization of the incicLent
light and' eircularry analysís of the scatterec light Ís required. to
produee a Hanre effect. For this rine the rieht intensity Ís extremery
weak, and' the Hanle rine shape is clispersive rather than Lorentzian.
For these reasons, vhich r¡irl be d.iseussec further in the next chapter,
we have taken the data by changing the steacy fiel. step by step and

have observed counts acer¡rnulatec. for a fixed. period of tine on the eounter.
The resul-t is in eounts veisus steady magnetic fielc intensity, so only the
factor ct Ís neecec. The <1ata is fitted bv another program accorcing
to equation (16). The orogram gives the vid.th between the maxÍmum and.

minimum and other Ínformation for the best fit.
rn both cases the lifetine of the exeiteti. r-evel is

calculated' from equation (l+), where for r*er: i observations, ÂH is
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equal- to half of the width betveen the maximum and m,inimum intensity,
and ÂH is eoual to the fulr vicì.th at hal_f intensitv for arl the

other transitions.
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CHAPTER IV RESULTS AND DISCUSSTON

The neutral strontium atom

The Hanle effect for the singlet principal serÍes of
srr vas observed for the 5s5n 

fn, revel using the transition to the
5"2 lso ground level at the leof i, whíte the !s6p lpr, 

5s7p lp, 
anc

5s8n 
lnt levels vere observed. by the transitÍons to ti," l"r*a 1o, meta-

stabl-e Ieve1 , at 7t6g 1., l¡¡r i an¿ h?55 i ."=pu"tively.

'l
5s5p 

*p- level-I

The 5s5p 
lp, rever of the stiontium atom deca¡rs to the

D1
5s' 'so sround. r-ever by the emissíon or a h6o7 i. ptroton or to the

ength 6L,eoo i. This

later vavelength is careuratec from the tabre of Moore (tg,,z).

Measurernents were first mace at r-ov atomic beam density
using the EMr 6z>6y photomur-típtier. The revel r¡as popurated by

optícal excitation with linearly polarizeC lisht an<ì. the scattered
resonance light vas observeC at 9Oo, as shown in Figure 3. The resul_ts

are shown in tabte 3. Al-1 runs are taken uncer icenticat .concLitions

except that the steacy magnetic field is ehangec to cetermine the
gauss-channel conversion factor. B.y taking the average width of these



TABLE 3

Hanle effect of !s5p IP., excited level of the neutral strontium atom.'t-
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5

7

B

9

Average 
^H=83.02 

ehannels = 21.L8 C

Lifetíme r=5.29 t O.tg ns

Run nurnber Full l¡id.th at hal_f height

2 8l.6Z channels

3 B¡ ' oo t'""t'";-t:';"':':"""'

)+ BL.]l 
j":":

BI. 31

82. 38

83.59

Bs. rl+
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seven runs and the theoretical value *J=t.0, we obtain a lifetÍme equal

to 5' 29to'l-0 ns for the 5s5R 
1e, level. The relatec absorption oscirl-a-

tor strength calculated from equation (3), is f()+6OT)=f.BOt0.03. The

Hanle signal of a typicar run protterl in number of eounts versus magnetic

fÍeld' intensity is shown in Fip¡ure 1l-. The count rate becomes independent

of magnetic field at about t 5o G. we shatl catl this portion of the
curve the saturated. region of the llanle curve. The eounts at the minimum

of the Hanle curve shov that the total backgrounc. counting rate from

the entire system is about r/7 of the maxirnum counting rate. The fact
that no Am=O transitions oceur untì.er this er¡rerimental set up, means

that the saturated' scattered. intensity ro is proport,ional to the clifference
of eounts at the saturated field. and the zero fietd..

rthough the effective vÍdths of the incivid.uar_ runs

agree very we]1, and the lifetime and. oscillator strength are eompa_

rabl-e to the previous work reported in literature, two veak poÍnts

still exist. First, the wrr 6216B pMf has a relatively high background

t¿hich prohibits observation at, lower atomie beam d.ensities. seconc,

effects d.ue to the 6l+,600 i transition to the lD, r-ever cannot be

rured. out, and. if there is a branching ratio of even a few percent

the value of f ( l{607 ) r¡itl- be chansed.

To overcome these cì.ifficu-r-ties, ve have mod.iff ed our

experimental apparatus as deseribed. in chapter ïïï. The Hanle wicth,
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Figure 1l_

Hanre resonance curve tor l+601 ,L transition. Dots are experimental

points. The solicl l-ine is the fitteC Lorentzian.
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and' thus the lifetine of the 5s5p lpt 
'evel, 

has been studied. as the
d.ensity of the strontium atomie beam is changeC over a vide range.
The nev runs are shown in table )+. During these observations onry
the atomíe density Ís variecr. by changing the heating current in the
furnace. The other parameters, such as the horrov cathotr.e lamp cur_
rent anc the amplitude of the ramp magnetic fieltì., are kept constant.

AceorCing to Franken (f96f), the saturatecì. intensity
ro of a Hanle signal d.etected. in a fixecr direetion is.proportional_
to both the bean densÍty and. the rann Íntensity. sinee ro and the
larnp intensÍty are knor¿n for every run, 

'¡e ean define an atomic cLensity
parameter p in arbitrary units as

Maximum counts in the ¡,¡ixgs _ Counts at H=0
( accumulation tine ) (famp curuent)2

This d'efinition Ís varicl only for a certain eonstant slit vidth on the
monochromator' rf slits of d'ifferent vidth are usecL, a geometric factor
must be cì.eterrníned. to eonvert the varue of p to a constant srÍt l¡itr.th.

Figure l-2 shows a plot of the measured. Hanle l¡icth in
channel-s against the tiensity parameter over a wice range. The sor_irl
curve Ís obtainec when the futl spectrum of strontium frorn the holl-ow
eathod'e lamp iraciates the strontium beam, whereas the broken curve
is obtaÍned, r,¡hen the incicent ultraviolet lines are cut off by pr_acing

p-
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TABLE h

of 5s5p 
rPr exeitec l-evel of neutral strontÍum atom.

Hanle effeet

Ul-traviolet ineluded Ultraviolet cut off
ÂH (channets) p(art. unÍt) ÀH(channels ) p(arb. unit)

100.l-8
IO2.I2
95.t9
89. ra
93.9'
90.51
92.\3
91. 0?
9l+.02
92.05
9l+. h?
95.63
97.r9
99.70

100.50
100.52
LOO.26
105.f 3
113.05
1l_8. 23
r29.65
137. 6l+

thl+.10

19
36
3B

52
6r
67
B6

9l+
l-25
r29
r56
2l+B

297
36r
531
855
1 ,868
5,330
L2,050
28, Boo
h9,3zo
66 

'76oBB, olro

85. ao
Br' 5o
B:. s6
89.50
91. B0

97.90
108.10
118. 30
rLB. 35

79
9l+
280
390
760
l-3,25O
3l*,750
\ 5, O?O

163,600
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Figure 12

The variation of the Hanre victh or r+60? i vith atomic censitv.
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a sheet of glass in the incÍd.ent light beam. Both curves show coherence

narrowing in the region of the very lov censities and a col-lision broad-
ening region at the high atonie densitíes. At Íntermeciate <Lensities

a not well clefined saturation region exists.

[,Ihen p is snall, the Hanle signal is veak but the noise

remains the same. To improve the signal to noise ratio, vid.er entrance

anc exit sl-its on the monoehromator are used. This is found to intro_
d'uce a sJ-ight skevness into the Han1e signal . The skewness in6.icates

the presenee of a d.ispersive component which in turn is traeed. to the
fact that the resion of irrad.iation of the atomic beam is not complete1y

symmetrical about the optical axis of the system. The irnage of the
ohollov eathod'e source formed vith resonance radíation, l+60? ä, scattered.

fron the beam, anc foeussed. on the slit of the monochrornator is pear

shapec víth a sharpened. end. !trhen a narrov slit Ís used only a smarl

section of this imaÂe is ad.mitted. to the monoehromator. However, with
a wide srit the ilrumination is no longer angularry s¡¡rnmetric about

the opticar axis, anc the skewness results. This has been provecl in
chapter rr by integrating over the totar radiation region seen by the
d'etecting system. A eomputer progr¿ìm based. on eo.uation (r5) is used

to ellminate the effect of the dispersÍve component on the wicì.th of
the Hanre signal. Narrov slÍts are used on the monochromator for
observations at medÍum and. high c.ensities and thís problem does not

aris e.
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For runs r¡ith p<BO the data r¡ere accumulated over a
perioC of 30 minutes to an hour. The eoherence narrowing region is
easily icentified. in Figure 12 but the statistics in this region are
not goo<ì..

For the case und'er consid.eration at 101¡ beam d.ensities,
equation (17) re¿uces to

r = ro(t - 1."f t_ - a"xrß")

r¡here the subscrint 1 refers to the ground lever lso an,l the subscript
2 refers to the lD, metastabre level. sinee the branching, the proba_
bility of the reabsorpt'ion and the s value for the metastabre level_
are much smaller than for the ground Ievel, we c&n rewrite the above
equation as

f=ro(r-ax)
where A is a constant and. x Ís the probability of reabsorption ofo
l+6o7 a photon by the grountr. r-evel atoms. The probability d.epencì.s on
the d'ensity in a eomplicated manner. Hol¡ever, over these lov densities
x can be treated. as a rinear funetion of p , so that the variation of
Hanre vidt'h with p can be fitted by a straight line and the extrapora_
tion to p=o gives the natural- virlth. A least squares fit gives a

value A H=21+.29 t O.5l+ gauss at p=0. The l_ifetirne ealculatec from
this l¡idth is 4'68 t o.l-0 ns, where the error is the standard deviation.
Frorn Figure 12 our prevÍous value of ,. Z) ns eorresponds to p =g0 and
thus contains a 10% systematic error due to coherence narrowinq.
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when p increases, the reabsorptÍon probability x approaches

unity' rf d'ecays to the 5"1+e 
1n, metastable l-ever- ean be negrectetì., then,

in the J=1-+'J=0 transition, the Han]e width at x=l can be expressec as .,,,

| = lo(f - a) and. A is equal to 7/IO (Salonan an<t Happer 196ü. This
means the Hanle l¡iclth can be reduee<ì. to 3/tO of the natural- wid.th. This
d'oes not occur in our d'ata- rnstead., from the solid. eurve rre have a .-1,,,,,

':..'
ratiol'i,,/|o=O.91atp=100.DeZaftaanc].Kirk(tg6l)havepointed.out

that d'ifferent sizec bulbs will show different viclths at non-zero beam 
;''''': 

'.,

d'ensit;r d'ue to dífferent opticaJ- path lengths through the vapour. The

value A=7/ro is calculated for a spherÍeally symmetric seattering region.
rn our case the scattering re*ion is not sphericarly symmetric, so A rnay

not be equal to 1/to. This lack of spherical s;wnmetry nav help to exptaÍn
vhy r coes not reach o.3to, but cannot exrlain the shape of the sori<ì.- m1n --rrot . arn -trne snape of- the soli<ì.
curve near p=foo, incicating that ttre ln, level- must be taken into account
in the íntermediate Censitv region i

'l
The ^D, ¡netastable r-ever may be popurated. bv transitions

from the opticarry excitec fPa l-e*rels or excitec by the cì.ischar¡¡e in the
vicinity of the furnace mouth. The optical excitation of ]p, rev.rs above

1the 5s5p ^Pt ]ever is entirely bv urtravioret rines. Therefore, if
we place a glass plate in the input arm to br-ock these rines the popu-

lation of atoms t 
orrnrrì,r r.^ -^r.-^^r mtín the *D, level shoukr. be reduced.. The resurts vÍth the

urtraviolet lÍnes excrud.ed are shown by the cr.ashec curve in Figure r_2.

The incident intensity of UeOf i is acl,Justed. to be the same as r.¡ithout

':':
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glass plate' Lirr/lo d'eereases to 0.77, but this ratio is stilÌ consid.e-

rably larger than 0.3, the theoretical value. This implies that col-l-ision

broad'ening due to atoms in the lD, level is important in the intermediate
region.

$Ihen p is in the high ran€çe, eguation (f?) becones

I=Kl*Nfofî+Nrori

l¡here the subserÍpts L and ,2 represent the grounC level and the meta-

stable level respectively and K, is a constant. N, ancl N, are the

densities of atoms in ground lever- and in the lr, lever-r û, anc oz are

the relatetl' collision broad.enÍng cross sectíons betveen the atoms Ín
the correspond.ing level_s rrith atoms in 1¡s 5s5p 

le, Ievel. ïn the present
experiment, the intensity of, the ineid.ent excitation light is naintainetì.

at a constant v¿ lrlue and the -D, Ievel is mostly populated. by decays
1fron the *Pt levels. Under these concì.itÍon=, N2 reaches a marimum value

but N, vil-I continue to increase as 0 increases. Thus, at the. highest

d.ensitÍes l¡e ean wríte

a=*r+Nrorî
= KZ + bporî

vhere K, is the sum of K, and I'lrorl. The wid.th of the Hanre resonance

is now proportional to the d,ensity parameter p , ard b ís the pro-

portionality constant. Thís sÍmple result allows us to make an estimate

of the ratio of our tLensity parameter p and. the absolute number of atoms
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per unit volume in the seattering region. Byron et al. (rgeb) nave

d'iscussed' the fact that, l¡hen the rel-atetì. oseillator strength is larger
than one, the broadeníng cross section due to eollÍsions between l_ike

atoms is vel-ocity incepend.ent. Moreover, for a J=l*J=o transition,
DrYakonov and Perel-(lg6>A) have shovn that f2=fo.0.O2BNÀ3 where t, is
the eontribution to the Hanle r¡id.th for like atom colrision broad.ening.

ff we equate t, to bpoeî, then

I=K2* fo.O.OZgnrrf

A least squares fit of straight 1ine in our eurve beyoncì. p =l_Ol+ gives

us the relatÍon

Nl = t.6)+o109" p

and' we are nor¡ abre to eonvert our arbitrary d.ensity parameter p to
absolute d.ensity N, for further d.iseussions.

Dfyakonov and. perel(fg65b) have pointed out that vhen
?

Ntr"=lr collision broad.ening becomes an inportant factor in the wicth of
the Hanre resonanee. For col1isÍons betrreen atoms in the 5=5p 

lpr

level and. the ground levef, l=\6OT.i, 
"o,h¡e 

ean exp,ect collision broad._

ening to occur around. ttr=(r/l)3=1013 atoms pu" 
"r3. This clensity

coruesponCs to p=6'tO3 and. agrees very velt vith our observation in
Figure 12. on the other hand., if çe appry the sane cond.ition, Nr3=1

to colloisÍons betveen atoms in the 5s5p 
ln, and 5st+¿ 

ID, l_elrels, À, is
6l+16OO A, and r¡e obtain N2=l+"109 atoms p.. 

"r3 in the metastabl_e level.
There is no sirnple vay to estimate the popuJ-ation of lD, atoms relative
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to p, Hol¡ever, the branchinpç ratios for the two possible transitions
from the excÍteC 5s5p 

te, Level are known to be related. by

ß z/ Bf urtz^1 / G¡rx?r)
2fn this expression B1=1, Br=5 and (fr/fr)-is in the orCer of O.OO!.

ff ve assume that the incident resonance líght of l+6OT i. i= 
"trong

enough to exeite most of the ground. state atoms 1to the 5s5n -P, level
in the intermediate d.ensity region, then at p =lOO, *r=t.6)+etO11.O.O05

ancl is approximately equal to 109 atoms o"* 
"rn3 

in the ID, level. Thus,

collisions of the exeÍted. 5=5p 
lpl atoms vith metastable lD, atons wiLl

become effectÍve at much lower d.ensities than eollisÍons vith grountì.

l-evel atoms. The d.ip in our eurve near p=100 may be due to-this effect.

When the observed. lifetimes for various densities are

calculated- fro¡l the Hanle wid.ths in channel numbers as shown in Figure i

12' the slope of the broad.ening curve at high cl.ensities yields the

prod.uet of collision broad.ening cross sectfon anC the relative average

veloeity l. From our experÍmental sorid. curve ve carculate ,',''1':.]" 
i't:

, -:_:-: __;j.1.:-.- -7.- 2oT - 5.2oLO '/v cm .,,,,',,',,'.'_ '-'-:'

for the eollision between atoms in the 5s5p 
fP, excitec level- antL atoms:I

1Ín the ground tso lever. This resurt is 2 to 3 ond.ers greater than
''';:r.::the collision broacening eross section with atoms of a foreign gas.This ,: ,,,:.,,.',''

is reasonable since ve are d.ealing with resonance type eotrlisions bet-

¡'¡een like atoms. Penkin and. Shabanova (t968) tave studied. the broaCening

eross seetion ot \60? i trnu for SrI with He, Nê, Ar and. Kr gas. Their
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results vary from T.5,to-r5 "*2 fo" He to 2.69.y6-rL "rt for Kr with an

operatÍng temperature of 7|lO"X. This gives

o.; = 1.5'to-9 /l .^2 for He

o; = 1.7'to-9 ll " 
2 for Kr

,"i : :t-:..PenkÍn anc Shabanova (t969) also studied. the broadening 
1..,',r.,....i,,,:
'', :: ,,_: t.effect of Sr-Sr collisions by the hook methoc.. The operating tenperature

o ,,.,':,,,,.,,,.,r.
r,¡as B2o-K. The cross section ror l+6o7 i r" ror.ntr to be ,.gnIo-r2 cm2. 

:",",.', 1',

This give" ol = 3.7nto-7 /i "r2, "n. if corrected vith our lifetime,
this become s

o:-- = L .7 rLo-? li "r2
_v _ _.t,rv lv cm

The cifference between this resutt and or:rs is 10% vhich is smalrer

than the combined, errors of the measurements. :

Byron anc Foley (rgel) have siven a theoreticar expressÍon
for the broatì.ening 

""å=" section as
a :j-,.:l: .:

o; = l'Io/(forî) :,..:".,,',::1:::,:,

aô-:.::':.
. =0. O32f 3fo/l 

",n2 !.'i.,',',,t'., 
,'i,'

:,:..:'.:t-:-:.::..'

DrYakonov and Perel (tg65) have nodified the above equation for the
alienment êepolarÍzatÍon case and. obtaÍneC

o--, = O.oe8r3ro/T a^2 ,.,:,..:,,.,r--,:,:.:-.v ,.,,. .,-,.,..,,.

with our measured l-ifetime this yielcls a vaLue of o: = 5.6o:t0-T /l "r2.v
This arso agrees very welr vith our exÌrerimental- value. Another theo-
retical forrnula has been given by Omont Ogee) and results in o__-\.\.fO-1/l

'-i :.:I
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2
em . The agreement is not as gooC as the former one but stÍ1l vithin
the experimental error.

o 
A good absorute varue of the oscillator strength of

l+60? A transition is very important for the strontium spectrum. penkin

ancì' shabanova (1962) have measurec the relative oscillator strengths of
't

5snn -P, transitions for n=5 up to n=1?. ff the absolute oseillator
strength ot l+6or i transition ean be deterrnínedaecurately, alr the

others can be convertec from the relative value to the absolute value. Arso,
once the absolute oseillator strengths of the principal lines are known,

the oscillator strensths of the d.iffuse lines can be caleulated frorn

the lifetines of the exeited. Ievels. In the present case with numerical

substitution Ín equation (f8¡ *. obtain

t.\99 
= =f r(r*6oz) * :r(61+.600), I 1

r+.68"t0-v t 3"\6oT2 3o6\,6o02 J ro-t,
vhere f(61+,600) is ttre oscillator strength of the 5s5n 

lpr*5=be 11,

transition. No infornatÍon about f(6h,6OO) either experimental- or
theoretical is availabre. Hol¡ever, íf the branehing ratio grs are

known, then

f(61+,600¡ = -ß( 
6l+ ,6oo )r( )+60? ) "61+ .6002

5s1+6o7)c\6072

when this is subsÍtit,utecr. into the above erpression, ve have

)+. 68"lo-9[r+g1 6l+,600 ) / sl líol ) )

= g( ¡+60T)" Ir. l+99o3.¡5672";1o-16 /( l+. 6a"16-9¡ 1
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since ß(61+,600)+n(l+607¡=1. These branching ratios courd, in principre,
be measured directry. But cue to the greatly d.ifferent waver_engths,

such a measurement Ís nearly impossibl-e. Thus, ve have to obtaín

information from Fígure 12,

As d.iscussed. before, in the coherence narrowing region,
the observed wiCth is I=fo(1-Ax)=toIt-O(l+6Of )x(l+60T)a( r+60T)], vhere

a(l+6OT) equal to 7/lO as mention earlÍe¡.The trapping probability for a

photon is

x=I-exn(-Elr" )

vhere

exp ( -ñl lo ) = *l:- exp ( - 12 ) e*-o (,Lu- r2l1o 
) ea,

This integral is tabulatert by Mitchetl and Zanansk¡r (fg:¡*) in tneir
book. L is the charaeteristic celr length vhich can be adJustec to
d'Ífferent values even for the sarne experi¡nent to get the best fit.
The mean free path of the photon vÍth À=l+607 i is defined. as

1- = JrBr"3/2,Tr.",r0¿--
l¡e ( h6o7 )'" ß( 1160? )

by D'Yakonov and perel (t96>a). rn this equati_onrN represents the
density of ground stàte atoms and. I is their average veÌocity. For

Þ<70, if we take i equar to 5.rob cmls anc L=l- cm, .we find that
the best fit is obtaÍned. when ß(l+607¡=6.95. for example when lI=lO1O

?
atoms/cm': or p=$.1, ve have f=99.6 channels; when N=r-oll atoms/cm3,

or p=s1, ve have f=89.5 channels- These earculated varues are
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quite close to the experimental var-ues. Therefore, we adopt ß(l+60T)=0.95

to calculate f(l+60?). and. the final result is

r()+6ot) =t.9hto.o6
where the error has been increased. bv 5o/, to arlow for uncertainties
ín the branchÍng ratio estirnate. rf the cecay to the netastable revel
is neglect,ed the f value is 2.Ol+.

-the calculation that g()+6Ot )=0.95 rneans that 6(6)+,600)=0.05.
This means that the oscittator strensth f(61+,600) is equat to 3.8:3:fr. ri,u
uncertainty in this ís large as the change in f is large for smalr

changes in the branching ratio. Kim an<ì. Bagus (ryle) in a theoretical
paper assume a branching ratÍo of \/" forthe 6h,6oo i transítion. rt
is arso of interest to eompare this result vith the Ba atom vhere the
branching of the transition 6s6n 1p., to 6s5cL lD'' 

"t 15,000 i. n." been
L¿

estimated. from l+/, to T% (ttulpt<e et a1. (rge,*), Lurio (rge,*) an¿

Diekie (rgfr) ).

rn Table 5 r¡e have eorleetec1 rifetime measurements and.

oscillator strengths carculated from exFerirnents anc from theory for
't

the 5s5p 
*P- level- The agreement of the recent rifetirne measurementsl-rô

(references5, 6 ancì. B in the tabl-e) is excellent. The disaqreement between
the hook method and' recent Hanl-e effect an<ì. phase shift measurements

is J-ikely clue to the uncertainty in atomic density used. in the hook

nethod calcul_ation.
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TABLE 5

LÍfetime of the 5"5p lPt level of srr and. the related oscillator strength.

Experiment

Theory

Lifetime in ns f ( l+60? ) MethoC. Ref

I
6
6
6
l+

l+

l+

l+

2
I 10.6
97!0.L5
,6!0.2r
29to.10
6Bto.10

I.2
1., !o.2
l.5l+to.o5
r.56t0.16
1. 9210. 05
2; 0910. t0
1. 80t0. 03
1.91+to. 06
2.20!0.T0

Dispersior
Hook
Hook
Hanl-e
Hanl-e
Phase
Hanl-e
Hanle
Dnission

(r)
(z)
(s)
(l+)
(:)
(6)
(r)
(B)
(q)

1.90
3. l-8
2.I2
2.\5
2;53
2.39
2.1+6
L.95

B&D
RPA

NBC

SE
m¡rÉ

CPC

fipre
MCHF

(ro )(n)
(re )
(rs )(r:)
(rt+ ¡(r:)
(ri )

i

Ref. (1) Prolçorev (r9e8); (2) Ostrovskii et al. (rg:B); (3) Ostrovskii
anc Penkin (rg6r); (h) ¡. zafra et al. Ogez); (¡) Lurio et ar. ,''..,,','

i.:l ::l_:

(rler+¡, (6) uurpte et aI. (rg6h); (T) oiclrie er at. (rgts); 
,,,,i1,,,-,,
;:..: .: ì- :

(B) rrris vork; (9) E'berhagan (Lg5i); (ro) Bates and Damgaard (r9h9); ::'1

(rt) nan¿om phase Approximation. Altick and Glassrror¿ (r96h);

(rz)}Iod.a1Bou4caryCon<l.ition.HellÍl¡err(rg6l+);
'- .'.:

(fS) Semi-emperieal Method.. Zilitis (fgtO); i,..:.''..'.''

(fl+) Core polarization Correction. Hameed (tglZ);
(f5) lqufti-eonfiguration Hartree-Foek. Kim and. Basus (tglZ).
x HF=Sinß1e confi6¡tration Hartree-Fock Method.
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The Hartree-Foek approximation usÍng a single confi_
guration for the gro'nd 

'evel- 
and the exeitecì. level- has been used. 

:r,:.:,:;,i .,:

to calculate theoseillator strength for tne l+6Of.i transition by Zilitis .:;.:..:

(tglO) and also by Kim and Bagus (tglZ). The val-u e 2.j3 siven by

Zilitis anð. 2.)+6 given by Kin and. Bagus are much higher than the 
:,:-..:..:.experimental values. This Ís not unexpected., for the wàvefunetlons i.,;;,..¡',.,,,,.,' :.'given by the Hart'ree-Foek method' are knom to be ínaceurate at 1ar6¡e 
,,,,,,,.,,,,,,, 

,,,

:.::.::-::.:;.values of rad.iaL distance, and thís is the region l¡hich is important

for oscíllator strength ealcur-ations. Hameed. (tglz) rras acr.ded core

polarization eorrections to the simple Hartree-Foek method. and obtaÍnetj.

t=2.39 for the r+eor i transition, but there stirr- remaÍns a rarge dis- 
,

crepancy vith the experimental value

Recently, Kim and Bagus (tglZ) have reported. the caleulated.

f val-ue for this transition by the multi-configuratíon Hartree-Foek

method'' Their nulti-eonfiguration Hartree-Fock wave function contains 
,,,;:.,.,,,.,

tr'¡o configuratÍons for both the ground. lever anc the exciteti. leve1 . , ::
They use :: :1::, :

v(Iso) = aô(ns2) * to(np2)

v('rr) = a'Õ(nsnp) * ¡rÕ(npn,d) 
,:::;:::::where nr=n-l antì. a, b, ât and. br are the configuration rnixing coeffi- ;.,:,-.,.,,

cients. They obtained. a value of l_.95 for f(l+6OT). This value gives

the best agreement between the theoretieal ancL experimental results.
Another result given by Altick et al. (rgel) by exbencì.ing the Hartree-



Foek theory

3.18, rrhieh

by

Ís

-ot -

the rand.om phase approximatÍon method gÍves a varue
really poor.

seni-emperieal nethotì.s usually give satisfactory resur_ts.
The Bates anc Damgaara (B & D) methoa (rgr+g) is based. on the assumption
that the valence eleetron moves in a pure coul0nb fielcl, antî. the exper_
imental energy ter:ns are used as the energy eigenvalues ofthe eleetron.
Frorn their table ¡¡e ealcul-ate f ()+60Z) equal to Ì.90. This result
agrees quíte ve1l r¡Íth the present experimental resul_t. Hell_Ír¡eff (fg66)
has develope<ì a semi-emperieal nethod. callecl rNocal boun<lary condÍtion
methodt for atoms anc íons having two valenee eleetrons. His ear-cur-ate.
value for f(,*607) is 2.12, not as goorì. as the B & D method but Ís stilr_
vithin the calculation error. Ziljtis (fgZO) fras used. another semi_
enperieal method for calculatÍons of the oseillator strengths. From
the tables given in his paper we calculate f(l+6OT) egual to 2.hr. The
agreement is not good in this ease

5"6P'lPl l-eve'

The 5s6p lpt lu'rrul 0f strontium ean cecay to the ground
level by emitting a photon of 2932 "A, or to the I-D, metastable 1evel
by enitting a photon of 1169 i. Another transitior, ao ,nu 5s6s xso

leve1 vith a vaverength of 28 ,.,r. i, ealeulatetr. from the energy r_eve'
tables of Moore (tgr}), is also al_Iowed.
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The 5s6p 
fPa level Ís populated bv optical excitation

either from the ground revel- or from the metastabre rever. since the
incident resonance rieht is plane polarized perpendieular to the
magnetic fiel<l , ancì. since electric tlipole transitions onry are con-
si<ì.ered., the selection rure ¿m=11 is varic in the exeitation process.
During the re-ernission process both Àm=o and am=tr transitions are
al-Ior¡ed. But, the Hanre effect reouires that the Zeeman states of a

1evel under investigation and which eross to give a Hanre sÍgnar, must
be exeitec coherentry from the sarne Ínitial state, and must also emit
coherently to the same final nagnetic state, otherwise no interference
occurs' rn the present case, it does not matter.whether the finar revel
.L_l
-t" 

So or -D, as only the a and. b o eomponents take part in the Hanle

signal as shorm in Fieure 13. The dÍfference between the observation
of the transitic 1rn to the 'D, 1eve1 and the transitÍon to the ISo levet
is a fielC ind.epenCent n eomponent background superimnosed on the inverse
Lorentzian cístribution, as alread¡¡ ciscussed. Ín chapter rr. The tran_

osition at TL69 Ã to tr," lD, le'rr"r is observec in this experiment for
the lifetíme of the 5s6p 

fp, level

A seareh for the transition at 2932

has been un<Lertaken, but d.ue to the l¡eak oscil_Iator

transition and absorption of the ultraviolet lieht
of the s.ystem, this scattered sÍgnal is too weak to
the background.

o
A to the ground level

strength for this

in the eomponents

be separateC from
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Fisure l-3

Zeernan structure of uoper and l-or¿er levels tor fpr-lD, transÍtion.
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Ten independ.ent runs, eaeh wíth accumulation times of
about tOO minutes have been made. several values of the heating current

;;'¡ ; :1.:for the furnace and thus several- values of beam density have been ,,,,,,,,,, ,,. . . ..:

employed. !üe Cid not d.iseover a sig.nifieant trenrì. in the value of the
l¡itlths of the Hanle resonance vhich can be connectec to coherenee narr-
owing' Also the beam d.ensitÍes usec co not reach the cotlision broad- ,i¡¡,-,;;, :''.'.,

::;:':: : "ening region. The fl-uetuatíons in l¡ic.ths seem to be random so ve take

the mean value of aH for the ten runs, 31 . zxr.2 G. From this the ;i',,t,i.'."

lifetime of the 5=6n 
lfr'levet- is

r = 3.6h t o.r\ ns

when numerical values are substitutec into equation (t-B),

r¿e have

+ = *#t¡8.r6t( 2%2) + 3z.hsr(tr6g) + o.r+rr(28,5u)l

The above expression shovs that the omission of the last term proc.uees

an error vhich Ís smaller than the other errors in the experiment. The

remaining oseil-rator strengths f (z%2) an¿ r(T169) can be ealculated

in several cì.ifferent ways.

Penkin and. Shabanova (t962) obtaineC the relative osei-

l-lator strength ratio f(h60?) /t(ZSSZ)=1000/3.)+0. Couplins this ratio
r¿ith our experimental va1ue, f(\60?)=f.9\, gives

f (z%?) = (6.60 t 0.22)ctO-
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The error Ís estimateC from a 0.3% error in the ratio ancì. a 3.2% error
in f()+60?). Substituting these values into the t_/r equation, ve calculate
the absolute oseillator strength of f(?I69) to ¡e I.ZZIO.O5. Here the
error arises fron the error in the lifetime measurement.

Meggers et aI. (rg6r) sÍve the ratÍo of the intensities ::r::., 
,.:

::-':: :-:

for srr lines which have been observed from the are emission spectlum. .: :..
,.. ,',,t.,.'The intensity ratio or h6O? "o ro ,gS""o r, e>o/r.o. rf we use the

rel-ation

,r/t, = t rerx)/ G rerx3r)
,

l¡here f's and' g's are the absorption oscÍllator strengths anc the sta-
tistical weights of the levels, f(zg3z) is eo.ual- to 1.5\"ro-3. The result 

l

is of the same order as that cal-eulated from the hook nethod ratio and 
I

supports a small value of f(Z%Z). The coryesponCing value of f(Tf69)
is 1.23. on the other hand., if l¡e use r( 2%2)/T(T:'69)=2.0/2.5 trom 

,,,,,.,,,,,.,,

the same tab1e, we obtain f ( 2932)/f (T16))=6.274. With this ratio, our " ,'

,.),',¡-,,-:lifetime gives f (z%z)=o.p6 ana r(?169)=0.96. The agreement is poor

for f( 2932).

Eberhagên (lgs>) has d.etermined the absorute oscir-rator
strengths of tÁe Ji¡¡use series of srr by the are emission method.. He

obtaíned' f(7l'69)=0.13, a much smaller value than all those ealcul-ated

above. If we take Irfegqersts value f(2932)=t 5h"tO-3 into account,
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Eberhagenrs value gives the ratio, f(2932)/f(7f6g), Z3 times smatter than

the one obtained by t4eggers et aI. (fq6f).

There are large tLisc¡epancÍes betl¡een the t(lt6g) experi_

mental values d.etemined by the emission method and. other method.s. The 
.,,_,,,..reason ís d.ue to the fact that in the emission rnethod intensities cannot :::::', 

1',:'

be measu¡ed' aeculately due to the self-absorptÍon of the spectral 1ines , ,.,,,

and. to the non-linea¡itÍes in the detecting system consÍd,ering the vi¿e

ran€(e of wavelengths o ancL' the temperature of the arc vhieh Eberhagen used.

to d,etermine the absolute osciltator strengths may not be measured. aeeu-

rately. Therefore, the 1(TL69) values from emission rnethods r¡hich d.epentl.s

strong1yonthesefactorscancontainsystematicer¡orsofsevera]-huntl.red.

percent.

A few theoretieal- nethods have been used to predict the

oscallator strength of 2932.i., orra also lead.s to totally crifferent 
.,,.,.,.,,,,,,

magnÍtuces. The B & D method, which gives an extremely gooc value for 
,i,1,,,,,,,,i,,

f(l+606), pred.icts f(2932)=0.02. This value is about 3 tines larger '.:,"""

than the experimental varue of (6.6q)ro-3. During this calculation, we

have extrapolated. the B & D tabl-es to obtaín the requÍrecl val-ues for
.-;i :. :.: -.:__the higher exeited l-evels, and. this, of course, restrÍcts the aecuracy. ,.,,,.'.,,.,

He1liwe1l Ígel+) vith the nocal bound.ary eond.ition method. obtainec

r(29=z)=o-356' mueh rargei than the experimentar value. zir-itis (r9lo)

find.s t(2932'1=ç\.\)fo-3. This ealeutation is the closest to ou¡

experimental value ,
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Table 6 gives the osciltator strengths for 2932 i 
"nao

T16) ¡ as obtained from various metho<ì's. Among these, we believe that 
,,.,,,,.,,the rnost relÍabÌe var-ues are those shoun in the fourth 1Íne. These :,::,:,

values are obtained by combining our experimental_ f( l+6Of) value, our
measured r-Ífetime of the 5s6n 1r, r-evel ancL the relative ratio r()+6oz) to
f(2%2) from hook method.. tt,": ,: ."

, ::,,:1,r:

:.r.:.: l:: ':

An experimentar observation of Hanre resonanee for the 
::-:,::'::

o
7l.69 d transition is shown in Figure th.

5s7p 1r, level

lhe lifetíme of this level has been measured. using
othe 5331 À transition to the fD a.r mL^ ____, metastable level. The geometry and

the signar averaging teehniq.ue are the sarne as in 7r6gi except the standartr. 
,¡:,, 

,,,_,,,,resistor in series vith the ramp qenerator is replaced by a larger 
.:.:.,,: 

,l,
one to keep the counts in convenient channels. The eount-rate is low ',1,,',,,,',

and the signal to noise ratio is reCuced to about 3:1. Ten inclivirLual
runs vith the same incit1ent light intensit¡¡ but different stea<ì.y fier<ì.s
are taken to get the channer-gauss eonversion factor as welr- as the ,,,;,,;,., ,,.,

wid'th of the Hanle resonance eurve. counts for eaeh run are accumur-ated
for about tr,¡o ho,rs but the statistics are stir_l not gootì.. The average
r¡idth at half height i. 96.2!2.7 ehanners, which read.s to ÂH=23.02t0.61+ c
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TABLE 6

Lifetime of the 5s6n 
1fa levet of

oscillator strengths.

r = 3.6h t o.rl+ ns

neutral strontium and the related

Ref:
(t) Uegger et al. (fg6f). Our ealeulations.(2) Euerrraeen (tg>¡) 

_-_

(¡) rnis work and penkín anct Shabanova (r96e)(lr) ¡ates and. Damgaar¿ (f9\9). --our 
calculations.

( 5 ) Heniven (r96h )(6) ziritis (rgZo) . our eal_cul_ations.(7) Humeed (rg7z)

f(2932) f( 7169 ) l4etho<ì. Ref

Experiment

l-. 5h'10-3,

0,26

(6.6oto. zz)to-3

r.23

o.g6

0.13

I.22!O.O'

ïntensit¡r

ïntensity

tnission

Hanle-Hook

(r)

(r)

(z)

(s)

Theory

0. 02

0.356

l+.1+ uto-3

o.228

B&

NBC

SE

RPA

(l+)

(5)

(6)

(z)
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Figure ll+

Hanle resonanee curve for 5s6p lpa level for neutral strontium.
Dot points are the erperímentar d.ata an. the sorid. line is the
fitted. Lorent.zian.

..: '.'- .''.-
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and a lifetime t=l+.93t0.r-l+ ns. The error is the standard deviation.

ro improve the statistics, a computer program is usec to
ad'd' the number of eounts of the Íncivicual runs by shifting the counts
to the appropriate channers rrith respect to the zero fieId. ehanner-.

The composite curve obtained. in this way has a wicth at hal_f height of
89.3 channels and the statistics are improvec. But,, the process of
shifting the counts to the appropriate channels may introduce an extra
error' so we consíd'er the value 96.Z ehannels to be better and increase
the error to 7% to incl-ude the d.ifference between the average varue

and the composite value., lle thus take

t =l+.93 t o.l5 ns

as the best value of the rifetime of the 5s?p b, t"*ret. Figure r! shows

the eomposite Hanl-e curve for 5331 i.

During the runs, the atomic censÍty is kept at a varue

such that cor-lision broaci.ening is not inportant. Arso chanee of
o

tranping 5331 A is insignïficant since the popuratÍon of atoms in the
netastable l-evel tend's to be small comparec. vith the popuration of atoms
in the grounrì. l_evel

There are seven all_oved transitions from the 5s7p fp, 
Ievel_

-Lto the lower Ievels. Among these only 5331 i .ra ZITO i, are important
for oseil-lator strength caLculations. The remaÍning transitions are
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Fisure 15

Composite Hanle curve ror 533I i.
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all- of very l-ong vavelength anC can be negleeted unless sorne of them

are associated with unusually J-arge f values. The hook rnethocl by Penkin

and Shabanova (t962) yÍelds f(l+60T)/t(zSlO)=roo0/7.15. Using f(t+6oT)=r.9lr

we have f (2170)=(f .38)fo-2. This gives f (5331)=o.t+9r if r¡e negtect all
but the transitions to the ground. Ievel and the metastable level. ff
!¡e assume that each of the neglected. transitions has an f val-ue equal

to 0.1, the calculated. value of f(5331) becomes eoual to o.l+8, instead

of O,\9. Thus, we make f(5331-)=o.hB5$.0\0. The error comes almost

entirely from the error Ín the measured l-ifetine.

The arc intensity ratÍo gives I(l+60?)/t(Z>lO)=6jO/I.2

(Meggers et al-. t96I). From this r¡e set f ( 2570)=(6.6)fO-h anc f (1331)

is equal to 0.52. This supports a sma1l f(ziTo) and a rarge f(533r).
From the same table I(zjTo)/f(iS¡r)-_t.zl1.!, whích gÍves f(zr7o)=O.og,

and f(5331)=9.¡5. This again supports a smalr f(2t7o) ancì. a larse
r( 5331 ) .

. Eberhasen (tgSS) obt,ained f(5331)=0.12 from the emission

method. This val-ue Ís not in gooc agreement with any of the values

discussed above, due to the same reasons d.iseussetr. for the 5s6p 
fo.I

1evel.

No theoretical f value for 5331 i n"" been reporteC.
o

For 2570 A, our calculation r¡ith the B & D nethocì. gives f(ziTo)=o.ool2,
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whÍch is srnal_l comnared. to our experimental va1ue. Zilítis (fgZO)

has given t(ziTo)=O.01r, whieh is in good agreement with our experi_
.., .,.,:mental val-ue, 0.0138. Altick an<r. Glasseora (196r+) rrorn the ran<ì.om

phase approximatÍon method gives f(Z:-7O)=0.057, vhieh is large compared.

to other val_ues.

';::,: 
.:tl

,ttt'.ì,,t.:

Table 7 collects the oseillator strensths for z5.TO i, ,_,,,.,,
o .',..-,:.,',and 5331 A. lle consid.er the values in thefifth l_ine to be the most

rel-iabre. The errors are estimated from the measured lifetime.

l
5s8p -p, level_

The lifetime of this leveI is deterrnined from the Hanle

effect in the trlSS i, transition. since the gauss-ehannels cal-ibration
factor has been already determined from the 5s[p Ip, 1eveL, all the runs

for \755 i. u.ru taken with the id.entieal- steady fiekl. The sienal Ís
even weaker than 533r i. Each run needs a period. of more than three
hours to obtain a discernible Lorentzian distribution. Èor five incì.i-

vicual runs, the average FWHM is 86.2t2,6 ehanners. The composite d.ata

of these five runs gÍves a value BT.O channel_s. The agreement betveen

these tl¡o values is excellent. The zeros of the Lorentzian curves are

all- at the same ehannel nr:mber for each int1ivid.ual run, and no shifting
of eounts to other channels is requÍrec for the eomÞosite curve. Thus,

l¡e use the eomposite FWHM value for lifetime calcuration sinee the
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TABLE 7

Lifetine of 5s7p 
Ip, level of neutral strontium anc the

oscillator strengths.

t=l+.93r0.35 ns

Ref:
(r) E'berhaeen (1955)

(Z) Penkin and Shabanova egeZ)
( 3 ) ¡aegeers et aI. (rg6r ).' 

-0"" 
eat_culations .()+) ffr:-s work and. penkin and. Shabanova (r96fJ(5) Sates and Damgaar¿ (f9h9). Ou¡ ealeulations.(6) ziritis (rgfo). our caicutations.

(7) nanee¿ (tglz)

related

r(zrTo) r( 1331 ) Iilethod Ref

Experirnent

0.0110

0.0007

o. oB5

(r.:8r0. oL )ro-2

0.12

o.52

o. )+5

0. h85ro. ol+

ftnission

Hook

Intensity

fntensÍty

Hanl-e-Hook

(r)

(z)

(¡)

(3)

(l+)

Theory

0.0012

0.011

0.057

B&D

SE

RPA

(¡)

(6)'

(r)
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statistics are much improved. This gives ÂH=20.8ù0.6 G and. the rel-atec.

lifetÍme is

r =5.1+T t 0.1? ns

The larger error from the stancard deviation error of the ind.ivirì.ual

runs has been used to al1ow for unknown systematic eruors. Figure 16

shows the composite eurve for LZ>l i.

Nine transitions from 5sgp 
lp, 1evel are arror¡ed.. But,

for oscil-lator strength ealculations only eUeA i ana l+75, i. ,"u impo_

rtant. Penkin and. Shabanova (t962) give the relative vatue f(h6OT )/I(Z\ZB)
equal to I-OOO/20.9. From this we obtain f (Zì+ZB)=(t+.IOr0.fS)fO-2. ïf
al-I the other branehes except Ul>>"1, are negleeted, ve obtain
t(\lS>)=0.31+to.02. rf ve assume that eaeh of the neglected. transitions
has an f value equal to O.OB, f(t+?j5)=0.32), ín place of the upper linit
0.3b. Thus, we make the val_ue of f(\l>il equal to 0.3310.02.

From the Megpçers et al. (tg6t) intensity ratÍo, we have , 't'
tQ+6ol)/t2\zg)=650/t 2 whÍch gives r(zt+zl)=(5.r)ro-h and f (hT55)=0.3?. ...,:,.1,,

These values tor l+755 i transition are again in contrast vith the emission

result of f(\75Ð=O.OJ) given by Eberhagen (fg:¡).

fn table B l¡e have colleeted the experimental ancL theo-
retical f values for both zuea i. ana l*t¡: i. I^Ie a,gain suggest that
the values in the foutth line are the nost reliabl_e.
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Figure 16

conposite Hanle curve ror l+t:t i. Dot points are the experimental

d.ata anC the soliri. line is the fittecl. Lorentzian.
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TABLE B

of neutral strontium and the related.

r =5.1+6to.r7 NS

Ref:
(1) E'berhaeen (1955)
(e) pentin an<t shabanova (tg6Z)
(3 ) ¡regeers et ar. (rger ).' orr- 

""r",r1ations.(l+) frris work and. penkÍn and. Shabanova (tg6Z)(5) ¡rt.s anc Damgaar¿ (rgLg). our calculatíons.(6) znitis (rgzo). oL'"árá.iations.

Experiment

Theory

f (zltzï) l re+T ,5) Methorl Ref

0. 032

0.005

0.01+110. OO13

0.075

0.37

o.3hro. 02

Erniss ion

Hook

ïntensity
Hanle-Hook

(r)

(e)

(3)

(l+)

0.033

0.030

B&D

SE

(:)

(6)
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The strontium ion

The extensÍon of the Han1e effeet from neutral atoms to free
ions has tr+o main diffieulties. First, ions of therrnal veloeity have

to be produced at a sufficiently hÍgh density in the seattering region;
second o the motion of charged. particles in a magnetic fÍeId introd.uces

an extra uncertainty in the bean d.ensity.

Various types of ion sources have been used. Ín ex¡leriments

'in atomic spectroseop¡¡. The ionization proeess d.urÍne contact of neutral
atons with a heatec surface is knol¡n as surface ionization or therrnal-

ionization. The cegree of ionizatíon is given by the equation cerived. by

Langmuir and. Kingd.on (t923) as

w+/lvo = (e+ /eo)exp[-u,6oo(r-ô ) /r]
+

where N'/¡Io is the ratio of positive ions to neutrar atoms, g+ and. go

are the statistÍeal weights of the grouncL levers of the ions and. the
atoms respeetively, I is the ionization potentÍal of the atom in vo1ts,

ó is the work function of the heated surface in volts and. T is the
absolute temperature. The high ionization potential of the strontium
atom, 5.692 eV, makes Ít d.Ífficult to select another metal r¿hose r.¡ork

function is high enough to make the quantity (r-6) negative or even

cl-ose to zero. Therefore, this type of source is not praetical for
the present erperiment. rnitially, attempts were made to d.everop a

el-ectron bombardment source for this work. An electron gun assembry
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r¿ith tungsten eoatetl filanents and. an anode on the opposite sid.e of the
beam l¡ere used but found. unsatisfactory.

Another type of source vhich is wÍde1y used is a plasma
source. rons are extractetì. from the plasma that is produced by an

electrical cischarge. The cischarge ean be carriec by a foreign gas
(Snit¡ and. Gall_aeher 1966, T^teber et al. I9T3a, b. ) or Just by the
material under investigatÍon(penkin anC Reclko 196\). fn the experiment
reported here l¡e have found' that vhen the fu¡nace is operated. with a high
current ' a d'ischarge is maintainect in the vapour at the furnace mouth
frorn the eleetrie fíeld cue to the potentiar cifference across the
terminals of the bífilar vinding of the furnace. No foreÍgn gas is
needed to carry the discharge an<ì. the d.ensity of the strontium ions
ean be changed by changing the current in the furnace wincings and
thus the temperature of the strontium vapour at the furnaee mouth.

OstrovskÍí and penkin (fg6O) have stud.ied. the processes
of atomic excitation and ionÍzation by a discharge in a heated oven.
They have shol¡n that the atoms are CistributeC amonß enerffr levels
accord'ing to Boltzmannrs law, and. the degree of ionization follovs
saha's equation (saha rgzr). The eguatÍon is given by ostrovskii and.

Penkin (rg6o) in the fot_for¡Íns fonn
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Ni.Nu = ,"(9 )t/" 
*:r" 

r3/2"r0-5Ol+OV"/r
ht F^

where N represents the eoncentrations anC g represents the statistica^I
weights. The subseripts are i for ion, e for ereetron and a for atom.
v" is the atornie ÍonÍzation potential in volts, T is the absolute
temperature, h and. k are planckfs and. Boltzmannrs eonstants, and. rn Ís
the rest mass of the eleetron. There are no foreign ionizing impuri-
ties and' if we assume that ttie nr:mber of eleetrons from thermal emission
is sna1l comparec to the'number from ionization of the strontÍum atoms,
we can assume Ni=N". For alkaline earth atoms and ionso g =1 and

a
gi=ge=2. The operatÍng temnerature Ín the present experÍment is about
looo K. The substitutÍon of numerical values into sahafs eouation
gives

N. ¡, 1.t*:/"

This means that for our experiments the ion density witl be close to
the square root of the nurnber of the atoms :,,,,,,..,.,,,,1,

fn our stutly of collision broatLening of strontium atoms,
we have found that N" does not exeeed. 1ou. Thus, the upner limit of
the density of ions in this experiment wi1l be near l+cIOB ,or," per cc.
For the investÍgation of excited. level-s l¡hich are connectetì. r¡ith the
ground. level with oscil-rator strength between 1 and 1o-3, this is the
lovest density that suffices for the Hanle effect as d.escribecl by

r- .ì ' ::
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Bucka (tg6g). At such lov ion c.ensity the measured lifetime can be

eonsídered as the natural lifetime provid.ed that no collision effects oceur. ,,,,

The plasma createC Ín this way has the ad.vantage

that no strontium ion ra<r.iation background. originating from the dis-
charge itserf is in the seatterÍng region, anc it is not necess€rry

to operate the c.ischarge on a pulsed basis. hrren sr* resonance rad.ia_
tíon ís produceC by the Ciseharge in the scatterÍng regionuthe d.i.scharge

must be pulseC ancl the Hanle sisnar is observed only when the dÍscharge
is off as Cone by Gallagher (1966). The d.isad,vantages are that the ion
densÍty is lol¡ and can be variec onry over a ver'narrow range.

rt has been founc that the ion censity at the scattering
lregÍon changes l¡ith the appliec fieId. I{e have checked. the variation i

of ion d.ensity b¡¡ observing the scattered n polarizecì. radiation at
cifferent magnetic fielc intensities vhile the furnace curent and. the ,:.,,;,¡,,,,,

holl-ow cathode intensity are kerrt constant. The resurts shor.¡ that ,." ,,,.,,,

,t'.,ì, ','t:'.'the scattered' n right intensity, anc thus the ion density, remains

constant at field' strengths berov 25 G anc then Íncreases ancì. reaehes

a rnaximum value at about ho c. The d.istortion of the normar- LorentzÍan 
;;i::::..::.:Hanle signal cue to this effect is easily seen an¿ for this reason ne i-1,.,.,1 ,,'

1Ínit the amplituCe of the variable magnetic fiel-<1 to about f20 G.

ThÍs effect has been mentioned. by Smith and Gallagher (t966) and by
Acker:nann et al- . (tg6l) . :

._ -- .:.'
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5p 
zPslz 

l-evel-

The lÍfetÍme of this leve1 is observed by the I{anr-e effeet
of the l*OfZ i transition to the ground. 5, Zsrrrlevel_ of the ion. The
geometry of the erperÍment is the sarne as in the atomíc case.

Ten Índependent runs were taken r¡ith rì.ifferent densÍties of
the strontium atoms. The itrontium atom <ì.ensity is varÍec approxÍmateÌy
from l-01L to to15 atoms þer cc. Belor¡ this range of atom densities
the ion censity Ís too low and the seattered. resonance lÍght cannot be
resolvec from the background.. Above this range of temperature for the
furnaee we observe a deerease in ion d.ensit¡r.

For each observation of f*OfZ ä of the ion speetrum, a
eounting rate for l+60' i, the singret resonance rine of the neutraÌ atom, 

...,,,,i,t,rat a saturated' vaLue of the magnetic field is d.eterrnined vith und.isturbed 
,i:,:,,::::experimental cond'Ítion" The number of sr atoms, expressed. as a beam ,:: :;;,:::

d'ensitv parameter p, Ín arbÍtrary units, is defined. earlier o'page 76.
p ean be convertecl to the number of strontium atoms per cc by N=(1.85)ro12p
in this case' The results are given in Table p. The variation of the ,, i,,.

i::;::.. :ìfu'1 vi<ì.th at half maximum of the r+oTT ; Hanle curve with respect to
the atomÍe beam density parameter p is plotted in Fieure lT.
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TABLE 9

2P.tn level- of the strontium ion.5t¿
Hanle effect of 5p

o
FIIHM of I+OTT A in

AH

ehannels Density parameter of Sr atom
in arbitrary unit

6t.t\
68.67

69.87

72.39

76.75

77.76

76.30

80.65

77. 0B

Bo. o9

201.1

22r.'t+

306. h

366.;

396.2

hs\. ¡

\>s.z

\92.1

5o)+ . r

510. 3
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Figure IT
oHanle effect line wicths for t+orl Ã in channel numbers plotted

against the d.ensÍty of strontiun atoms Ín arbitrary units.

.. :.1-: r:
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Aceording to sahars equatíon, the number of sr+ ions is
approximateJ-y equaL to the square root of the number of strontium atorns.
At these lor.¡ Censities, broad.ening tiue to the Sr+_Sr+ eollisions can be
eompletely negì-ected.¡an<ì. coherence narroving wilr_ be very small . The
Ínerease in Han]e wiCths shown in Figure 1T rnust be cLue to collisions
between strontÍum atoms and strontium ions.

1. t 
tt-tt-''-t 

'The rel-ation betveen the observed lifetÍme, r, the Lifetime 
:

at zeto d'ensity, ts, and the cepolarization eross section, oris given by
I/r = I/ro + Nio

where N is the number of strontium atoms per ec, anc i Ís the mean

rel-ative speed of the coÌlicling particr-es, and. is equar to [r6nr/ (ryl))r/z.
From a least squares fit for a straight linerve obtaÍn 

^H 
=l-5.f510.\, G

at zero atomie Censity anC the lifetime of ,, %=rrÍs founC to be

ro = 5.6: t o.r7 ns :

This value is I\% smai-J.er than the value of Gallagner (1967). The .,,.,,,,.,,,,

discrepancy Ís d.iscussec 1ater. .: 
; 
":::::

tttt', 
'.

rf the transitions totrre 2n levels are negleeted., l¡e have
f(h077)=o-B'to.o3 as an upper limit. rf 

'¡e 
use a branching ratÍo of 

;, ,.,..,.,,9)+% (cattasher f96Tù, our lífetÍme gÍves r(\oZf )=o.B3to.03. Gatlagher :1::: i:::¡;.¡

(tg6r)usinghis1ifetimeancthe9+/,branchingratiofound.f(l+o??)=O.71

t0'03' The clifference between these resurts is due to the cifferenee
in the observed. l-ifetime
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OstrovskiÍ and. penkÍn (tg6t), using the hook method.,

finc f (l+0771=9.75t0.03. The hook nethod results cepend ci.irectly on a
dete¡mination of the value for the censÍty of the atoms in the absorp-

tion charnber. The hook method. var-ue for the singlet resonance line,
o

l+6o7 ¡', of the neutral strontium atom is lower than that determined. by

HanLe effect. ff our value of f(l+6OT) is used to correct the d.ensity
measurements in the hook method, the Ostrovskii and. penkin result gives

f (l+O?7)=0.85. ThÍs sane,ad.Justment has been mad.e by Gallagfrer (f967a).
The agreement betveen our value for f(l+Off) and the corrected hook

method. result is gootì..

The only avaíl-abl-e theoreticaì_ predictÍon for f (l+OTf ) of
SrfI is from the B & D method.. Fron their tables rre calculate f(t+OTT)

=0.7h, vhich agrees r¡ithin errors r,¡ith all the experimental vaÌues

discussed above.

rn Gallagher's (tg6l) experiments there Ï¡ere three vari-
ables to eontror curíng the lifetíme measurements, the pressure of the
argon' the current in the argon discharge used. to procì.uee the strontiwn
ions and the tenperature of the oven used. to produce the strontiurn

vapour. The natural lifetÍme of )the 5p -rZ/, level is obtained by

ertrepolating the Hanle width to zero ion censity at a fÍxed. argon

pressure to remove any effect of coherence narrowing. The results are

then extrapolatec again to zero argon pressure to remove the broacì.ening
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.ue to corlisions betr,¡eenargon atorns and. strontium ions. However,
collisions betveen strontiun atoms and. strontium Íons have not been
taken into aeeount. This r-ast effeet may aecount for the dífference
betr¡een his anC our result for the lifetime of t- , P

+ 
¡voq¿v rur- une r:.T,etrme of the !p -rE/" level_

ofSr.

For ion-atom coll_isions, which are non_resonant, the ;..
:i,':lexcess charge of the íon atl'tLs an add.itional term to the perturbation

potentíal of atom-atorn cor-risions. Hovever, srnith and Garlagrrer (1966)
and'Ga11agrrer(1967a)haveshomthatthistermcoesnotcirect1yprocuce

changes Ín the censit¡¡ matrix of the exeÍted rever of the ion. There_ 
l

lforeo the cross seetion for ion-atom colrisions should be about the
sarne magnÍtude as nonresonant atom-atom col-lÍsíons. I

The tì.epolarizatÍon cross_sections for the Sr+ 5p 2e
'3/2

level with foreign gas atoms have been d.eterrnined by several authors 
,:,,.'.(Gallagtrer r967a,,èber et al. rg..,. sorne of the results are cor-r-ected .:..

,.t.t.t'inTab1e1O.Neutra1Rbatomshavethesamee1ectronicstructu¡eas

strontÍum íons, and sr atoms have the same closed. electronic shell-s
+as sr Their depolarization.cross sectÍons r¡ith foreign gases are

also eolleeteC in the same tabLe. 
t;i,.:
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TABLE 10

Deporarization cross sections of collisions between strontium ions,
strontium atoms and rubitii,n atoms with the foreign gases.

Depolarization cross

section in i2

He Ne Ar Kr Xe Ref

o (sr+ >p 
zpyz) 72+ q Bot ro l'z\xI5

rza25

1l+& rB 19&23 (r)

(z)

o (nr 5p %yr) 9B 100

100

203

210

283 305 (r)

(s)

o (sr 5"5p lpr)
T5 Bj 22]. 269 (l+)

Ref: -:''-- : -

t:

(t) weter et a1. (rgtsa, b) : ::"
I :.:.:.:.:-.:.:

':':i.:

(2) carraerrer (t967 ù 
:

(3) cattastrer (t967b)

(l+) Penkin and shabanova (rgea) 
i,::,,::,,:.,i
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A comparisÍon of the resurts given in Table 10 shows that
the Íonic charge has no strong influence on the cross section of the)-^-t'rr 

" 
1evel ' sr+ (" tr")-s" 11go ) colIisÍons d.o occur in our experiment ,

but ve expect that the cì-epolarization cross section is about the same

as those given Ín Table 10, and. not as large as the gr{fp1)-s.11go¡

collisÍon cross section which n,e have measurecr. in the stu<ly or l+6or i
transitions of Srf.

From the sl-ope of the straight line in Figure lT, and

the conversion factor given on page rr-2 to fÍnd. the number of atoms per
cc ' I'¡e obtain the <lepolarizatíon eross sectÍon for coll-isions betveen
the neutra] strontium atoms anc the strontium ions to be

o =(B. t+)ro_13 
"^Za¡I

= Bhoo A'

This value is very large eomÞared. to the data in Table 10.

':.: ': ' 
'

The strontium atons are prod.ucetr. b¡r evaporation from a 'ir,r,,.,r,.,,,.,

furnaee ancL the ions from an electrical cÍscharge in the strontium 't':)i 
"

vapour at the furnaee mouth. Any neutral atom in a fp, excited l-evel
wil-l- t'ecay to the grounC. l_evel before it reaches the scattering region. 

........Hor¡ever, in this work, the scattering region is irradiatecì. vith the 
"',,

eomplete strontium spectrum ineluding the strong singlet resonance rine,
o

l+6oT ¡', of the neutrar atons. consequently, the seattering reglon contains
neutral atoms in the grountì.1So luvel_ anC the excited.5"5p 1pt level, and.
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ions in the grouno 

"r/r 
level ancr. the exeited. 2p r-"rr"rs. The cross sec-

tion, o, whieh r¡¡e are measuring is a r¿ei*hted. sum of a eross sectÍonr õ1 r
for collisions between atoms in the grounc level anc Íons in the excited.2

=t/" level , and a cross seetion r o2t for colIisÍons between atoms Ín
the first excited. lp, level and. the excitec ions Ín tne zyrr"revel. 

There
t'¡i1l be other eross sections foreollisions betr¡een the exeitec ions an.
atoms Ín other excitetl levels, but the popuJ-ation of these other excited
level-s wi1l be much smaLler than that of 5s5p ff, anC. eonsequentÌy their
contributions to the broadening may be neglecte<ì.

The excitation energy of Sr+ ,rrrrr) is 3.Ot+ eV. There
are no excited leve1s of the strontium atom vith thís energy so that
we can concruce that resonance eollisions cr.o not contribute to or. on
the other hanc, the energy of Sr(5s5p ler) i= 2.69 "v. The sum of this
energy and the energ¡ of sr+('rr/r),3.0t+ ev, Ís 5.?3 ev rrhich is Just
larger than the ionizatÍon energy, j.69 ey, for thã strontium atom.
As a resul-t, resonant nonrad.iatÍve colrisions, may occur betveen sr*(zp3/z)
anc sr(5=5p frr) wtrich produce two ions ín the ground state of the ion
and' a free electron' These collisions can be treated anarogousry to the
Ímperfect-resonanee-coIlÍsions between two neutral atoms (uott an<ì. Massey
f96r). Hence the order of oZ ean be sa¡ne as that of exaet resonanee
collisions between tl¡o iCentical Sr atoms, whieh is eq_ual to 10-12cm2.
Such resonant eoll_isíons rrill cause the eonsequent removal of the ions
from the excited ' o ^, ^ r¡.! 1 r --

"rS/r 1evel and this wilL result Ín the broadening
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of the Hanl-e signar and. alarAs d.epolarízation eross seetion for the
2

=r/r leve1 of strontium ions caR be expeeted..

A furth'er experiment is und.er consideration to eheck

this argunent by placing a monochromator ín the optical input arrn,

so that all the ineiclent light from the hollor¡ cathod.e, except r*orr i,
can be blocked. 'This will stop the exeitation of neutral atoms to the

l
5s5p 

*P, Ieve1 and. remove the possibility of sr(Is5p ler)-s.*{ 
>p 

rpz/z)

cotlisions in the scattering region. rf the above supqgestion is correet
the onry eoll-isions r,¡irl be those betr¡een sr*{%rrr) ions and. sr normal

atoms' The depolarization cross section for this collision shouLd be

about the same as those Ín Table l-0.

2
5o 1r/, leve1

The lÍfetine of this level is measured by the llanle effect . ,,,,,,
o ':':: -

of the \zt5 I resonance transition. As already provetL in chapter rr, ,,...::,,
t' t t.t,, t,t'circularly polarized. light must used. in the excitation an¿ the analysis.

'rlne 7o% absorption in each of the tvo porarizers result,s in a much l¡eaker

signal compared- to the signal for the 'rrrrmeasurements. The eurrent 
, ::;,,,in the furnace wind'ings, therefore, is kept near its optimum value for ::.:: :

the production of a d.ense beam of strontium ions, and. no signifÍeant
change of density of strontium atoms for observÍng the effeet of col-Iisions
on the Hanle signal wÍd.ths can be mace. Fortunatery, the ion density
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is so ]ow that the coherenee narrowing effect shourd be very smar_r_.

Moreover, Gallagher (f96TU,errata ag6T) has shown from the, theoreticat
poínt of viel¡ that the cepolarization or a J=r/2 state is zero, so the
collision broadening effect for collisions between ions and atoms can

be eliminated'. Experimentally, several authors (Gatlagtre r L)6f¿, lreber
et ar ' 1973) have reportetL non-zero collision cross sections betr.¡een ions
in J=r/Z l-ever and. foreign gas atoms, but the magnitudes are usualry
mueh smaller tha t

z + 
'n for tL.e'33/z 1evel. Also, the energy of a excÍted.

t'r/rsr* is 2.9+ eY, vhich is energeticarry not able to procì.uce the
resonanee type of collision as i )n the =Z/r level. Therefore, if there
exÍsts a broadening by eollÍsion betl¡een ions in 2the -Prrr level and the
nozmal strontium atoms, the effect 6¡ the lifetÍrne should be sma]I and. r¡Íthin
the experimental errors.

The Hanle signal shape is not Lorentzian for this ease,

and. changes as 1 - h/(f+v2¡], where y=g{uo'r/ñras already discussed.
J

in chapter rr. rn this ease, r¿e have not usec the ranp field.. rnstead,
the uniform magnetie fíercl is variec ín regurar steps of about r.5 c

from -25 G to +25 G. At each value of the magnetic fielC about 30s are
all-owed' for eoncitions to become steatly. Then several- reacì.ings of the
counts, eaeh aeeumu]-atec. over los are taken. ÏIith everything else un_

tì'isturbed', the incicent beam of light is shut off, and several reacings
of the backgrounC counts are taken r¡ith the sarne aecumul-ation times for
each of the readings. The dífferenee between these tl¡o eount rates is
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the signal eount rate. Thirty-five sneeps of the magnetic fiel_d. fron
-25 c to +25 G have been made and the average counts corresÞonc.ing to
each fixed value of the magnetÍe field are obtained.. The results are
sho¡¡n in Table 11. The eomputer fitted eurve vith the experimental
points is shovn in Figure IB.

From thê eomputer fittecr. result, the poi-nts of infr_ection,
or the poÍnts vhere y= t] are cetermined to be t22.6 G. substituting
thÍs into the equatíon 1=¡/(uog.H) gives the value

J

t = 6.?L t O.2O ns

where the error has been doubled to inelucle a possible systematic error
for a collisÍon broaCenÍne effeet.

This value of the lifetíne is B% smaller than Gal_lagher,s

Qgq) valuerT.3],!o.30 ns. Gallagher stated. that the uncertainty in
the lifetime measurement is large tr.ue to a gradual depencence of the
ion density on field. Íntensity l¡hieh resulted. in a distortÍon of the)
=r/r line vid'th. rn our erperiment rre have attenpted to eliminate this
effect by restrícting the fielC. intensity to t2! G.

If we iqnore the transitÍon to 2D . lerre.r +1îê ì,--^- r.:*:+ ""''"'372 l.vu1, the upper limit
of f(I+zl->) is equal to 0.395 from our lifetime measurement. ïf Ìre use

the branehÍng ratio of 93% for the l*ar> i transition from Gallagher,s (196Ta)

result, we obtain



TABLE ]-1

Hanle effeet for )
5P 

*Pt/2l-evel of strontir:m ion

-12h-

Experirnen-tal

counts

Fitting coünts

+ 0.85
o. Bo
0.75
o'70
0.65
o.60
0.55
o'50
0. )+5

0.l+0
0.35
0.30
o.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

- 0.05
- 0.1_0

- 0.15
- 0.20
- 0.2'
- o'30
_ 0.35
- 0. l+O

- o.h5
- 0.50
- o'15
- 0.60
- 0.65
- o'70
- 0.75
- 0. B0

- 0.85

Ácc
6t6
6gs
68r
ll+¿
708
703
668
679
662
66t
æ5
629
605
583
567
,67
,5'
,6t+
5l+ 3
56+
558
560
5h3
557
550
5'T
5l+o
510
,28
\g>
t+69

5]-2
500
,37

6lz.r
6lt+.1+
q\.a
6t\.g
6lt+.>
fis.r
6Tz.z
66g.g
666.9
662.8
657.7
6st.s
6)+l+. r
æ5.5
625.9
6i-5.5
6ol+. )+

592.9
581. 5
570.'t+
559.9
550. l+

5h1.8
531+. h

528.t
523.0
518. 9
5r5.9
5r3.7
5r2.2
511. 3
5r0.9
511.1
511. 5

5r2.2

Steacly nagnètiãTiffi

intensity ín amperes
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Figure t-B

Hanl-e eurve for )+215 i protted in eounts versus fierd intensity in
arnperes. Dot points are erperinental d.ata ancì. the dashed curve is
the fitting eurve aceord.Íng to the equatÍon (f6).
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f ('t42L5 )=0 . 3? t O. 02

where the error is estÍmated from the l-ifetime error.

tr'Ie have used the theorv of B & D to calculate a theore_
tieal- varue or r(l+zr5)=0.36. The agreement betveen experÍment an¿ theory
is gootì..

Table 12 shol¡s the various experirnentalry measurecl. f values
tor l+077 i 

"n¿ tor I+Zf5 i . The agreement between the experimental val_ues
and' the theoretÍcar values is better than the agreernent for the sr atom.
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TABLE I2

Lifetirnes for 5p 
2P levels of strontium ions and the relate<1 oscillator

strengths.

Ref:

(t) ¡ates and Damgaar¿ (f9l+9). Our ealcu.l_atÍons.

(e) ostrovskii and penkin (r96f)

(3) cauaeher (1967)

(l+) trris wort

ho<1 ,(2pyz)

in ns

,(2ptlz)
:].n ns

f( hoT? ) f (l+2r5 ) f( h077 )
TG'ãÐ-

f (l+oTT ) +

f ( l+215 )

Ref

B&D 0. ?L 0.36 2.06 r.10 (r)

Hook 0. B5 0. h3 r.9Br0. 02 I. 28 (2)

Hanle 6.r3to.z 7.35r0. 0. 711: 03 0. 3l+r. 0r i 2. 091. 18 1. 05r. 05 (3)

Hanle ,.63!.rT 6.71+t. 0. B3r. 03 0.37!.02 2.2!O.2 1 . 20r. 05 (l+)
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CHAPTER V CONCLUSIONS

Our measurements of the lÍfetine of the 5"rp lpt 
l_evel- of

the strontium atom inelude a survey of the observed Hanle vÍdths over
a wice range of d.ensity of the atoms in the scattering region. such
a survey has not previousl¡r been d.one. The rifetime of the !s!p lp,
lever extraporated to zero censity agrees l¡ell with other Hanle mea_

surements but has a smal-ler assigned. error. ThÍs rl.eterminatton of
an aceurate l-ifetirne together with the precise rel-ative measurements

of oscíl]-ator strengths by the hook method. leacs to accurate absor_ute
oscillator strengths for the 5s2 lso- 

5=rrp 
fp.' transitions of neutral-I

strontium.

The effect of the transition to the metastablu 5"ha lD2

leve1 from the I
5s5o -Pt level has been shor'¡n to be Ímportant in cepo- 

;,:::.;::..:.' rarízation eollisions Ín the interrnecÍate range of densÍty. our value ::','...:i:'i::"" '

of the eoll-ision eross seetion for d.epolarization of the 5r5p lpt level 
t.i' .'.;,'', 

,

in the higher d'ensity range is in agreement r¡ith those of other authors
using <ì.Ífferent nethoC.s.

,,t;t"t,t 
-:

The new mea.surements of the lifetÍmes of the 5s6p, 5s?p

ancl 5s8p fPt levers have enabled. us to extehd the cetermination of absol-ute
oscillator strengths to the transitions to the 5"r+a 'n, leve'.
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Ihe Han1e resonance of the l_eveÌs higher than ,s8p ]p_
' -1

cannot be observecì' al-though these lines vere seen vith a .l-ow intensity
in the speetrum of the hollol¡ cathode lamp. two changes might make

these resonances observable: (1) excite the atoms to the 5sl+a 
fn, 

meta_

stable level by electron eollisions, and (2) increase the hor-low

cathoCe Ìanp current. The exeÍtation of atoms t .- 1-;o. the *D, 
J-eve1 would.

enabl_e absorption from thÍs level to the higher 5.r,R 
1f, leve1, using

transÍtions with higher oscitlator strengths than the transitÍons to
the, ground' state. rncreasÍng the lam¡l eurent increas.es theÍntensity
of most l-ines in the speetrum as the current squared.

A high population of the 1D,., metastabre r-eveÌ obtaine<ì. ,¿-
by a cischarge in a pure strontium vapour as reported bv Brinkmann ogeg) 

i

seems to be the preferable way for the further cevelopment in this i

l

work. The same system shourc ar-so be satisfactory for the stucy of
the l-ifetirnes of the triplet l-evels of the strontium atom. More effi- ,;r,,.,,.,,,

1.a ::: )''cient polarizers woultL also help. At present the polarizers absorb ir 
:;.,,.:; :.-

-.: . ..:, 1.'': 
.- :::' .'..' : :

al-most 70% of the incident 1ight.

Our measurements of the lifetimes of the 5o ?p^,^ 
1 ,^'3/2, I/2 

.,,,,.,,,..,levef.s of the ionized. strontium atom are smaller bV I\% and B% ttran ;:1'.:,.:,,,.,,,

those reported by Gallagfrer (f96Ta) The difference is Just beyond the
combined' experÍmental- error. Our measurements of the lifetime of the
2-P^,^ lever inelud.e an extrapolation to zero strontium atorn density. 5l¿
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and' the ceterrnination of an unusually large anc previousì-y unreportecr.

, cross section for col-lisions betr¿een Pt3/, ton= anc 5s5p lpl 
atoms.

'l rhis effect was not consicered by Gal-ragher anc may aceount for the
<tiffer )ence in t}l.e "P=r, results.

Hor,¡ever, the measurement of the lifetine of the 5p %rr,
leve1 requires tl¡o Dorarizers and eonsequently the signar_s from rrr-ll
have poor statÍsties' Due to the intensÍt¡r rirnitation r¡e are unable
to study any collisÍon broadening of thÍs Hanle wid.th, anc the poor
statistics lead to a lower confid.ence in the 2I

fn Srff , the sum of f (I+OTT ) and f ftZ11,) is greater than
unity vhich does not agree with the theoretical sum rule (concon and.

shortrey r%6)' we note that sÍnilar experimental resurts l¡ere obtaÍned.
for Baff and. for Rbf (penkin 1196l-, Gallagher 196T]o)

The much larqer r(lnr-Inr) values compared to r(lpr_lso)
values for strontíun aton ind.ieate that eonfiggration nixÍng is impo¡_
tant. Doubly excited configurations are present in the Sr atom. ff thelo
nsmp *Pa exeÍtec lever-s are mixec r,¡ith np(n-r)a 1rl levers, one wourd
expect that, the probabÍlity for a transition to lthe *D, metastable
level is greater than for a d.ecay to the lso 

g.orr.rr1 r-eveI . This r_atter
transition need.s a two electron Jurnp for the mp(n-rla lej 

mixed. eomponent
and' this is forbidd'en for electrie dipole transitíons while the nixed.
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component ean d.ecar¡ to ,s\¿ ID, level with a sÍng1e electron Jump. Kim
anC. Bagus (tglZ) have obtained. a value of f(l+6Of) very el_ose to the
experimental- resurt b¡r taking into account the configuration mixing of
the excitec 1ever. These authors also plan to extend. the calcuration
to higher lsnp levels (priv. Comm. ]rgTÐ and this may lead. to inter_
esting results.

The present r'¡ork has cemonstratec that the Hanl-e effeet is
a powerful technique for the lifetÍne measurement of higher excited.
levels, particularly for those which can be opticaÌly exeited from the ground
level' rt also showed that the inclusion of sol-ic angle contributions
in a Hanle effeet experÍment ean introduee distortion in the output
sÍgnal. For transitions vith strong f valuesrthe atomie beam can be
usec to study deporarization cross sections. At high bean c.ensity,
the collision broadening effeet can be used to estimate the absor_ute

atomic CensÍty in the scattering region.

Reports on rifetimes and reratec oseir-r_ator strength for
excÍted l-evels of neutrar strontium atoms have been pubÌished. in the
Journal 0f canac'ian ph¡¡sies ( nictie et a.- Lg73, Kelly et al. fgr3a, b;
f9Tlra) and ín Spectroseopy Letters (¡¿atfrur et al . LITL). Reports of.

+Sr will appear shortlf (Keffy et al. Ig7l+b).
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APPiifDIX I.
TiE iIi+FECT U'F A FIiiIT¡ ]N']'ERACTION VUILUI"'IE OI,I THE HANIE EFFECT

The effect of departure from the ideal geometry
described, on pages 30 to 33 is for an arbitrary polarization
ciirecticn- To integrate over asymmetrical angles is sirnilar
to taking into account those interaction points apart from
the geonei¡'icar centre as sho¡¡r in Figure 1g. ff narro¡¡ sr.its
are used on the rnonochomater, the deteciing system can only
received signars from the geornetrÍcal_ly centrar point and
for¡rs inage A. However, if r,vider slits are used, signals from
the interaction noints apart from the geonretricar- centre also
can be reveiv'ed by the detecting system as shorvn in Figure 1g
cf the image B. cl-assical-1y, B is equivalent to the situq.tion
that the optical axis of the detecting system is not parallel
to the y axis , but is lnaking an finite angÌe r say f , rn¡ith resp_
ecf to the y axiso

Recalr-ing the sinrprest case, when the incident light, is
along x axis and is polarized with itrs electric vector parallel
to the y axis, the relation beüween the observeq:intensity and,
the magnetic fier-d H when one is observed arong y axis is

kncr¡¡n to be:

- r'*"" ¿ir'@t olt
I

a6cJ" e

?[' t 4 (zr a)' AT
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Now, if the directi-on of observation makes an angle
with respect to the y axis, the intensity observed along that 

:

, - 
tadirectt"" 

il:t: i::' e-vt ¿Lnz ( ut + +) åt-r - )o C .4t/11 - (, Lü){.

cT,.4,u"z+ + (+)cøtzþ],- ft_,1 'l-'i,t ,: 
À,;-' ' :- ;:,-,''- ::::'::+(+)A;,"r+1ffir,] Az : :

.,.r,|-çwr¿-.:....:.....

'., using (æ-{) obtained the sarne result. ¡:':,:;::

Several conclusions can be dra-'¡¡r frorn equation A2.

b) rf we have two symraetric interaction points with respect
to y axis, the detecting system can rlookr at the image B 

,,

ononesideandBrontheother.Then,sinceBcorresponds
to a negative f and Br corresponding to a positive f , when

Èhey are equal and substitutådl- into equation A2 at the ;,,,,,,,,

sqnne time , the effect on l-ast term in equation A2 is can- ' ,'

celled out since sin(2Þ)=-sin(-Zþ), This neans when the
interactÍon volume r,vhich ean be observed by the detecûing
systern is spread synmetrically with respect to t!" y axis , 

:,,,, ,,.,the Hanle signal is still an inverse Lorentzian distribution j,,:', , :

since the dispersion part are cancelled by consioerirg.,pairs
of points.
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c ) rf v¡e have a pair of unsymmetric interacti_on points , then
tlre corresponding angles +, and $. are not equal and the
dispersive com;oonents can not totally cancer_ out, There-
fore the observed lianle signal_ is a mixture of a lorentzian
distribution conponents r,rith a ciispersion distribution
component as given by equation A2.

Equation A2 can also serve to det,ermine the shape of the
Hanle signal. observed at different direction with respect
to the y axis when the interaction regi_on is considered as-.¡

a point located at the geometrical centre. For exarnpLe:
lr

É = oo

þ =3oo

þ =45"

*=6oo

þ=qoo

e) rt in equation A2 is considered ,eit,, a point onry. The

total intensities received by the detecting system must
be the integral over all the possible interaction points
contained in the i-nteraction volume. Also, the above
disGussions are dgaling within the xy plane only. Foro
O+90 , the general cases aï"e given in ,oages 30 to 33"
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APPEi''lDfX If .
sr"IPr,E D,iR,r-'/ATr0N oF THE tsRErr-FRAt.iKEI'I FOiï..iuLA,

trr'e assume that the incident excitation light is a
short puJ.se and Er=O.

At time t=0, the system is described by: råtor):rrm).
At time t 0, Ëhe system is described by:
l,*þÐ):lo"t> + fila^las 

"-(;'"tnt++Et) l

where lor=Øt\?,ílr> , ût,= f./¡, and F is the damping constant
of the atoms. After excitation, the rate n(î,êrt) is equalto: R(1,î,+)=Nñã, (,tn'11.7 I.*fts>,

= N ã fi, (*tulf *.ilm,) (m,lf.rl*ft\>
- 

^/ ; t, l l,t"f,o, îp,r, fl,,r, e- G uo,,,,, + v t )

where N is the number of

Bu,n, =(a'lî'çt^'> erc.

fntegral over

the atons , Uttr,=Øo-Lgr, and

Èhe time t, one thus have;

f;,t) atR(1,1 ) =l: xG:

=Kño'

),'
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Lifetime of the 5s5p 1p, Level of Strontium

L. O. DrcKrEl, F. M. Knrrv, T. K. Kou, M. S. Marnun, AND F. C. Sur' Department of Physics, University of Manitoba, llinnipeg, Manitoba
Received January 23, 1973

The lifetime of the first excited singlet level, 5s5p rP1; of strontium has been measured using the
Hanle resonance of the 5"2.1,So - 5s5p 1p1,4607 

^,.ìs-onunc" 
Iine. The lifetime of the 5s5p lp1 leîel is

5.29 + o.l0 ns and the oscillator strength of the 4607 Å line is 1.80 + 0.03. These results á." 
"ômpur"áwith previous measurements.

.La durée de vie du premier niveau excité singulet du strontium, 5s5ptP1, a été mesurée, utilisant la
résonance Hanle de la raie,de résonance 5sr tso - 5s5p^tp, e qøol Ã. lu ui"lu niveau 5s5p tp, est
5.29 + 0.10ns, et la force d'oscillateur de la raie 4607-Å, 

"rì 
l.8o + 0.03. Ces résultats ro"t *-pãJt

avec ceux des mesures antérieures. [Traduit par lejournal]
Can. J. Phys., 5r, 1088 (1973)

- .:.:.:: :.-.: .. :. ..

_ The Hanle effect, which uses the crossing of
Zeeman levels at zero magnetic field, is a con_
venient method for the measurement of the
lifetimes of excited atomic energy levels, partic-
ularly those which can be populated by optièal ex-
citation from the ground level. Early woik on the
Hanle effect is discussed in the book by Mitchell
and Zemansky (193a). The theory has been given
in a useful form for atomic spectroscop-y by
Lurio, de Zafra, and Goshen 1ìlO+; aná 

-in 
a

general formulation by House (1970). In the
experiments described here we have determined
the lifetime of the first excited singlet p level of
atomic strontium by observing the Hanle signal
in the 4607.3 Ä, 5s21,So - 5s2 rp, transitìon.
The apparatus is that described by Dickie and
Kelly (1970, l97la,b).

The geometry which we used is shown in Fig. l.
The input light is directed along the x axis and is
linearly polarized with a type HN38 polaroid,
with the electric vector in the x-y plane. The
atoms which scatter the radiation are at the
origin of coo¡dinates. The magnetic field is
along the z axis. The scattered light is observed
along the y axis, that is, perpendicular to both
the applied magnetic field and the direction of
the incident light.

The resonance radiation is produced in a
hollow cathode lamp which is cooled with an
ice-water bath. The current in the hollow
cathode is controlled by a constant current
supply. The intensity of the line of interest was
found to be constant and it was not necessary

lPresent address: John Abbott College, Ste. Anne de
Bellevue, Quebec.

Frc. 1. Geometry of the Hanle experiment.

to monitor it with a separate system. The
resonance radiation scattered from the beam of
strontium atoms passes through a further
polarizer and is focussed onto the input slit of a
small grating monochromator which is used to
isolate the desired wavelength.

The atomic beam is produced in a d.c.
electrically heated oven with a bifilar winding to
reduce stray magnetic fields. Natural strontium,
w_hich is 93)( isotopes 86 and 88 and Tlisotope
8-7, was used during the experiment. After passing
the scattering region the beam is condensed on a
cold trap. With the beam operating the pressure
of the residual gas in the scattering chámber is
about 10-s mm of Hg.

The static magnetic field in the z direction is
supplied by a pair of Helmholtz coils 40 cm in

Polorizer

Líght in
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diameter. During the experimental runs the
current passing through a standard resistor in
series with the coils and in a constant tempera_
turè oil bath is monitored. The scan ttrrouln tfr"
Hanle resonance was obtainea Uy appiyïrrg a, symmetric sawtooth ramp potential to aîother, concentric set of Helmholtz coils. The fixed and
sawtooth fields result in a magnetic field which is
swept from about + 100 G to _ 100 G in the
scattering region.

Single photon pulses from the EMI6256

.::i::, ;:,:,: :,., r . .:: r j::: :: i,: ållfliti,li5: ;frr,,ilj1åo',rnåîLo riJ"iî|,3'.'.._.: .:: . I : t.:: 
.:.-. .-.:, :f i': .:: .:'

.,.,,,,,,,,,,:,.,,,,¡,¡,.;,:1',,,,,,1,1.,,',..,,.:FTîJ,::f;il!iiÌi#l:ïîï,;.r"åï",ä:il

..,,'.,',i,',',,',,,.,,',..' ..., äitijjt;"i1,:,1* t"t#:*',ffi:#H
ADC of the analyzer. A photon pulså arriving
at the coincidence input causes the analyzei
to sample the voltage in the direct input anâ to

, i',ä,"'1"*"ï 3iriå Jf .?lååå"ån,:t :nii
ayer3ging apparatus. Because the count rate of, the Hanle peak is different from that in the
wings ofthe resonance, the count rate is kept low

, enough to ensure that the dead time óf tne

r""f üíïåi:,"'#r,r?:1îî,ru"o_n,,rerprosram
which f,ts a Lorentzian to the 

"*p"ii*éntulipoints. As well, the differçnce beiween the
I calculated and experimental counts is plotted to
' 
determine if any dispersive component is present.

I A departure of the scattering angle frôm 90",

or the use of a solid angle which is too large can
produce a dispersive component. These ãffects
have been discussed by Fry and Williams (1969)
and none was observed.

A major advantage of the Hanle method is
that the width ofthe resonance is independent of
the density of the atoms, provided that^coherence
narrowing is not present. The effects ofcoherence
narrowing is easy to observe with the line
studied. lts effects were eliminated by operating
at very low beam densities where the ãtrect ii
negligible (Dickie and Kelly 1970).

The full width at half intensify, AH, of the
Hanle resonance is related to the iiietimás, r, by

r : EÈs- ¡¡1TfL

The mean life, t, of the state z is given by

!:Lo,_
n

and the Einstein I coefficient, An*, for spon_
taneous emission from state m to tie lower itate
n is given by

Á m _gnzez g_ Ín-'n mc g, (7r^)2

where the g's are the statistical weights of the
states andf is the absorption oscillatõr stuength
for the transition of wavelengfh ),"o* (Mitchell
and.Zemansky 1934 ; Crossley 1e69j."''
-.The 5s5p1P, level of stronduá can decay
directly to the ground state 5s2 1So by emission
of a photon of the resonance tiné +øOl.{ and
also to the metastable 5s4dr Dr. The wavelength
of this line, calculated from thé tables of Moore
(1952), is 64 600,4. ttre oscillator strengrli of
this line is not known but is likely to be sinaller
than that of 4607 Ä. and due to its much larger
wavelength the I coefficient for this transiti,on
may be neglected.

The steady field in the main Helmholtz coils
were calibrated with a Rawson-Lush rotating
coil gaussmeter with an absolute accuracy of
0.01%. The digital voltmeter was accuratä to
0.02%. As well, the current in the main coils
was calibrated with the channel number of the
analyzer so that the width of the resonance in
channel numbers can be converted to gauss.

Measurements were made at the lowest
possible beam density to avoid coherence
narrowing. The results of a typical run are shown
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T.rsln I. Lifetimes and oscillator strength for ìu 4607 A'

Method Lifetime (ns) f(4607) Reference*

.-'.-.lij.,i' Ì: \:. -'-i 1.: ,.¡,r:.t:- t...:

1090

Dispersion
Theory
Hook
Hook
Hanle
Phase
Hanle
Hanle

8

6.4
6.2
6.7 + 0.6
4.56 + 0.21
4.97 + O.l5
5.29 + 0.10

1.2 (1)

1.e0 (2)
t.s + 0.2 (3)
1.54 + 0.05 (4)
1.56 + 0.16 (5)
2.09 r o.1o (6)
1.92 X 0.0s (7)
1.80 + 0.03 (8)

*Referenc* ile: (l) Prokofev (1928); (2) Bats and Dam^gaard (1949); (3). Os-t¡o-vqkii
,' 

"¡- 
7r,jii¡îi?ìî ö'ìiä'Jiíi än¿ Èã"Lil ii9oll; 6) De aaîla et a¡. (1962)t (6) Hutpke,

Ï;"i'î àão Éå"ì(llo-,ii; (Ó i"iiõ, De zarìa, and Gôshen (1964); (8) this work'
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Frc. 3. A plot of the experimental counts, and the
frtted Lorentian, against magnetic ûeld.

in Fig. 3. With 8¡ : 1'00 and the average of
seven runs at very low density we obtain
t, : 5.29 t 0.02 ns. We have, however, multi-
plied the èrror by 5 to allow'for an unknown
õystematic error. With 8r : 1.00 and g2: 3-00

and neglecting the transition to the 5s4dLD2
level, we obtainf (4607) : 1.80 + 0.03.

Comparisons of measurement are shown in
Table i. Our result for / is lower than that
obtained by Hulpke, Paul, and Paul (1964) who
measured a phase shift and also that of Lurio
et al. (1964) who also used the Hanle effect.
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Lifetime of the ss6p tpr Level of strontium and Related
Oscillator Strengths

F. M. Knrrv, T. K. Kou, eNo M. S. Marnun
Department of ph,ysics, (Jniversity of Manitoba, Ilinnipeg, Manitoba

Received Apnl2,1973

The lifetime of the second.excited singlet P .level, 5s6p rp1, of strontium has been measured usingthe Hanle effect of the 5s4d 1D1.-5260 
)pr, lßS Á, trãnsition. The lifetime ãt th" S"Op rp, Ievel is3.64 + 0.14 ns. Oscillator strengths foitheìransition, frorn ttre SsOp t¡j ¡"uåia"re O¡scussed. There arelarge discrepancies.

On a mésuré la durée de vie du deuxieme niveau excité singulet du strontium, 5s6p tp1,en utilisantIa résonance Hante de ta raie ss4d I D2 - 5s6p ,p1 à71¿õ Ã: ö;; ;;.é"ä'ît"'"st 3.64 + 0.14 ns. ondiscute les forces d'oscillateur pour leJraies ào niu"uu, 5s6p tpl.llr e*irt""t e-Àcore des problèmes.

,,,,: 
can J' PhYs', 51, 1653 (1973)

-The 
Hanle effect, which employs the crossing

of Zeeman states at zero magnetic field, has be_
come an important method for the measurement
of the lifetimes of excited atomic energy levels,

: particularly those levels which can be populated
by optical excitation from the g.ound^ lËvel. In

I the experiment described in this paper, we have
I measured the lifetime of the second excited
singlet P level of neutral strontium by observing

, the Hanle signal in the 7169 Ã,, 5s4i, D, _ 5s6p
I 
lP, transition.

I _ The geometry which we used is shown in Fig. l.
The input light is directed along the x axis and
is.linearly polarized with a type HN3g polaroid,
with the electric vector in the x-y plàne. The

: magnetic field is along the z axis and is thus
perpendicular to both the input light and the

, direction of obse¡vation which is aloãg the y axis.
,,,rln p¡inciple, with this geometry, ih"r"'i, no

scattered light álong the direction of observa_
;,,tion, when the magnetic field is zero.

The apparatus which we used is similar to that
described by Dickie and Kelly (1971 a, å), but
the furnace was moved closer to the scatiering
region, the origin of coordinates in Fig. l. This
w¿s accomplished by making the input and
observation direction in the horizontal plane of
the laboratory and placing the Helmholtz coils
so that the magnetic field is vertical. The modiû_
cation increased the density of the atoms in the
scattering region and made the detection of
weaker signals easier. Figure 2 is a schematic
diagram ofthe apparatus. The beam ofstrontium
atoms is produced in a d.c. electrically heated
oven with a biûlar winding. Natural strontium,
w_hich is 93lisotopes 86 and 8g and Tlisotope
87, was used during the experiment.
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89. 2... Schematic diagram of the experimental ap_
paratus; direction ôf the scattered light iJ perpendicular
to the plane of the diagram.

Frc. 1. Geometry of the Hanle experiment.
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Frc. 3. Schematic diagram of the signal averaging

apparatus.

The static magnetic field in the z direction is
supplied by a pair of Helmholtz coils 40 cm in
diãmeter. The scan through the Hanle resonance

at zero freld-is obtained by applying a symmetric

saw-tooth ramp potential to another concentric

set of Helmhoitz coils' The f,xed and sawtooth
fields result in a magnetic field which is swept

from about + 100 G to - 100 G in the scattering

region. The field is monitored by passing the

current through a standard resistance.

Single photon pulses from an RCA C31034

pnotoä"ftiplier, sensitive to about 9000 Å' and

õooled to ãbout -20 "C to reduce the dark

noise, are amplified with a low noise amplifier,
passed through a single channel analyzer to
isolate the photon peak, and then fed to the

coincidence of a multichannel analyzer. The

voltage across a standard resistance in series with
the ramp coil is applied to the direct input of the

ADC of the analyzer. A photon pulse arriving at

the coincidence input causes the analyzer to
sample the voltage in the direct input and to
storè the counts in the appropriate channel' The

count.rate in the wings is low enough to ensure

that the dead time of the analyzer is not impor-
tant. Figure 3 is a block diagram of signal

averaging apparatus.
The data which consist of counts versus

channel number are analyzed by a computer
program which fits a Lorenlzian to the points.

thJdiffe..n"e between the calculated and experi-

mental counts is plotted to determine if any

dispersive component is present' Such a dis-

persive component can arise from a scattering
ãngle deviating from 90o or the use of tog large

a solid angle. These effects have been discussed

by Fry and \üilliams (1969) and none was

observed.
A major advantage of the Hanle method is

that the width of the resonance is independent of
the density of the atoms in the scattering region
provided coherence narrowing is not present.

ivith r"u"rul values of the heating current for
the furnace and thus several beam densities we

did not discover a significant trend in the values

of the widths of the Hanle resonances. The full
width at half intensity, A,H, of the Hanle reson-

ance is related to the lifetime, t, bY

From the mean value of LH for t0 independent i
runs. we find that the lifetime of the 5s6p tP, is 

''

ß.øq + 0.14) x 10-e s. The magnetic fields of j

ìn" 
"oit, 

are calibrated as a function of current '

with a Rawson-Lush rotating coil gaussmeter ,

with an absolute accuracy of 0.01|f. The calibra- .

tion of the number of channels versus magnetic i
field in gauss is obtained by changing the steady :¡

magnetic field to a number of different values so '

that the peak of the Lorentzian appears at a l.

different channel.
The mean life, t, of the state m is given by '

'i!:L,-* 
"

Ln,¡

and the Einstein I coefficients, A,^, for spon-'
taneous emission from upper state m to the 

'i

lower state z is given bY

" - -8fi2e2 
gn f-nnr mc g-(Ln^)'

where the g's are the statistical weights of thei
states andl,,, is the absorption oscillator strengthi:

for the traniition of wavelength I,' (Mitchell '
and Zemansky 1934; Crossley 1969). l

The 5s6p 1Pr level of strontium can decay

directly to the gìound level 5s2 1So by the emisi
sioo oi u photoã of 2932 Ä, and to the metastable.

iiq¿ tn) level with a photon of wavelength'.

7169 Ã,.ihit lutt"t transition is the one observed;,

in this experiment. Also, there is a transition lci
i-fr" SrO" i^^so l"vel with a wavelength of 28 517 

^lThe wavelengths given here are vacuum wave-

t"rrgtht calcu'íatedlfrom the energy level tabler

of fooore (1952). With numerical values substi:

tuted into ìhe equation fot llr, we obtain

! - sIPo ¡¡trh
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Ta¡rr l. OscilÌator strengths in strontium

Method Reference* f(2932) f(716e)

1 655

Theory I O.O2Theory z 0356Theory 3 4.4x10-3Emission 4 O.g5
Intensity 460712932 5 1.5 x 10-3
Intensity 293217169 5 0.26
f(4607)lf?932) 6 (6.2s+0.22)x10-3

0.13
1.27
0.96

1 .26 + 0.05

.,;Hf,å?:å?îßíTË:îå1J¿3,.i)ðåü,:i';iå"å,"ï;;} ¿Ì;,Jii:ä,,¡3f í,, Å,;Í,

, :..:: + 0.41f(28 5t7)l
.,',,.,,, . From this equation it is evident that neglecting

the long wavelength line produces an error whicñ
is small compared with the others in the experi_
ment.

The oscillator strength of 4607 Å measured by'Penkin and Shabanova (1962) using the hook
, method is 1.54 + 0.08. This does noiagree with
ithe recent Hanle measurements. The leighted
tmean of the last three entries of Table I of
l?t"ti: et ø1. (1973) for the oscilator strength of
,this line is 1.85 + 0.06. However, the relative
loscillator strengths from the hook method are
ireliable. Penkin and Shabanova (1962) estimate
the error of the absolute oscillatòr stíengths atisy, while the retarive or"iluiáilt.ffih, ur"
lmeasured with much greater accuracy.
I Penkin and Shabanova (1962) givä the ratio
f(4607)lfe932) : 1000/3.¿0, whic[ makes the
;absolute oscillator strength of 2932 Å equal to

:,'.,..i(6.29 + 0.22) x l0-3. ih" 
"rro, 

l, 
-.rti.ut"¿

", from an assumed 0.31 enor in the ratio and a
,'.|,,':3.)f error inf(4607).-With the above ãlue ofi: ::::fþs absolute oscillator strength of 2%2Å, wercalculate the oscillator strength of 7169 Ä to be

1.26 + 0.05 where the error arises almost entire-
ly from the error in the measured lifetime.

- Another approach to the / values is through
the experimentally observed intensities from arc

: spectra in emission. The intensity ratio of 460i. Å,
:,:,;;Ío 2932,Ä is 6SO:2.0 (Meggeis, Corliss, and
" 'Scrihner 1961). This teads ro f(4607)lfeg32) :

1260 so that fQ932) is 1.5 x l0-3. Tie mea_
iurement of an intensity ratio of this size is
iikety to contain a largeiystematic .r.*.-ffo*_
iver, the result is of the same order of magnitude
rs that obtained with the / ratio of penkin and

+: #ß8.76f(2s32) + 32.43f(7r6s)
Shabanova (1962) and supports a small value for
the oscillator strength of 2932 A.

Meggers, Corliss, and Scribner (1961) give the
ratio of the intensities of 2932 Å,to Zt6g Å as
2.0:2.5. From this we obtain f(2932)lfe16g) :
0.274, and using our value of the lifetime of the
5s6p singlet level we calculatef(7169) : 6.96 uod
f(2932) : 0.26. The experimenral eiror is about
20lbut there likely is a larger systematic error
from the measurement of the intensity ratio.
The disagreement between this result ãnd the
/ values using the ratio found by penkin and
Shabanova (1962) is large.

The results are collected in Table l. Our life_

ffmg of the 5s6p lp, level, 3.64 + 0.14 ns, and
f(4607): 1.85 + 0.06 from Dickie et at. (tOn)
are used in our calculations.

We have already used the method of Bates and
Damgaard to calculate the oscillator strength ofl
4706 Ã (Dickie et al. 1973) urr¿ oUtaineT tn"
value 1.90 ìn good agreement with the weighted
mean of the experimental values, l.g5 +b.06.
The method of Bates and DamgaarJ gives
f(2932) : 0.02, a small value, but thiee timei the
most reliable experimental value. Helliwell (1964)
with another method of calculations obtaios
f(4607) : 2.12 in reasonable agreement with the
experimental result, but calculat es fe932) :
0.356, considerably larger than any experimental
result, with the exception of our calculation of
fQ932) from Eberhagen's (1955) emission mea_
surement of fQß9). Zilitis (1970) wirh a semi_
empirical method gives data from which we
calculute-f(4607):2.45, about 25\ too [arge,
a¡d f(2932) : 4.4 x 10-3, which' considering
the other theoretical values is reasonably close
to the best experimental one.

The table shows considerable disagreement for
the observed and calculated/values. We consider
that the most reliable values a¡e those in the last
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line of the table which uses the Hanle lifetime
measurement of the 5s6p level together with the

hookmeasurement of the rario of f(4607)IfQ932)'
The lack of consistency with the values calculated
from the intensity ratios is likely due to the

experimental difficulty in determining these

ratios.
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Lifetimes of the ssTp and,Ssgp lp, Levels of strontium and Related
Oscillator Strengths
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The lifetimes of the 5s7¡, and 5s8¿ excited singlet P.level of strontium have been measured using theHanle effect of the 5331 à"a +iii7-ti^".itøüi'iåirt. 5s4d tDz r"*i. it" Iit"times of the 5s7p and5s8p rP1 levels are 4.93 + 0.35 and, 5.46 ¡ ó.it;. ih" ..lut"¿7uåiu., 
"."äir.ì*.o.

On a mésuré Ia durée de vie des niveaux_excité singulet du_ strontium, 5s7p et Ssgprp1, en utilisant larésonance Hanle des raies à 5331 et 47.55 ¿ 
"" 

ri""ä" 5s4d t D2. ce. oiièeí ãË v¡e sont 4.93 + 0.35 et5'46 + 0'17ns. on discute lès forces a'oscittateuipãur les raiei d";". ;ì;;;;
Can. J. Phys., 51,2295 1973)

. fntuoduction
fl ql.llgur papers (Dickie et at. 1973; Kd|,y

et al. 7973), we have reported measuremånts of
' the lifetimes of the 5s5pãnd 5s6p singlet p levels
' of strontium. In this þaper, wè repärt the ex_
itension of the measurements to the 5s7p and,l5s8p singlet P levels, again using the Hanle
, 3trect, which employs the 

"rorõing 
of the

t Zeeman levels at zero magnetic field and the
I consequent spatial redistribùtion of the intensity
j of the resonance fluorescence. The theory of
iHanle effect has been given in a usefui iãrm for
atomic 

.spectroscopy by Lurio et al. (1964).
:Under the geometry of our experiment, the spon_
rtaneous emission from the excited state to the,metastable Ss4drD, state is shown in Fig. 1;The_æ components (Lmr:0) are field inde_
pendent and are not relevant in ôur case, whereas

: :lthe 
-o' components (Am, : * l) are n"lá ¿"_

,:-pendent and are shown in the figure. Oùt of the
..,o components ø, b, c, and d, only a and, b take
. part in the Hanle signal because ihe reradiation,matrix elements for c and d are zero. The Hanle

resonance obtained in this case will be similar to
the case where the lower level is 1So.

.=_T!e full width at hatf intensiry; A,H, of the
Hanle resonance is related to the iifetime, r, by

Frc. 1 Zeeman structure of upper and lower,levels.

taneous emìssion from state m to the lower state
n are given by

l3t A m :W! So f,"n m.c g^()r^n)z

where the g's are the statistical weights of the
states andfr is the absorption oscillator strength
for the transition of wávelength 1.." (Mitcñeil
and Zemansky 1934; Crossley 1969). 

' '

Experimental
For the measurements reported in this paper,

we have used the apparatus, geometry, änd
signal averaging technique ¿escribe¿ 

-éarüer

(Kelly et al. 1973).In each case, the appropriãte
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Fto. 2. Geometry of the Hanle experiment.

FIc. 3. Schematic diagram of the signal averaging

apparatus.

wavelength of the output light was selected

with a gtaling monochromator. The geometry
employed is shown in Fig. 2, while Fig. 3 is a
block diagram ofthe signal averaging apparatus.

The input light was produced in an ice-water-
cooled hollow cathode lined with metallic stron-
tium and with neon to carry the discharge.

The time of an individual run was limited to 2
to 3 h by instability in the hollow cathode due to
changes in the neon gas pressure. A polarizer is

used in the input arm so that the input light is
plane polarized with the electric vector in the

i-y plãne. The light is scattered from a beam of
strontium atoms with natural isotopic abundance.
The single-photon pulses from the photomultiplier
are amplified, passed through a single-channel
analyzer to isolate the photon peak, and then
fed to the coincidence input of a multichannel
analyzer. The voltage across a standard resis-

tance in series with the ramp coil is applied to
the direct input of the analog to digital con-
verter circuit of the analyzer. The single-photon
pulse arriving at the coincidence ipput causes the
analyzer to sample the voltage in the direct
input and store the counts in the appropriate
channel as the magnetic field is swept from
+ 10-2 T to - l0-2 T. The period of the sweep

is 2.5 s. To obtain the calibration of channel
number versus magnetic field, we change the
steady magnetic field to a number of values and

observe the channel at which the zero of the

Lorenfzian appears.
In an attempt to increase the counting rate,

the widest possible slits on the monochromator
are used, cõnsistent with the elimination of the

scattered light from the triplet system oflevels of
the strontium atom. thè SsTp and 5s8p lP,

levels are excited with2570 and2428,A radiation
from the hollow cathode, The Hanle resonance is

observed in the decays tothe 5s4dL D, metastable

level using the lines with wavelengths 5331 and

4755 

^ 
(see Fig. 6).

R.esults 
t'j

5s7p 1 P, Leuel - iì
the úfetime of the 5s7p 1P, level is measured -'

by studying the Hanle resonance in the 5331 A
tiansitiõn 1o the 5s4drD, level. From l0.i
individual runs, each about 2 h counting time, !
the average width at half height is 96.2 channels li
with a stãndard deviation of 2.7 

"hannels. 
Thisii

leads to A,H:23.0 x 10-aT and a lifetime, li
r : 4.93 t 0.14 ns. The error in this value is';
from the standard deviation of our measure-;!
ments alone.

In the experiments with 5331Ä, the signal to-
noise ratio was about 3 : l. To improve the statis-

tics, a computer program is used to add the¡i

nu*b.t of cãunts of ttt" lttOini¿ual runs, channeli;

by channel. For 5331 A, we shifted thezeto of theì
Lorentzian to obtain the calibration of T per

channel mentioned in the paragraph above' 
'

For this reason, the computer had to shift the":

counts to appropriate channels, and the com-',
po*ü. 

"rrtu" 
iras'a half-width of 89.3 channels;i
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Frc. 5. Composite Hanle curve for 4755 Å.
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Fro. 4. Composite Hanle curve for 533L4..

aboutTft less than the average of the individual
runs.- This approach improves the statistics,

'but the process of shifting the counts to appro_
1 
priate channels introduces an extra error]'and
we consider 96.2 channels, the average value

, from the individual runs, to be better. Ilow"u".,
]we increase the error in the measured liferime to
)7/" and take 4.93 + 0.35 ns as the best value for
ithe lifetime of the 5s7p lp, level.
I lV" checked the effect óf tne sweep field by
lobtaining. a Hanle curve using a step by step
rincrease in the steady magnetic Rel¿ wiifr tne
iramp field off, and góod alreement was ioun¿.
iFigure 4 is the composite Hanle curve for
iÀ : 5331¿.

)5s8p tP, Leuel

0.6 x l0-aT and r:5.46 + 0.17ns for rhe
5s8plPr level. Figure 5 is the composite Hanle
curve for )" : 4755 

^.I)iscussion

A major advantage of the Hanle method is
that the width ofthe resonance is independent of
the density of the atoms in the scattering region,
provided neither coherence narrowing noicol-
lision broadening are present. The effãct of co-
herence narrowing depends upon the population
of the metastable 5s4d1D, ievel, whicñ in our
case can be populated by transitions from
5s7p and 5s8p levels. This population tends to be
small compared with the ground state popu_
lation; thus the chances of trapping the 5331
and 4755Ä radiation are negfigìble,-and hence
the coherence narrowing will bJinsignificant.

To increase the counting rate, the èxperiments
reported here- employ a high beam density;
but the use of a srrontium bèam suggests thât
very few collisions producing Holtsmark
broadening are to be expècted. -

Hsieh and Baird (1972) have studied the
shape of Hanle resonance when coherence
n-arrowing and collision broadening are present.
We have applied their equation (4f to the work
done in this paper and with reasonable values of
the parameters find that due to the low/values
for the transitìons to the ground staie, both
coherence narrowing and collision broadening
introduce contributions which are much smallei
than the experimental errors in our measured
lifetimes.

i,,l The lifetime of the 5s8p level is measured from
the Hanle resonance in the 4755 Å, [ne. The

,',.calibration of the analyzer in T per channel was
,','known, and the runs are taken under identical

conditions. For 5 individual runs, the average
value of the width at half height is g6.6 + 2.6
channels. The composite data oi the 5 individual
¡uns give a value of 87.0 channels. In this case,
the ze¡os of the Lorentzian curves were all at
,he same channel number, and no shifting of

',)ounts to other channels is required. In contrast
' Ìo tle 5331 Å experiments, ihe agreement is

:xcellent, and we use the compãsite value
vhere the statistics are much impioved. How-
iver, to allow for an unknown syjtematic error,
ye qre_lls.rlg the larger error from the average of
þe individual runs. This leads to A,H: Z0lA +
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o%
Frc. 6. Energy level diagram for the singlet levels

of strontium.

The energy level diagram, Fig' 6, based on

the energy level tables of Moore (1952) shows

that there are seven transitions from the 5s7p

level and nine from the 5s8p level. However,
when numerical values are substituted in the

sum of Ihe A's, only two terms in each of the

series are important due to the fact that the ,4's

are inversely proportional to the square of the

wavelengths of the transitions. Penkin and

Shabanova (1962) have used the hook method to
determine the relative / values of principal
series lines of strontium. From their data and

from the weighted average of the last three

entries of Table I of Dickie et al. (1973), we

obtain f(2570) : (1.32 + 0.0{) x l0-2 and

f(2428): 1:.SZ + 0.13) x 10-2'Withthe-se.val-
ues of the/'s, our measurements of the lifetimes
of the excited levels, and the sum of the A

coemcients, we can determine the/'s of the tran-
sitions to the 5s4drDt level. When we neglect
all but the transitions to the ground level and the

transitions to the 5s4d level in the sum of the

,4's, we obtain /(5331) : 0.507 and' f(4755) :
0.344. These are upper limits for the /'s since

there is an unknown contribution from the other
transitions.

There is no experimental information which
enables us to estimate the f values of the other
transitions from these levels. However, the ,

relatively large values of the wavelengths of ,

these other transitions make their coefficients in ,

the sum of the /'s much smaller than the coef-
frcients for the lines already considered, and í'

unless some of these /'s have unusually large ,

values, their contribution to the lifetime of the '
level is small. For the 5s7p singlet level we have

neglected five transitions. If we assume that the 1

/ã of each is 0.1, the calculatedvalue of/(5331)
becomes equal to 0.497,instead of 0.507. Thus, -

wemake/(5331) : 0.50 + 0'04'Theerrorcomes i
almost enìirely'from the error in the measured I
lifetime. ','

For the 5s8p singlet level, seven transitions, ì,

all with small coefficients, have been neglected 
"'

in the calculation. If we assume that each of the '

neglected transitions has an f value equal to 
'

0.08, lØ755) becomes 0.329, in place of the- :

uppéitimit,-0.344. Thus, we make the value of I

¡(+lss): 0.33 + o.o2-vy'ehavedoubled the3f ;

error in the lifetime measurement ro allow for .;

extra uncertainties.
Eberhagen (1955) has used an emission method ;

and giveJ/(5331) : 0.12 and f(47ss): 0.07s, l
each with âZO% error. The agreement with our 

-

results is not good. The accuracy of the data i
obtained ty the emission method can b" i
questioned on the grotrnds that:

(i) The intensity cannot be measured accu- :

rately due to the reabsorption of the spectral I
lines; I

(;i) the temperature of the arc cannot be i
measured accuratelY. i

This suggests thai the accuracy of our/values !'

is better than those reported by Eberhagen. g

The various / values for the transitions from i'

the 5s7p and 5s8p levels are collected in Table f i,
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Tasrr 1. Oscillator strength of transitions from the 5s7p and 5sgp rp, levels

5s7p 5s8p

Method f(2570) f(s331) fQ428) f(47ss) Reference*

Theory
Theory
Theory
Emission
Hook
Hanle

0.0012
0.011
0.057

0.01 I0
0.0132

0.12

0.50
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0.030

0.032
0.0387

0.075

0. 33

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

*Referencesare:(l)BatesandDamgaard(Ig¿s),ou,"

3i[tåi'åiåi,6'¿f'l'-;1"1f,1,';f¿r¿ irs6a)'r;"ãó;;h;ä;ff;;ii^àî*;'äi E#íhä"î"iïös3iii5fË;;Ë;';äshabano.v¿(t962); (6) prsènt'wãrï P¡¡eùç 4PpruÀIr¡rar¡on; (+, EDerhagen (1955); (5) Penkin and
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. HANI,E SIGNAI CORRECTTON FOR ÀSYMMETRIC SCATTERTNG REGTON

Key Vfords: Hanle signal correction
Iq. S. Mathur, T. K. Koh and F. I\t. KeLly

Department of Physj.cs, Univ. of Manitoba, Vllinnipeg, Canada

ÀESTR.ACT: IIanIe technique is used for the lifetime measure-
menñFthe atomic excited states. Fielcl dependent Hanle
signal is Lorentzian under ideal conditions. Ariy departure
from ideal situation reflects in the shape of the Hanle signal
resulting in erroneous lifetime. One such factor and the
eliminaÈion of its effect has been discussed here.

LeveL, crossings involving

experimentally by

noting the change in
the intensiùy ,e¡ ¡¡s
scatÈeredl resonance

radiation as a function

of an applied magnetic

field. Zero-fieId cross-

ings were fírst observed

by ttanle (1) . The

commonly used geometry of

the Hanle experiment is
given in figure 1. 0, û

and 0t,'ü! are the,

azimuthal and .polar angles

for the incident and

observed light,.dj¡rections.

fluorescence are observed

SCATTERING
REGION

figure 1-
Geometry of Hanle experiment
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Several author:s2-6 t.rr" shoïm that for a lfanle ef fect level

crossing, the scattering rate Ï in J = 0 + J = 1 + J = 0 is

r d, (2-sin2e ' ) + si'n'ze':setz('Ur-{,,l * "'{'stnzl;Fru) ...r

I 03 Ir + Lz * rg

where x = (2gjÞaar/ñ)c¡tri t and g" are the mean lifôtime and

g váIue of the excited state; Io is the Bohr rnagneton and H is

the magnetie fieLd strength.
t?ì

Aceording to Fry and willi-*"(7)r the'expelimentaf

georneÈry requires that equation 1 be averaged over the

symmetric solÍd angle centered about a 9Oo-90o-90o geometry,

so that
¡/¡t = JrYldQ = 11 * 12 * 13 where

....2
dO = d0r x d0rr = sin,Orsin0d0td0d{rtdü

dflÌ and d0rt are the'soLid angles sr¡btended at the origin of

the co-ordinates in the input and output branches respectively,

and the limits of integration eorrespond to the symmetric

departures'from the 90o-90o-90o geometrlz that is,

ø,=l tô o=l Èy

lt,'=+ Êg V=ùo
,

Weak scattered outputs sometimes require the. use of wider :

.;

monochromator slits and tÏ¡.ese may not be s1'rnmetrical-Iy i
i.i

located with respect to the output axis of the 90o-90o-9oo ,

geometry. Under this situation

151+
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HANT,E STG}TAI CORAECTTON

0t ties beÈween ! - A1 and I * Ur, 6r I ôz
1þ' lies berw".r, $ - Vl ana f + þi¡ ,t,i * ,pl

u=I*,
û=*0

and under these new limits of integration,

, ,þu ? ,Yt ,þvi ,*o
ldo = | sin0'd0'l sinodo I u,i,, I aV'å-0, 'y, t|-vi 

' -o

= (sinô¡ + sinô2){2sinv) (Ul + Vå),(zq)

= 4osiny(rli + Ui) (sinOr + sinôz) ....3

substituting r t t rz, 13 from eguation 1 and fun ,ro* eguation
J3 and integrating we have;

= f,, "/Þ, = tr+$tsinzôr-sinô¡sinôz+sin2ôz) l

= l-*
fun

tu
fun

....4

-1 .
l+x2

( sin2ø) ( sin2r/ 1 +s i n2ú ù t r-| Csinr o. r -.sinô r s inô.z rsin2 ô.2 )

f3

¿o (ûl+Vri ) ....5

l-55
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( s in2 o); (boszrll -cotz'p i l tr-å1'5in.2 8 r'-s inôìr:slj¡rô z;+siirÊ.e'z')r l

4cr ({ri+Uå) ....6

Addition of equation 4, 5 and 6 results in an expressíon for I,
1

sin2cr t1-å(sin2 ô r.-sinô.r.sin6.2.+sin2.ô.2.) J

ic -
40 (,l,i+U;)

¿cr trl¡ i +rp å ) t r+| t sin2 6 r -sinô r sinô ztsint o z.) l
:i

sin2o tf-f tsin2 O r -sinô r sinô z*sin2 ô z ) l

1"i¡2,¡ l+sinzt|il +

Îc "r-#,
where

¿ct t,li+qrI ) tr+|tsin' o r-sinô.r sinôrtsin'zló.¿.) l
Cl=

sin2o . t r-{tsin2ôr-sinôt5i¡$2+sin2t¿'ll

cz=sin2r¡i +sinzgj

c3 = -(cos2r/¡l - cos2{l)

equation I is still of the form;

: l-- ' o*"* It * l] - ffiJ where a = S ""4 B = *
-lt- 1 - (B/a)xl* 

13 1Tx2 r+*, I
rhe term 

[* - +*r]t.nt"""rrts a inverted Lorentzian

l_

l*x' *.-, (cos29l-co",rr r] ....7

....8

....9

L56
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Flg. 2. Effecr of dfspersÍon
component (not to scale)
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HANI,E SIGNAT, CORRECTION

Ho$reverT=0whenx=H:0

is not, necessarily true, and

a fieLd independent background

ih'ae ibeen added to the inverted
Lorentzian. Th,e term
(B/AIx(L+x2)-r is a dispersion.

component which causes a
'skewness in the resuLtant

Lorentzian as shown in figure
2, and I.€<I{o. If this,type
of asymmeÈry is observed

experimentai-ly and can be traced
to a lack of symmetry of the
scattering region with respect
to the optic axis, a correction
needs to be applied so that the
full width at half maximum

(FIriHM) of the Hanl-e Lorentzian can be determined. To eriminate
the dispersive component a¡rd to obtain lhe true Lorentzian line
shape, the eqùatj-on 9 can be rewritten as:

ï=Kr-H.-

where Kr is the'constant of proportionality and if K¡A = A¡
and K¡B = Br;

î:¡¡--4r -Btxr-4 ' ]-+xz L*xz

Bx.Kr
l+xz

....1_0

r57
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In a typicaL Hanle experinent I and x are known, and a comPuter

program can be used to solve equation J-0 by fitting a poly-

nominal to find Ar, Br and K¡

No$r if the (Brx./L+x2) term, (the dispersive component)

is dropped the true Fh¡H¡4 can be obtainecl from the standard

Lorentzian,
À,r=Kr-fu ....11

At x, = t , Ï = Kr ând therefore 3t half the maximum intensity'

ät=*, A-ffiî
.2

or Xl
2

FITIHM = 2*.L =
a

....I2

The difference between the experimentally observed Han]e curve

and corrected Hanle curve as well as their FWHM is evident in

figure 3.

The method described above can be used to correct the

Hanle line shape for the dispersive component when wider exit

slits are in use which may be asymmetricall-y locatedror the

scattering region may be asymmetrically tocated with resPect

to the observation axis of the 90o-90o-90o experimental

geometry.
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Lifetimes and oscillator strengths in singlet Levels of strontium

F. M. KBuv, T. K. KoH, aND M. S. Marsun
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, Coherence narrowing and collision broadening of the 5s5p ,p, Ievel of strontium havebeen studied. The natural liferime of this level"has been ¿étermined^tã-uï'+.0¡ t 0.r0ns. The oscillaror strensth of the 4607,4 transition is f .S¿ I O.ó¿,-ànA tiJi vatues of thetransitions rrom rhe sído, sslp, 
";ã ¡;dtõ;-'ieîers to rh";;;ilJì;*r and rhe 5s4d1D¿ metastable level harie been'reevalualed. rìi"'.."r. section for Sr-Sr co]lisions isfound to be 5.2 X l0-7/õ cn2.

795

on à fait des études du rétrécissement par cohérence et. de l,érargissement par chocsdu niveau-5s5p'P, du strontium. La duréå ã"-ui" ¿" ce niveau est de 4.6g r 0.r0 ns.La force d'oscillateur de Ia transirion à ¿eOi-Å ãst de 1.94 r 0.06. On a réévalué lesvaleurs de I des transitions des niveaux Sr6p, irTi et 5sgp'p, ur riu"*-fJndamental etau niveau métastable 5s4d 1D,. on rrouve'q". iá ,."tiori 
"m.u."'pài,ïr.r'îriåË;'i;i;est de 5.2 x l0-7/õ cm2.

Can. J. phys., 52, jgí (1974)

1. Introduction

. The Hanle effect, which uses the crossing of
the Zeeman states of an atomic energy leve"l as
the magnetic field is swept through äro, is a
convenient method for the m"aiure-eit of
lifetimes of atomic energy levels, particularly
thoservhjch can be populated by opiical excita_
tion. Early work on thè Hanle .tr 

"i 
i, discussed

in the book by Mitchell and, Zemansky (193a).
The theory has been put in useful form fõr àtomic
spectroscopy by Lurio et al. (1964) and in a gen_
eral formulation by House (igZO)'.

Quantum mechanically, the Éanle effect can
be described by the Breit-Franken formula
(Franken l96t)

R - t -ft-f^t'gt'.'g^'t,
t?". I + itco]p,[f
m,m'

fluorescence; the atoms, which are initially in
some magnetic state m of the ground level, can be
excited to magnetic states p and p, of an excited
Ievel, and subsequently decay to a lower level
with magnetic quantum trumbe, m,; m and m,
may belong to the same ground level or m, may
be a magnetic state of some other level; the mag_
netic states p and p, of the excited level can bã_
come degenerate due to Ievel crossing. rofu.u,l :
2n(Eu - Er,)lh and r is the mean Iiietimå'åítn,
excited level. The/'s are matrix elements for the
absorption process and the g's for the reradiation.

Lurio et al. (1964) consider the external static
magnetic field to be along the z axis, and define a
set o-f unit complex vectors ê and ê,which specify
the.direction and the polarizationof the incóming
and the scatte¡ed photons, and, give this equation
a more useful form;

l2l R-L,o\u'ol'u 
^-*-,rr1-itro(¡rr¡r,)

where

t1l

In this equation, lR is the rate at which photons
of 

.po.larization f are absorbed and phótons of
polarization g are reemitted in the ¡esonance

Fru' : U,fu^f-r' and Gr,, : 
*Z 

gr,^,g^,,

'i are the excitation and ¡eradiation matrices respectively. Figure I shows the directions of the incomingand outgoing photons and their polarizations.
Lurio et al. (1964) have calculafed {,u, for resonance scattering with,I : 0 - J : I -_+ J :0 and find

à(e*e-) _ -e_e,lrfi -i"_, I

-e*e,^lJ2 €"' e"e_lJil x C
-Ie*' e"e*iJi ii*"- I

F,u,' :t3l
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For this case, the reradiation matrix Gu,u is identical to this except that all quantities are primed' This

leads to
R: R(Âp: 0) + .lR(ÂP: l) + .R(^P: 2)

where,

l4l .R(ÀP : O) - (!e*e-e*'e-' + e,2e''2)

rsl R(^p: D -+{
*V-rL.=sttrffil

t6l R(^p : 2) - i
Theseequationsdifferslightlyfroml0,ll,andl2inLurio etat.(1964)duetothecorrectionofthesign
in the denominator (Stroke et al. 1968).

For resonance scattering with"f : 2'-+ J : | --+ J : 2

12,.,- t 3e,2 (O - +),""- -t"-'
ut F,u,:lt6 -€\"n. ì,.'* r"*"- (+-,[)"'"-

i-n".' (+- J-\"",. ze*e- * 3e"2

xC

G",, is the same as,Çu, except that all quantities are primed. 
-A 

direct calculation shows that R(Âp : l)

"åäiãfÂ1, 
: ijáiriä.tticaì,exceptforaconstant,tothosefor"/ : 0--+ J : 1 ' J : 0,but,'R(Âp :

0) is different and

18] R(^p: 0) - 33(e*e-e*'e-' + e*e-e"'2 + e*'e-'e,2 + ""'r"'') + ($e*e-e*''e-' i e,'e,it)

Forscatteringwith"I:0 --+ J: l - J:2,theexpressionfor.{u.;isthesameas [3]andGa'uisthe
,urnã ur lil, .*ãept that all quantities are primed. Again, a direct iálculation shows that R(Âp : l)
and ,R(Âp : Z) ir" the same as [5] and [6] except for a constant and !

t9] ,R(Âp: O) - 3(e*e-e*'9-' + e*e-e,'z + e*'e-'e,z + e;2e"'2) I $(e*e-e*'e.-' .+ e"2e.'2)

,nxllo 
""ï, 

r:i:Täî'ål ff"" äi:î,,åli"å'::
,I : 0 - J : I --+ J : 0,J : 2 -'+ J : | --+ J : 2,

and J:0- J:l--+J:2leads to a simp-le Inthisequation,Ristheintensityofthescattered

Lorentzian expression

a\

LIGHT IN

FIc. 1. Coordinate and polarization system

the calculation of the Hanle effect.
used in

Frc. 2. Geometry of the Hanle experiment'
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light, A is a constant which has a different value
for the three cases considered, r is the mean radia_
tive_lifetime of the upper level, and a : gr¡toúf h,
the Larmor angular frequency of precessøn ðf tn.
atom in the applied magnetic field 11.

If the angle between the incident and observa_
tion direction is not exactly 90., the shape ofthe
Hanle resonance is a combination of aLorcntzian
and a dispersion curve (Fry and Williams 1969).
This introduces a skewnesi in the shape of the
Hanle resonance which can be reprejented by

tlll R-A+s(-D'!l=="\
\t + o2n2 )

.,(r?#,)
where l, B, C, and D are constant,,É1is the mag-
netic field, and the last term represents the dis_
persive component.

The full width of the Hanle resonance at half
max-i1tum intensity, All, is related to the lifetime,
t, ofthe level by

Zeeman states decay with the natural lifetime
of the level. As the density of the atom is in-
creased, the coherence narrowing of the Hanle
resonance due to radiation trapping occurs until
a saturation level is reached. At higher densities,
collisions between atoms broaden the Hanle
curve and become the dominant facto¡.

For the general case, which includes different
initial and final levels, Happer and Saloman
(1967) and Hsieh and Baird (1972) give

t15l f : fo - foIu,B,x¡ f ln,o.,utj

where F is the reciprocal of the observed lifetime
and fo is the reciprocal of the radiative lifetime
ofthe excited state, ø, is an angular factor which
depends on the angular momentum of the excited
and final states and is tabulated by Saloman and
Happer (1966), B, is the branching rario for a
decay from the excited level, and x, is the reab-
sorption probability which depends on a charac_
teristic dimension of the scattering region and the
mean free path of the photon, and contains an

1ll9e.ul_ tabulated by Mitchell and Zemansky
(1934).In the third feÍm, nj is the density of rhe
a-toms in the ground state ór the final state, o, is
the resonance broadening cross section for like
atom collisions, and D is the relative velocity of
the two atoms. For our experiment, each sum has
two terms corrresponding to the ground and the
metastable levels of the strontium atoms.

2. Experiment
The Hanle resonance technique was used by

us (Dickie et al.l973) to determine the lifetime of
the first singlet P level of strontium, and a value
of 5,29 ns was reported. However, the photo-
multiplier tube which we used in the experìments
had a high background which prevented observa-
tions at very low densities of strontium atoms in
the atomic beam. After modifications were made
in the experimental apparatus, and the lifetimes
and related oscillator strengths for the 5s6p Ipr,
5s7p lPr, and 5s8p lp, levels were determined
(Kelly et al. l973a,b), the 5.ç5p 1p, level has been
reexamined. The geometry, the experimental
setup, and the signal averaging system shown in
Figs. 2, 3, and 4 and described earlier (Kelly et at.
1973a), have been used to measure the vaiiation
of the lifetime of the 5s5p lpr level of strontium
with the density of the strontium atoms.

At low atomic densities, (low furnace currents),
the Hanle signal is weak. To improve the signal to

j.

w-he¡e g, is the Landé g factor of the upper level
of the transition and po is the Bohr mâgneton.
The mean lifetime, t, of the upper level is also
given by

It2l llr:l:(grþrlh)LH

ll3l llr:l:2Ai

114l An- *l c.()\;Í

The Einstein coefficients, A{, for spontaneous
emission from the upper levelz to the lower level
z are given by

8nze2 go fn,

where the g's are the statistical weights of the
levels andf,, is the absorption oscillator strength
for the transition of wavelength I,"" (Mitchell and
Zemansky 1934; Crossley 1969).

_ 
In a Hanle experiment, an incoming resonance

photon excites a sample atom which subsequently
decays with the emission of another ptroton. fnii
photon may escape from the scattering region or
it may be absorbed by a second ato*. tt is
multiple scattering of resonance radiation leads
to an apparent increase in the lifetime of the
excited.state which appears experimentally as a
narrowing of the Hanle resonance. The extent to
which multiple scattering occurs depends upon
the density of the scattering atoms. Àt u..y iow
densities, there is no radiation trapping and the

L.i

;: i'

l:¡
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Frc. 3. Schematic diagram of the experimental
apparatus; the direction of observation is perpendicular
to the plane of the diagram.
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Fra. 4. Schematic diagram of the signal averaging
apparatus.

noise ratio;- wide slits are used on the rnono-

chromator, which is in the output arm of the

apparatus. When the wider slits are used, a slight
skèwness in the Hanle signal is observed. The
skewness indicates the presence of a dispersive
component, which in turn is traced to the fact
that the region of irradiation of the atomic beam

is not completely symmetrical about the optical
axis of the system. The image of the hollow
cathode source formed with resonance radiation,
4607 Ã,scattered from the beam, and focussed on
the plane of the monochromator is pear shaped

with a sharpened end. When a narrow slit is used,

only a small section of this image is admitted to
the monochromator. However, with a wide. slit,
the illumination is no longer angularly sym-

metric about the optical axis, and the skewness

results. A computer program, based on [11]' is

used to eliminate the effect of the dispersive com-
ponent on the width of the Hanle resonance.

Ñarrow slits are used on the monochromator for
observations at medium and high densities and

this problem does not arise.
The density of the atoms in the beam is varied

by changing the heating current in the furnace,
while the current in the hollow cathode lamp, and

the steady and the sweep magnetic field are kept
the same. A density parameter p, in arbitrary
units, is defined as

maximum counts in wings - backgroryp:@pcurrenr)2

With the low atomic densities, wider slits are

used, and a geometric factor is used to convert the

value of p to a constant slit width.

3. Results and Discussion

The width of the Hanle resonance is deter-
mined over a wide range of densities of the atoms
in the atomic beam. The width, in channel num-
bers, can be converted to LH in tesla from the

known calibration (Kelly et al. 1973b). Figure 5

shows a plot of the width in channels of the Hanle
signal agãinst the density parameter p in arbitrary
units. the solid curve is obtained when the full
spectrum of strontium, including the ultraviolet
lines, irradiates the strontium beam. The curve

shows coherence narrowing in the region ofvery
low densities and a collision broadening region

at high atomic densities separated by a saturation
region at intermediate atomic densities.

Fot out experiment, each of the sums in [15]
has two terms and the equation can be written as

116l f :fo(l -ütxtþt-azxzþz)
-| ly'1otD 1- N2orú

In this equation, the subscript 1 refers to the
ground 1So level while the subscript 2 refers to
ihe metastable LD, level. In the low density

region, N, and N, are relatively small, and the

seõond and third terms corresponding to multiple
scattering of the resonance radiation are the

important ones. oc, andør are constants tabulated
by Saloman and Happer (19^66) and B, (the

bianching ratio forl. : 64 600 Å.) is much smaller

than pr. Thus, at low beam densities (d'Yakonov
and Pérel' 1965), we can approximate [15] by

%
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. Fra. 5. The variation of the Hanle width of 4607 Å' with density.

,, the probability of scattering of I : 4607 

^,', depends on the density in a complicated manner.
However, at these low densities, x is small and

. changes slowly with density so that we can
: assume that the Hanle width varies linearly with

density in the low density region. A least r[uut.t
I fit and an extrapolation to zero density gives a

value of LH : e4.29 + 0.54) x l0-a Tlhich,
, with [12], gives a value of to : 4.68 + 0.10 ns
r for the radiative lifetime of the 5s5p lp, level.
i Saloman and Happer (1966) have shown that

the ratio f/l-,,, is equal to 1013, where l-,n
i corresponds to the minimum width of the Hanle

resonance, provided 
- the absorption of the

: transition 1, : 64 600.Ä from the lD, Ievel can be
neglected. From the solid line in Fig. 5, the ob-I served ratio is 1.1, considerably smaller than the
theoretical value. This indicates that the L Drlevel
must be taken into account for a discussion of the
intermediate density region of Fig. 5.

F¡c.6. Partial energy level diagram for neutral
strontium.

When the density of the atoms in the beam is in
the high range, the last two terms of [16] are
dominant. During our experiments ãt high
densities, the intensity of the input light is kept
constant. Under these conditions iy'r, the numbèr
of atoms per cm3 in the L D r level reãches a maxi-
mum value, because the excitation of this level is
mostly by decays from upper excited levels, but,
{r, the number of atoms per cm3 in the ground1So level, continues to iicrease. Thus,"at the
highest densities, the fourth term of [16] is the
most important, and, the width of the Hanle
resonance under collision broadening conditions
becomes proportional to the density of the atoms.
This result allows us to make a numerical evalua-
tion of the ratio between our arbitrary density
parameter p, and 1/, the number of atoms per
cm3 in the beam.

Byron et al. (1964) have poinred our that if the
oscillator 

_strength is unity or larger, broadening
due to collisions between like atoms is velocit!
independent. Moreover, for a J: I --+ .I : 0
transition, as is the case in our experiment,
d'Yakonov and Perel' (1965) have shoin f, :
fo x 0.028 ìy'À3, where f, is the contributioñ to
the Hanle width for like atom collision broad-
ening. Thus, when the density of atoms is large,
and the observed width of the Hanle resonance
is mostly dependent on collision broad.ening, we
may write f : constant + fo x 0.028 NrIr..
A least squares fit to the slope ofthe straighfüne
part of our curve with p > lOa gives us À/, :

::, 
I

T!" 5s4d 1D2 metastable level can be popu-
lated by: (1) transitions from oprically eiciied
levels which lie above 5s5p 1pr, (2) direct decay
from 5sfz lP, with the emission oî a photon of
64 600 Ä, and (3) excitation of the level by low
energy electrons in the vicinity of the furnace
mouth. The first of these processes can be
blocked by the inclusion of a glass plate in the
input arm of the apparatus, becausJthe optical
excitation of levels above 5s5p is entireiy by
ultraviolet lines. The result of the eliminatión of
the ultraviolet excitation is pronounced and is
shown in Fig. 5 by the dotted curve. The ratio
I-o/l-,, has been increased to 1.3, but, this is still
well below the theoretical value. The energy levels
and transitions are shown in a partial- energy
level diagram in Fig. 6.
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1.64 x 10e x p, and we are able to convert our
density parameter p to number of atoms per cm3.

D'Yakonov and Perel'point out that when the
density of the atoms is large enough that the
condition, ¡y'13 << l, is no longer valid, collision
broadening of the Hanle resonance is important.
If we assume ¡y'1À13 : l, with \ : 460j Ä., col-
lision broadening becomes dominant ât y'y'1 :
1013, corresponding to our density parameter
p : 6 x 103. This agrees with the obiervations
in Fig. 5. The wavelength of the transition to the
metastable l Drlevelis 64 600 Å which is 14 times
the wavelength of the resonance line. Conse-
quently, when ly'r, the number of atoms in the
'D, level, reaches about 4 x lOe per cm3, col-
lisions between the excited level and the meta-
stable level will contribute to the broadening of
the Hanle width. There is no reliable way to èsti-
mate the relative number of atoms in the meta-
stable 1D, level, but, provided the population of
the metastables is greater than ll!4j3 : 3.7 x
10-" times the beam density, collision broad-
ening due to the metastable level becomes
important, and may be effective before broad-
ening due to collisions with ground state atoms.
The dip in our curve near p : 100 may be due to
this effect.

. The slope of the broadening curve at high
densities will also yield the broadening cross
section (Happer and Saloman 1967). From the
.slope of our experimental curve, we obtain
o(t) : 5.2 x l0-7 lu cm2 for our experimental
value.

There are a number of theoretical formulae for
the calculation of this cross section. D,yakonov
and Perel' (1965) modify a formula given by
Byron and Foley (1964), and we obtain

o(Ð : 0.028 x )u3 x ]-:olu : 5.6 x t0-7 fu cm2

This result agrees very well with our experimental
value. A formula given by Omont (1966) yields
o(t) : 4.4 x l0-7lu cm2. The agreement is not
as good but is still within experimental error.

Penkin and Shabanova (1969) have usecl the
hook method to determine collision cross sec-
tion, and their result, corrected with our larger
f value, is o(u) :4.7 x l0-7lucm2. The agree-
ment is within experimental errors.

This paper corrects our earlie¡ measurement
(Dickie er al. 1973) of the lifetime of the 5s5p lp,
level. There is no experimental data for a reiiablè
value of the branching ratio for the two transi-

tions from this level. W'e assume a branching
ratio which gives 5ft to the 1 D 2level. This valuè
is consistent with the curves in Fig. 5 but cannot
be completely justified. The lifetime to is 4.68 *
0.10 ns. V/ith [13]and [14]and rhe Sfbranching,
we determine f(607) : 1.94 + 0.06. The error
has been increased by 50/,to allow for uncertain-
ties in the branching ratio. If the decay to the
metastable level is neglected, the/value is 2.04.
Kim and Bagus (1972) in a theoretical paper
assume a branching ratio of 4ft.

The assumption of the 5ft branching also
means that f(64 600) : 3.8. The error in rhis is
large, as the change in/is large for small changes
in the branching ratio. A l/o branching ratio
reduces the/value to 0.8.

We have previously reported lifetimes and
related oscillator strengths for the 5s6p, 5s7p,
and 5s8p singlet levels (Kèlly et al. 1973ø,b). The
calculations of the oscillator strengths involve
f(4607), and the previously reported oscillator
strengths require modification. In Table l, we
have collected lifetime measurements from the
Iiterature and give corrected/values for the higher
excited singlet P levels. Our previous value,
(Dickie et al. 1973, ref. 7 in Table l), contained a
systematìc error due to coherence narrowing.
The agreement of the recent lifetime measure-
ment (Table 1, refs. 5, 6, and 8) is very good.
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